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Hi Rick,
 
I received your voicemail. Actually, the Institutional Control guidance is on DEP’s 
website. Sometimes, it is easier to find it via Google. Regardless, the guidance was 
updated last month and the last time I checked, the new version had not replaced 
the old guidance so it is timely that you called. I am also sending you the “Top 12” 
list to assist.
 
If you have legal questions, I’d suggest you contact Georgiana Holmes. You might 
want to call her before starting just to introduce yourself and briefly run through 
your plans but there is no requirement to do so. When your draft DoRC comes in, I 
will screen it, ensure the attachments are there (e.g. title search, deed, survey, 
description of the contamination & other technical issues, etc.) and then forward it 
on to Georgiana.
 
Call if you have questions.
 
merlin
 
Merlin D. Russell Jr.
Professional Geologist II
Hazardous Waste Regulation Section, Room 310D
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
2600 Blair Stone Road
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2600
850.245.8796 (work)
merlin.russell@dep.state.fl.us
Monday-Thursday, 7:00 am-4:30 pm, Fridays, 7:00-11:00 am
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Preface 
 
This document has been prepared as guidance for the Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection (FDEP), Division of Waste Management (DWM) Tallahassee 
staff, FDEP District Offices, and those counties under contract with, or delegation from, 
the FDEP to oversee cleanup of contaminated property (collectively referred to as 
“Staff”). Nothing in this document should be construed as a uniform policy or rule 
(except for those rules specifically enumerated as such).  This document merely 
provides general information regarding types of Institutional Controls (ICs), outlines the 
requirements for the internal processing of ICs, and characterizes the DWM’s and the 
FDEP Office of General Counsel’s (OGC) experiences thus far in this area.  This 
guidance is provided in one document so that all Staff has the same information upon 
which to base a decision.  No person may cite this document as authority for taking 
or refusing to take any agency action. 
 
This document was prepared by the DWM, the District Office Waste Cleanup Programs, 
and the OGC.  If you have any questions regarding the information contained in this 
document, please contact the appropriate program or enforcement attorney and/or the 
appropriate technical supervisor in your section.  Likewise, if you have any insight or 
experience you believe should be included in a subsequent version of this document, 
please contact an OGC attorney, a Bureau Chief, or a Waste Program Administrator. 
 
A. WHAT ARE INSTITUTIONAL CONTROLS? 
 
Sections 376.301(22) and 376.79(10), Florida Statutes (F.S.), similarly define 
Institutional Controls (ICs) as "the restriction on use or access to a site to eliminate or 
minimize exposure to petroleum products' chemicals of concern, drycleaning solvents, 
or other contaminants.  Such restrictions may include, but are not limited to, deed 
restrictions, restrictive covenants or conservation easements.” 
 
ICs are non-engineering legal controls intended to affect human activities in such a way 
as to prevent or reduce exposure to contamination.  ICs contain legal restrictions or 
prohibitions, such as land and resource use restrictions, and well-drilling prohibitions.  



Two common forms of ICs are Restrictive Covenants (RC) 
and Conservation Easements.  Restrictive Covenants are 
legal documents in which a property owner agrees to restrict 
the use of his or her property in a certain manner.  
Conservation Easements are similar, except that the primary 
purpose of Conservation Easements is to protect existing 
environmental, historical, archeological, architectural or 



cultural values.  Each of these IC types is created by the execution of documents that 
must then be properly recorded with the county’s land records office where the deed to 
the real property was recorded to ensure proper notice and effectiveness of the control.  
This guidance document will focus on Restrictive Covenants, as RCs are the most 
common form of IC used within the Division of Waste Cleanup. 
 



The most common form of 
IC used by the Division is 
the Restrictive Covenant 



(RC). 
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B. WHEN IS THE USE OF AN INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL APPROPRIATE? 
 
ICs are used to eliminate or control the potential exposure to contamination.  This use is 
specifically authorized by the Florida Statutes governing global Risk Based Corrective 
Action (RBCA), petroleum cleanup, drycleaning solvent cleanup, and brownfields.1  The 
respective rules for each of these programs,2 implement the statutory authorization by 
allowing use of ICs and “alternative cleanup target levels” instead of the default cleanup 
target levels contained in Chapter 62-777, F.A.C.3  These rules also authorize the use 
of an IC to achieve FDEP approval for a Site Rehabilitation Completion Order (SRCO) 
with Conditions.4  In determining whether a conditional SRCO is appropriate, please 
look to these rules and any FDEP guidance document in conjunction with the technical 
assessment and, if applicable, remediation information supplied regarding the 
contaminated site.  If a conditional SRCO is appropriate, determine the remaining 
exposure pathways and then develop a list of restrictions that will be necessary to 
protect human health and the environment from the remaining contamination in light of 
those pathways. 
 
In determining whether an IC is appropriate, consider the following: 
 



• Contaminated Media [e.g., a groundwater use restriction is appropriate if, among 
other things, contaminant levels exceed groundwater cleanup target levels 
(GCTLs)], 



• Current and projected use of the affected groundwater and surface water (e.g., a 
groundwater use restriction is appropriate if, among other things, there is no 
intent to use the groundwater beneath the property because the area is currently 
served by municipal supply wells), 



• Current and projected use of the contaminated property (e.g., a land use 
restriction would be appropriate if soil contamination exists on a property that will 
not be capped, but exposure is limited to adult workers in a commercial or 
industrial setting), 



• Current and projected use of the land surrounding the contaminated property 
(e.g.,  a land use restriction to address soil contamination would be adequately 
protective if the surrounding area is currently commercial and/or industrial land 
use and not likely to be developed into a residential subdivision in the 
foreseeable future), 



• Probability of the contamination spreading, and the nature of the contamination 
(i.e., whether the contamination is likely to naturally attenuate or is easily 
mobilized) (e.g., a groundwater use restriction is appropriate if, among other 
things, the technical documents show no likelihood of the contamination plume 
moving),  



                                                 
1 Sections 376.30701(2)(d), 376.3071(5)(b)4, 376.3078(4)(d) and 376.81(1)(d), F.S. 
2 Chapters 62-770, 62-780, 62-782, and 62-785, Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.) 
3 See Rules 62-770.650, 62-782.650, 62-785.650 and 62-780.650, and 62-770.680, 62-782.680, 62-785.680, and 62-
780.680, F.A.C. 
4 Risk Management Options Level II (RMO II) is the option for a No Further Action with institutional controls and is 
available when the controls are protective of human health, public safety, and the environment and are agreed to by 
the property owners of the source property.  See .680.(2), F.A.C., in the respective cleanup rules.   
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• Location of receptors (water supply wells, surface water bodies, etc.) and 
availability of public water supply systems (e.g., a groundwater use restriction 
would be appropriate if, among other things, there were no water supply wells 
near the groundwater plume that could provide a pathway to human exposure); 
and 



• Necessity of an engineering control (e.g., an engineering control cap would be 
appropriate if there is an area of soil contamination under the parking lot of a 
shopping mall). 



 
The current use of the property and the property owner’s long-term plans for the 
property are of interest to the FDEP in the formulation of the text of the IC to ensure 
sufficient protection of human health and the environment.  In selecting the appropriate 
IC, please work closely with the current property owner or his or her attorney to find a 
mutually satisfactory control.  Any IC that involves the recording of a document affecting 
the title to, and use of, the property (such as a Restrictive Covenant) must be authorized 
by the owner of the contaminated property.  Restrictions on the use of the property 
cannot be imposed unilaterally by the FDEP.5  
 
Engineering Controls (EC).  ECs, such as physical barriers, caps, covers, slurry walls, 
fences, and impermeable barriers, are designed to physically limit or prevent access 
and exposure to contamination or are designed to eliminate 
further migration of the contamination.  Where an EC is 
necessary, an IC must always be provided to ensure that the 
EC is properly maintained and protected and that the FDEP 
has access to inspect the EC.  Future owners of contaminated 
property might not be willing to continue to maintain and repair 
an engineering control if those requirements were not imposed 
through an IC that “runs with the land.”6   
 
 Interim Institutional Controls. Some sites may be required by private contract, 
cleanup agreement, or consent order, to record an IC prior to beginning or completing 
the cleanup work.  In some circumstances, there are also 
sound environmental reasons for the agency to 
encourage the recording of an IC prior to completing the 
remediation.  For example, an Interim IC may be 
appropriate when the parties anticipate that remediation 
will take years to complete and the FDEP agrees that 
active remediation will be conducted only on the 
groundwater contamination.  Under such circumstances, 
an Interim IC might require the maintenance of an 
                                                 
5 There will be exceptions to this limitation, for example, for a site under FDEP enforcement.  Special instructions for 
enforcement proceedings are not addressed in this guidance document.  If necessary, please coordinate with the 
appropriate FDEP enforcement attorney. 
6 There may be certain instances when the FDEP, to ensure the durability of the Engineering Control, may request 
that the owners/responsible parties present evidence that they have sufficient financial resources to maintain the 
Engineering Control 
 



Where an EC is 
necessary, an IC must 



always be provided. 



An interim IC may be 
appropriate when long term 
groundwater remediation is 



projected.  The interim IC may 
make possible the 



redevelopment or reuse of the 
property during cleanup 
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impervious surface (i.e., cap) to prevent exposure to contaminated soils while the 
groundwater continues to be remediated either actively or passively using natural 
attenuation.  When an Interim IC is implemented, remediation will not be complete; 
therefore, the FDEP will not issue a Site Rehabilitation Completion Order with 
Conditions after the recording of an Interim IC.  The procedures for evaluating this 
Interim IC will be the same as for the permanent IC.  However, additional language will 
need to be included in the document to address the contamination that is under 
remediation.  Please be sure to advise the OGC attorney reviewing the IC if the control 
is intended to be an interim measure. 
 
When the groundwater has achieved the appropriate cleanup target levels, the Interim 
IC must be re-evaluated.  At that time, the FDEP must evaluate what restrictions, if any, 
need to be instituted on the property.  If an IC is still necessary, then the complete IC 
review procedure needs to be conducted on the new document (including new title 
work) and the IC text needs to remove old restrictions and create the new ones.  Upon 
recordation of this new IC, the issuance of a Site Rehabilitation Completion Order 
(SRCO) with Conditions may be appropriate.   
 
Institutional Controls on Non-Source Property.  If the remaining contamination 
extends off the source property and that contamination otherwise meets the technical 
and rule requirements for conditional closure, the FDEP site/project manager may be 
asked if an IC can be placed on the non-source property.  
There are instances where this may be possible if the 
non-source property owner consents to the IC.  However, 
there are a number of site-specific issues that must be 
evaluated prior to approving such a request.  Before 
attempting to answer this question, please contact your 
supervisor and the appropriate program or enforcement 
attorney to discuss the specifics of the contamination and 
properties in question.  At a minimum, should such a 
request be approved, notice would have to be provided to the local government, and the 
standard Restrictive Covenant and SRCO would need to be modified to reflect the 
situation.  A non-source property IC may be considered under Risk Management Option 
Level III (RMO III) [See subsection .680(3), F.A.C., in the respective cleanup rules]. 
 
Restricting a Portion of the Property.  A property owner sometimes asks FDEP to 
agree to restrictions on only a portion of a parcel of property.  A partial restriction is not 
appropriate where groundwater usage needs to be restricted.  When soil contamination 
is the only issue, however, FDEP will allow the IC to encumber only that contaminated 
portion of the property.  When an owner does not want to encumber the entire parcel, 
the owner can define the area to be subject to the IC by using a legal description for the 
IC of only that smaller contaminated area.  For example, if the parcel is 20 acres, only a 
¼ acre area of contaminated soil remains, and the restriction includes the maintenance 
of a soil cap (e.g., parking lot), then the legal description in the IC can describe only the 
contaminated ¼ acre.  Along with a legal description, the owner will be required to 
include a Professional Land Survey, using minimum technical standards (MTS), or a 



If an IC is requested on a non-
source property, the DEP 



project manager should contact 
his or her supervisor and the 



appropriate DEP attorney.   
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similar high-quality map depicting the restricted area and identifying the boundary using 
the State Plane Coordinates (SPC) system or GPS coordinates.  The survey will 
become an exhibit and will be incorporated by reference within the RC.  Note, however, 
that FDEP will still need ingress/egress access to that smaller encumbered area for 
inspection and audit purposes, when that area is not immediately accessible to the 
public.  Therefore, a non-exclusive site access easement in favor of FDEP must be 
recorded using the same legal description as the deed, rather than the legal description 
of the smaller area subject to the Restrictive Covenant.  See Attachment 4 for an 
example of a site access easement.  A legal description describing the ingress and 
egress corridor is necessary for this easement, and the corridor must also be identified 
on the survey map exhibit described above, and included in the access easement 
document as well.   
 
If a property owner proposes to subdivide his/her property to limit the area to be 
restricted and requests your input, please be certain that the “contaminated parcel” is of 
sufficient size to ensure that the potential for groundwater movement and plume 
migration are adequately addressed if groundwater contamination is an issue.  The size 
of the parcel does not affect leachability, however.  If leaching is an issue, the Person 
Responsible for Site Rehabilitation will have to address it with an impervious cap, 
regardless of parcel size or subdivided lot size.7 
 
“Low Yield/Poor Quality” Cleanup Target Levels.  If the responsible party wants to 
utilize the “low yield/poor quality” cleanup target levels for groundwater and associated 
leachability cleanup target levels for soil, then the IC must identify the property as 
having poor quality and/or low yield groundwater, and it must prohibit the use of 
groundwater on the property based on the contaminants that are allowed to remain at 
higher levels than the default health-based cleanup target levels (CTLs). 
 
C. CREATING AND USING RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS 
 
In almost all cases FDEP will accept Restrictive Covenants (RCs)8 as an acceptable 
form of Institutional Control.9  It is less willing to accept other forms of Institutional 



                                                 
7 If an IC has been recorded with FDEP approval and the property is later subdivided, normally the IC runs with the 
land and title to the property.  So, each new deed should contain, or incorporate by reference, the restrictions and no 
prior approval is required from the FDEP.  However, if the FDEP learns of such a subdivision, the IC Registry 
information should be updated to reflect the new multiple addresses.  See Section E, IC Registry, below. 



If an IC has been approved by the FDEP and recorded for a property, and the criteria for direct exposure 
were met using a 95% Upper Confidence Limit (UCL) approach, then several things need to be evaluated.  First, if 
the property is being divided into parcels smaller than the Exposure Unit (EU) used in the 95% UCL calculation, then 
there must be a showing to the FDEP that the contamination is no longer on the property (in which case those 
restrictions may be removed; see Section I “Removing or Amending an IC” below); or that subsequent sampling 
indicates that the contamination on the source property now meets conditional SRCO levels without the need for use 
of the 95% UCL (in which case the IC should be modified to remove the 95% UCL language and associated 
restrictions in the IC, see Section I below); or that subsequent sampling indicates that the contamination on each 
parcel derived from the source property now meets SRCO levels using the 95% UCL. 
8 Restrictive covenants and deed restrictions are similar.  The difference lies in who creates and records the 
document and who enforces it.  A deed restriction is created and recorded by the seller to control the buyer’s use of 
the property, and it is enforceable by the seller against the buyer.  A restrictive covenant is created and recorded by 
the owner of property to limit his own actions.  It is enforceable by third party beneficiaries named in the covenant. 
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Controls.10  The following process assumes that the property owner is proposing the 
use of an RC as the form of institutional control.  Other forms of ICs may require 
different processes. Please consult with OGC before you consider the use of other 
forms of IC.  
 
Site/Project Manager Review   
 
The FDEP or District site/project manager11 (including the contracted or delegated local 
government site/project manager) must make the technical determination as to whether 
a contaminated site has undergone sufficient assessment and/or remediation that a 
conditional closure is appropriate under the applicable cleanup rules.12  See Attachment 
7 for a sample letter from the site/project manager to the PRSR regarding RCs.  The 



                                                                                                                                                          
9 See Section 704.06 and Chapter 376, F.S.  Also see a Sample Restrictive Covenant and Checklist in Attachments 3 
and 5.   Restrictive Covenants are the preferred IC at most sites. 
10 Other forms of ICs include government controls such as zoning, local ordinances, permits, and comprehensive land 
use planning and management, conservation easements and DEP consent orders.  Zoning is not permanent and 
therefore not sufficiently protective of human health and the environment over the long term.  Permit conditions bind 
only the permitee for the life of the permit, rather than binding all subsequent owners in perpetuity.  Conservation 
easements are more appropriately used by the Division of Water Resource Management because they are intended 
to protect a natural resource rather than to apply a restriction to a contaminated parcel of property.  



Comprehensive land use and management plans adopted by governments can be changed, and therefore 
provide insufficient protections.  However, the FDEP has made an exception in the past for property owned by the 
federal government.  The FDEP has agreed to the use of appropriately drafted language and restrictions in a 
Memorandum of Agreement on Land Use Controls as an IC for active facilities owned by the federal government.  
However, if the federal government later sells the property, the FDEP should require the imposition of an RC if 
cleanup will not be resumed.  The FDEP should be immediately notified of any sale or intended sale of restricted 
property.  Review of the IC for federal property must be coordinated with the Federal Programs Section in the Bureau 
of Waste Cleanup or the Enforcement Section of the OGC.  



FDEP consent orders using restrictions can only be enforced against the person signing the consent order, 
pursuant to Section 120.69, F.S., and so are not as protective as ICs over long periods of time if property ownership 
changes.   Thus, consent orders with use restrictions are best used for certain entities where long-term ownership of 
the property is fairly certain, such as a government-owned property (e.g., airports).  The consent order should contain 
a provision that requires immediate notification to the FDEP or the District Office prior to the change of ownership of 
the contaminated property.  A standard consent order can require the recording of an IC.  Additionally, the consent 
order itself can be modified to comply with the real property law requirements and be recorded as a form of IC, thus 
binding future property owners.  However, because not all parts of a consent order bind future property owners (such 
as penalties), and because consent orders contain language not necessarily applicable to the restrictions themselves, 
this option can be confusing to use and is, therefore, not recommended. 
11 Who is the site/project manager?  
District-Lead Sites (Counties with delegated programs that are not required to obtain FDEP approval of technical 
decisions should follow the “District-Lead Sites” instructions).  The District should modify any of the sample RCs 
attached to this guidance document to indicate that the District is the FDEP signing representative, that the technical 
documents referenced in the covenant are on file at the District office, and to provide the District’s address.  
FDEP-Contracted Local Government Lead Sites (Counties with delegated programs that do require FDEP-approval 
of technical decisions should follow the instructions for “FDEP-Contracted Local Government Lead Sites” throughout 
this document).  The FDEP-contracted local government site/project manager must submit the draft RC and 
accompanying documentation to the appropriate FDEP liaison.  For petroleum sites, after reviewing, the FDEP liaison 
will send the documents to a FDEP technical reviewer in the Bureau of Petroleum Storage Systems (BPSS).  The 
BPSS reviewer is the Professional Engineer (PE) or Professional Geologist (PG) on the county team.  If approved on 
its technical merits, all of the above documentation, including supporting legal documents, must be forwarded to 
FDEP OGC with a cover memo indicating who performed the FDEP technical review.  See Sample Memo to OGC, 
Attachment 6.  If the FDEP technical reviewer determines that the site is not yet ready for an RC, the documentation 
will be returned to the contracted local government.  
12 Any reference to “FDEP technical professional staff” includes not only staff in the six FDEP Districts and the 
Tallahassee headquarters office, but also FDEP contracted local governments and delegated programs and FDEP 
contracted private site/project managers (hereinafter referred to as site/project manager).   
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site/project manager should provide any FDEP technical guidance regarding the control 
to the property owner, and should request that the property owner prepare a draft of the 
RC.  FDEP recommends that the site/project manager provide a copy of this 
Institutional Controls Procedures Guidance (ICPG) document and its attachments to the 
property owner or representative (or provide the internet location for this guidance 
document).  The FDEP site/project manager should not prepare the draft IC. The 
site/project manager should strongly encourage the property owner to use the forms 
attached to this guidance.  Although use of these forms is not mandatory, OGC will 
carefully examine language differing from that used in the forms to ensure that the 
documents will have no unintended consequences. Thus, use of the forms, which have 
been pre-approved, will expedite the review process.  
 
All questions should initially be directed to the site/project manager.  Once the IC is 
drafted by the owner or the owner’s representative, the IC and supporting documents 
should go to the site/project manager, who must determine if the IC document includes 
the appropriate restrictions or requirements and if the necessary supporting 
documentation has been provided by the owner (See Attachment 5, Declaration of 
Restrictive Covenant Checklist).   
 
Generally, three (3) types of restrictions are used: water use restriction; and/or 
requirement to maintain engineering control (e.g., soil cap); and/or land use restrictions.  
The site/project manager should ensure that all of these that are applicable to the site 
are included in the draft RC.  
 
Once the site/project manager determines that the IC contains restrictions appropriate 
to the site conditions, and that all supporting documentation is present, the manager 
should then route those documents to OGC for legal review, approval, and signature.  
FDEP OGC should only receive the request for legal review of the RC directly from the 
site/project manager and not from the property owner or owner’s representative.  
 
For contracted local government-lead petroleum contaminated sites, the site/project 
manager’s decision to allow the use of an RC will be reviewed by the Bureau of 
Petroleum Storage Systems (BPSS) Cleanup County Liaison (who will involve the 
appropriate Tallahassee technical staff, as needed).  The Waste Program Administrator 
should approve the technical determination for District-lead sites, and the appropriate 
Bureau Chief should approve Tallahassee-lead sites.  District staff may always seek 
input from Tallahassee staff, if desired.  
 
The site/project manager should review and approve the geological and engineering 
details prior to forwarding the unsigned RC with supporting documentation to FDEP 
OGC.  The site/project manager must also review the draft covenant to ensure that the 
covenant contains the correct restrictions on use of the property.   
 
 
Along with the draft RC , OGC must have the following prior to reviewing any restriction 
(See Declaration of Restrictive Covenant Checklist, Attachment 5): 
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• Deed.  The deed must identify the current real property owner, and the name on 



the deed must match the name of the person agreeing to restrict his/her property.  
If the names do not match, additional information must be provided to clarify 
ownership.     
 



• Legal Description.  A written legal description of the entire property must be 
provided as Exhibit A to the RC.  This legal description should be the same as 
the legal description found in the deed and in the title search report.  If they are 
not the same, an explanation should be provided.  FDEP staff may send surveys 
to the FDEP Bureau of Survey & Mapping for confirmation of the legal 
description. 
 



• Professional Land Survey.  If only a portion of the property will be restricted or 
capped, then a Professional Land Survey (PLS) or similar high quality map must 
be provided.  The PLS or high quality map must use minimum technical 
standards (MTS) that depict the restricted area and identify the boundary of the 
area using the State Plane Coordinates (SPC) System or GPS coordinates.  The 
PLS or map must be a clearly labeled attachment (e.g., “Exhibit B”) to the RC 
and the area to be restricted must also be clearly labeled with a label that 
corresponds to the terminology used to describe it in the text of the document 
(e.g., “area of EC,” “capped area,” “location of slurry wall,”  “restricted area”).  
This may be a multi-part composite exhibit, in which case it should be labeled by 
part (e.g., “Exhibit B-1”, “Exhibit B-2”).  Site/project managers must ensure that 
this attachment correctly locates the area(s) to be restricted.13  If the smaller 
restricted area is described in the legal description of the RC rather than the legal 
description found in the deed, then an access easement as discussed in 
“Restricting a Portion of the Property” above, may be used for this purpose.     
 



• Title Search Report.  A title search report that reflects all parties having an 
interest in the property, including owners, tenants under recorded leases, lienors, 
and easement holders, must be submitted with the RC package.14  The search 
commences with the instrument constituting the root of title under the Marketable 
Record Title Act (MRTA) (evidence of title, such as a deed, that is at least 30 
years old) and includes a review of all subsequently recorded instruments, a 
review of prior recorded instruments, and a review of prior recorded instruments 
that are not eliminated by MRTA.  If the title search report is older than three 
months when it is received by the reviewing attorney, then a new one or an 
Affidavit of Title may be requested.  See Attachment 8, Sample Affidavit of Title.  



                                                 
13 In the event there is a conflict between the drawing of a portion of property and a written legal description of the 
same portion, the written legal description will control.   
14 When a title search is performed in the county property records, all recorded instruments with legal descriptions 
that overlap with the legal description of the property deed will be identified.  All such recorded instruments have an 
effect on the property in that they  encumber the property rights of the property owner.  Some previously recorded 
encumbrances will conflict with the prospective RC making it necessary to require the owner to seek subordinations 
or joinder and consents from the holders of those encumbrances. 
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Copies of any and all existing encumbrances on the property must be included in 
the RC package sent to OGC. 
 



o Mortgage Holders.  If there are mortgage holders (typically these are 
banks), then a “Subordination of Mortgage” (see Attachment 10) should be 
acquired by the owner and recorded along with the RC.  See Attachment 9 
for a decision key to help in determining whether subordination is 
necessary. 
 



o Tenants and Lessees.  If there are tenants or lessees, a copy of the lease 
needs to be sent to OGC, particularly if the lease is recorded.  If such 
tenants/lessees have an interest in the real property that is in conflict with 
the proposed restrictions, the owner will need to acquire a joinder and 
consent from the tenants and lessees (see Attachment 11).  RCs will not 
be accepted by the FDEP where the restrictions impact the contractual 
rights of tenants/lessees if they have not joined and consented, especially, 
when such leases are recorded. 



 
o Encumbrances/State Lands Leases.  If there are any encumbrances such 



as easements, copies must be provided to OGC.  Owners with State 
Lands leases must contact FDEP Division of State Lands as it must 
approve of the conditional closure and restrictions. See Attachments 15-
18 if the property to be restricted is leased from the State of Florida.   



 
• Map of Encumbrances and Restricted Area and List of Encumbrances.  The 



reviewing FDEP lawyer will need a labeled map, diagram, or survey showing the 
locations of all encumbrances and the restricted area.   See Attachment 14, 
Sample Encumbrance Map.  The list of encumbrances should identify whether 
each encumbrance intersects with the restricted area and what right the 
encumbrance holder has.  If the restriction could affect or be affected by the 
encumbrance holder’s rights, then the owner will need to acquire a subordination 
of encumbrance (mortgages or easements) or a joinder and consent (easements 
only) to the RC from the encumbrance holder as described in the Dichotomous 
Decision Key for Subordination or Joinder and Consent at Attachment 9. See 
Attachments 12 and 13, Sample Subordination of Encumbrance, Sample Joinder 
and Consent of Encumbrance. 



 
• Memo from the site/project manager to OGC with the following information 



(See sample in Attachment 6): 
 



o Name and contact information for following: 
 FDEP Site/Project manager; 
 Consultant; 
 Real property owner; 
 Real property owner representative;  
 Any other responsible parties; and  
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 Buyer (if applicable/available). 
o Type of restriction, e.g., water use, require cap, land use restrictions,  
o Restrict entire property or partial restriction,  
o Rationale for this recommendation, 
o Affected media: e.g., soil, groundwater, surface water and/or sediment. 
o Type of contamination: e.g., petroleum, drycleaning solvents, arsenic, etc. 
o Brief site history: e.g., past operations; date of discharge, if known; etc. 



 
OGC Review     
 
When OGC receives an RC package, a paralegal will verify that all required documents 
are present.  If documents are missing, the paralegal will ask the site/project manager to 
obtain the missing documents and forward them to OGC.  Once all documents are 
received in OGC, an attorney will review the RC package to determine if the proposed 
RC is acceptable or deficient.  After reviewing the RC and supporting documentation, 
the reviewing attorney will compose a Comments Memorandum.  If the RC is 
acceptable, the attorney will so indicate.  If it is not, the attorney willprovide a list of 
questions and requested changes to the RC text, if any are needed.  The attorney will 
route the memorandum to the site/project manager for review and for it to be forwarded 
to the owner or the owner’s representative.   
 
Typically, the owner will reply with a new draft of the RC, additional supporting 
documents, if requested, and a letter answering questions.  The OGC lawyer will review 
the new information.  This process may have several iterations before agreement is 
reached.   If the OGC lawyer communicates directly with owner’s counsel he or she 
should copy the site/project manager so the site/project manager knows the status of 
the RC at any given time.  During this process the site/project manager should be aware 
of the amount of time the owner takes to reply to FDEP requests for more information or 
new drafts of the RC.   
 
Important Note:  Generally, if an owner’s response 
takes more than 90 days, it is suggested that the 
site/project manager inquire in writing as to the delay.  
If a response is still not forthcoming, it is suggested 
that the site/project manager recommend enforcement 
of the cleanup rules at the site.  It is important that the 
restrictive covenant process not extend for long 
periods of time as site conditions may change and 
other intervening events may make the conclusion of 
the process difficult. 
 
Notice   
 
Prior to the reviewing attorney recommending that FDEP sign the document, 
constructive notice and a 30-day opportunity to comment on the conditional closure 
proposal must be provided to local governments with jurisdiction over the property 



Important Note:  
If an owner’s response takes 



more than 90 days, it is 
suggested that the site/project 



manager inquire in writing as to 
the reason for the delay. 
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where the contaminated site is located, and to residents 
of any property subject to the proposed RC.  Site/project 
managers should bring this notice requirement to the 
owner’s attention early in the process because, quite 
often, owners are anxious to obtain the SRCO due to 
pending real estate transactions or bank financing, and 
they may be frustrated to learn that they have to give this 
notice and wait another 30 days for comments.  See 
Attachments 19-23.  The site/project manager shall send 
a copy of the FDEP’s SRCO to any party who provides comments to the FDEP. 
 
Owners cleaning up large-scale, high-interest sites are encouraged to invite the public 
to public forums to become involved while environmental conditions and risks are being 
assessed and while plans are being developed.  Public involvement in the development 
of controls should focus on whether the restrictions, engineering controls and land use 
controls have been drafted to adequately explain what the prohibited and permitted 
uses of the site will be and whether there are any continuing obligations and conditions 
required of the property owner and tenants/lessees.15  Public comment should be 
accepted in this process and additional meetings and notices should be scheduled if 
warranted.   
 
Signature Process  
 
After the RC has been reviewed by OGC and found to be acceptable, the owner should 
sign it and return it to OGC.  See Attachment 29, Examples of Signature Blocks and 
Certifications.  The reviewing attorney will sign the RC as being in correct form and it 
will be routed to the appropriate director or delegated authority for signature.  The 
Division Director for the DWM, or her designee, should sign all RCs for Tallahassee-
lead sites.  The District Director or his or her designee should sign all RCs for District-
lead sites.  All RCs for contracted local government lead sites should be signed by the 
Division Director for the DWM, or her designee.  Local governments with delegated 
authority should sign in accordance with the provisions of the delegation agreement.   
 
After the signing of the document by the FDEP attorney and Division or District Director, 
it should be returned to the site/project manager, who should forward it to the owner for 
recording at the county land records office in the county where the restricted property is 
located and the property deed recorded.16   
 
Recording and Post-recording  
 



                                                 
15In addition to the controls that seek to impose an affirmative duty on the owner of real property, “layered”  ICs 
include notices that are merely warnings to the public that a hazard may exist at the property.  Examples of such 
notices include:  warning signs posted at a property, a legal notice in a newspaper of general circulation, a “Deed 
Notice” that imposes no obligations, and government advisories. 
 
16 When a title search is performed, all recorded documents that are related to the property described in 
the original property deed are identified and affect the rights of the owner of the deeded property. 



Site/project managers should 
bring the 30 day notice 



requirement to the owner’s 
attention early in the process. 
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The PRSR must provide proof of recording (a receipt and a copy of the RC stamped 
with the book and page number on every page of the document, including attachments 
and exhibits, and showing where and when it was recorded) to the FDEP site/project 
manager prior to issuance of the conditional SRCO.  See Attachment 24, Statutory 
Recording Requirements.  The property owner is responsible for all filing fees at all 
petroleum-contaminated sites, whether eligible for state-funded site rehabilitation or not; 
and additionally, the property owner must pay the filing fees at privately funded 
cleanups of non-petroleum contaminated sites.   
 
D. INSTITUTIONAL CONTROLS REGISTRY  
 
Property encumbered with a recorded IC must be entered onto the FDEP’s Institutional 
Controls Registry (ICR) so that the controls can be audited and enforced.  The 
site/project manager must send a copy of the RC along with the completed “IC Registry 
Data Sheet” form to FDEP DWM, Director’s Office, Mail Station 4500, 2600 Blair Stone 
Road, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2400 (see Attachment 25).  The recorded RC 
information will be scanned into OCULUS and will be the public record.  Unless 
scanned and inserted into OCULUS, all oversized reports and exhibits referenced in the 
RC must be kept on file with the FDEP for as long as the RC exists and not destroyed 
pursuant to any other recordkeeping guidelines.  Electronic copies of the recorded 
instruments will be linked through OCULUS to the FDEP’s Institutional Control Registry 
(ICR) so that anyone seeking information about a site in the ICR will be able to see the 
actual recorded IC for that site. 
 
To allow easy access by the FDEP Districts as well as contracted local governments, 
this registry is maintained on the FDEP’s DWM home page.  The Registry web address 
is http://www.dep.state.fl.us/waste/categories/brownfields/pages/ICR.htm.  (This 
guidance document is located in the same place under “ICR Guidance.”)  Please follow 
the FDEP locational data standards for GIS submittals found at 
http://depnet/gis/geodata/index.htm. 
 
Should any Staff obtain information that a property with an IC has been sub-divided (as 
is often the case with former military properties and sometimes with Brownfield sites 
during redevelopment), a new ICR Data Sheet must be completed indicating that the 
current controls now apply to multiple parcels and addresses.  The new 
addresses/parcel numbers and other data must be provided to the DWM in the same 
manner as the original ICR forms.  Also, when ownership 
of a property in the ICR changes, a new ICR data sheet 
must be completed reflecting that change. 
 
Special Mapping Requirement for Brownfields Sites.  
Along with the ICR requirements for all sites, there is an 
additional mapping requirement for Brownfields Sites.  
See s. 376.303(5), F.S.  If an IC is implemented at any 
contaminated site in a Brownfields Area (designated per 
s. 376.80, F.S.), then the property owner must provide information regarding the IC to 



If DEP is notified that a property 
with a control has been 



subdivided, then a new ICR 
sheet must be completed 



indicating that the controls apply 
to multiple parcels.  
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the local government for mapping purposes.  The local government must then note the 
existence of the IC on any relevant local land use and zoning maps with a cross-
reference to the FDEP’s ICR.  If the IC is recorded, then the map notation shall also 
provide a cross-reference to the book and page number where recorded.  If the FDEP 
subsequently issues an unconditional SRCO for the site (e.g., following resumption of 
cleanup or due to natural attenuation achieving cleanup target levels for the site), then 
the local government shall remove the notation from the map.  Because this statutory 
requirement is in a separate section of the statute, and is not included within the 
“Brownfields Redevelopment Act” in Chapter 376, it is often over-looked.  Therefore, 
FDEP Brownfields Program staff in Tallahassee and the Districts needs to ensure this 
provision is brought to the attention of the property owner and the local government. 
 
E. ENFORCEMENT OF INSTITUTIONAL CONTROLS 
 
ICs must be monitored to ensure compliance so that the public health and the 
environment are adequately protected.  If a control or a condition of the SRCO has been 
ignored or violated, then the FDEP should immediately pursue enforcement.  
Enforcement of these provisions should proceed in the same manner and under the 
same authorities as enforcement cases are handled for other violations. 
 
If you believe that any of the following events has occurred, please immediately contact 
and coordinate with the appropriate FDEP enforcement attorney: 
 



• A provision of the IC has been violated or ignored (e.g., if the covenant prohibits 
the installation of wells on the property and there is a well on the property that 
was not approved by the FDEP); 



 
• An IC has been improperly removed from the land records of the county in which 



the property is located; 
 



• You believe that the restrictions at a site are not protecting human health or the 
environment. 



 
Currently, the Bureau of Waste Cleanup is implementing the IC/EC Audit Program 
(“ICECAP”).  The Bureau staff and its contractors are conducting audits of all non-
petroleum sites subject to IC/EC.  These audit findings will be used to pursue 
enforcement for non-compliance, as appropriate. 
 
F. REMOVING OR AMENDING AN INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL 
 
To remove an IC, the current property owner may submit a written request to the 
appropriate program of the FDEP or District.  The acceptable reasons to remove a 
control include:  the site’s contamination no longer exceeds the Cleanup Target Levels 
or water quality standards (recent assessment data would need to be submitted), the 
site remains contaminated but the property owner is conducting a cleanup, or the IC 
must be modified (one form of an IC is to be replaced with another). 
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To remove RCs from the property records, a document in the same form as the original 
document must be recorded in the same manner with the county land records office.  
This document must state that the FDEP agrees to remove the control and must also 
briefly state the reason(s) for removing the RC.  Once an RC becomes unnecessary 
and is removed, all the supporting documents that have been kept on file may be 
disposed of in the same manner as other FDEP records.  However, when an Interim RC 
is replaced with a final RC, supporting documents must be maintained in the usual way 
(electronically) but, unless scanned into OCULUS, oversized documents must be kept 
on file with the FDEP and not destroyed pursuant to any other record-keeping 
guidelines.  An ICR data sheet should be submitted any time an IC is amended or 
removed so that the ICR can be updated.  See Attachment 26, Sample Termination and 
Release of Declaration of Restrictive Covenant. 
 
G. ATTACHMENTS 
 
Attached are documents provided to assist Staff in processing a request for an IC.  With 
the exception of those attachments that recite the Florida Statutes, Florida 
Administrative Code, or documents adopted by rule, these attachments do not need to 
be followed exactly as provided.  The FDEP is providing these samples and checklists 
to help facilitate the processing of IC requests.  See Attachment 1 for a flow chart of the 
RC approval process and Attachment 2 for tips to reduce the review time of an IC.  Not 
cited in the text above are the following:  Attachment 28. Memorandum of 
Understanding Between the South Florida Water Management District and the Florida 
Department of Environmental Protection; Attachment 29. Superfund Restrictive 
Covenant Implementation Process; Attachment 30. Sample Declaration of Restrictive 
Covenant for Superfund Sites. 
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ATTACHMENT 1: FLOW CHART OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT APPROVAL PROCESS 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Does the OGC 
attorney have 
questions or 
comments?  



 



RPO submits 
draft RC package 



to DEP PM 



Does the RC 
package comply 



with checklist (see 
Attachment 5) 



DEP PM reviews 
package for 



completeness 



Yes 



No
 



DEP PM submits 
RC package to 
OGC with cover 



memo (see 
sample in 



Attachment 6)  6) 



OGC review 



RPO responds to 
DEP comments 
and returns RC 
package to DEP 



No 
OGC signs and 
transmits final 
RC with memo 



to PM, for 
signature by 



Director 



Director’s 
Signature 
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DEP PM 
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IC registry, 
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Interim 
RC? 



Yes 
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Initiate 
conditional 



SRCO 



No 



RESTRICTIVE COVENANT APPROVAL PROCESS 



Key: DEP – Department of Environmental Protection OGC  -  Office of General Counsel RC  -  Restrictive Covenant  SRCO – Site Rehabilitation  
 IC  -  Institutional Control   PM  - Project Manager/Site Manager RPO  -  Real Property Owner   Completion Order 
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RPO publishes 
notice of DEP’s 



intent to approve 
use of IC and/or 



EC 



RPO signs and 
submits final 
RC document 



to DEP 
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ATTACHMENT 2: INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL TIPS 
 
1.   KEEP YOUR TERMS STRAIGHT.  The drafter of the RC will sometimes confuse 



terms such as “property”, “parcel”, “site”, etc.   Just as we must be specific in our 
Site Rehabilitation Completion Order (SRCO) language about referring to the 
“contaminated site”, the same is true for RC’s.  Make sure the drafter specifically 
describes what is being encumbered.  In some cases, it is the entire property (e.g., 
groundwater use restrictions); in other cases only a portion of the property is being 
encumbered (e.g., a cap covering an area of contaminated soil). 



 
2.  LIST THE GROUNDWATER RESTRICTION CONDITIONS. Often the drafter will 



want to leave out one or more of the requirements for the groundwater 
contamination; i.e., that it does not extend beyond the Property, that the plume 
does not exceed 1/4 acre, and that it is not migrating.  The language to be included 
depends on which Risk Management Option (RMO) level is being used.  The 
above-listed conditions are required for an RMO II closure, which is the most 
common.  If RMO III is being used, then there may be contamination beyond the 
property boundaries, and this language would have to be altered.  In either case, 
the Person Responsible for Site Rehabilitation (PRSR) must have established that 
the groundwater plume is stable or shrinking (i.e., not migrating). 



 
3.  MAKE SURE THE MAPS ARE COMPLETE.  For “partial restrictions” where only a 



portion of the property will be subject to the restrictions (such as a cap over 
contaminated soil), the required Exhibit B survey drawing often does not 
adequately show the location of that portion of the property that is to be restricted.  
A Professional Land Survey (PLS), using minimum technical standards (MTS), or a 
similar high-quality map, that depicts the restricted area and identifies the 
boundary of the area using the State Plane Coordinates (SPC) System or GPS 
coordinates, must be provided.  Such a survey must be a clearly labeled 
attachment (e.g., “Exhibit B”) to the RC and the area to be encumbered must also 
be clearly labeled (for example, “area of EC,” “capped area,” “location of slurry 
wall,”  “restricted area”).  The map should also include location information such as 
street names and identify existing structures such as buildings, parking lots, pools, 
open space, etc.  The SPC and GPS references are necessary to confirm the cap 
location in the event of changes over time to other such site identifiers.  Note that 
most county land recording offices have size limitations for documents to be 
recorded (typically 8.5 x 11-inch limit); therefore, full-size survey maps cannot be 
recorded.  It may be necessary to have a composite exhibit that includes a reduced 
copy of the overall map, but then also include one or more inset maps with the 
relevant restricted area identified and clearly labeled, 



 
 If groundwater contamination remains and the property is subject to water use 



restrictions, then the survey map should identify any existing stormwater swales, 
detention or retention facilities or ditches.  Additionally, the wording of the RC 
should be modified to require that these existing stormwater structures cannot be 
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enlarged or modified without prior DEP approval because modification of such 
facilities can affect groundwater gradients and cause plume migration.   



 
4.  PROHIBIT GROUNDWATER USE.  Sometimes the drafter changes the model 



language for groundwater restrictions so that no new wells are allowed, but use is 
NOT prohibited.  Please compare the proposed RC language with the model 
language in the Institutional Controls Procedures Guidance document to ensure 
the drafter hasn’t removed these important restrictions prohibiting all groundwater 
use. 



 
5.  LET THE PARTIES ENFORCE.  Often owners do not want to allow the 



enforcement of the restrictions by any person other than the FDEP and they delete 
the sentence in the Sample RC that allows for this.  Be sure to make sure this 
sentence is included:  “These restrictions may also be enforced in a court of 
competent jurisdiction by any other person, firm, corporation, or governmental 
agency that is substantially benefited by this restriction.” 



 
6.  PUT THE EC IN PLACE BEFORE STARTING THE RC PROCESS.  Sometimes 



owners want to record the RC prior to having the EC in place; however, as 
explained in number 3 above, the attached exhibit to the RC has to indicate exactly 
where the EC is located, so it must be in place prior to execution of the RC.  Note:  
The rule requires that the control be in place and certified by a P.E., so this 
certification should be included in the PRSR’s No Further Action (NFA) Proposal 
requesting the SRCO with Conditions from the DEP.  We cannot issue the SRCO 
until we have proof of RC recording; therefore, the EC should be in place before 
the RC package and request for the SRCO is submitted. 



 
7.  GET A COMPLETE TITLE SEARCH REPORT.  Very frequently there is not a 



complete Title Search Report.  This report is a required component of any RC 
package in order for the Department to verify the ownership and review any 
encumbrances on the property.  Sometimes a title search report is submitted, but it 
expressly excludes a search for easements.  Such a report is inadequate, and the 
DEP cannot review a proposed RC package without a complete report including a 
listing of all encumbrances, easements, mortgages, etc., on the subject property.  
Also, the title search often does not extend back far enough.  Essentially, the title 
report must reflect all parties having an interest in the Property, including owners, 
lienors or easement holders.  The search should commence with the instrument 
constituting the root of title under the Marketable Record Title Act (evidence of title 
that is at least 30 years old) and should include a review of all subsequently 
recorded instruments, as well as a review of prior recorded instruments that are not 
eliminated by the Marketable Record Title Act (MRTA).   



 
8. MAKE AN ENCUMBRANCE MAP & GET SUBORDINATIONS AND JOINDERS 



AND CONSENTS.  Very frequently encumbrances are listed in the Title Search 
Report, but there is no explanation offered as to whether the encumbrance 
conflicts with the restriction(s) in the RC.  Create a labeled map, diagram or survey 
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showing locations of all encumbrances and the restricted area.  The list of 
encumbrances should identify whether each encumbrance intersects with the 
restricted area and what right the encumbrance holder has.  Also, assuming there 
is a conflict and the holder of the previously filed encumbrance has an interest or 
right in the property filed ahead of the DEP’s RC, then the appropriate “buy-in” 
must be obtained [e.g., a subordination from any existing mortgage holder; or a 
subordination or a joinder and consent from encumbrance holders (such as city 
utilities, rights of way, railroad easements, etc.)].  Copies of these subordinations 
and joinders and consents must be included in the RC package submitted to OGC 
and will be recorded along with the final RC.  The title to the RC should also 
include the subordinations and joinders and consents to be recorded. 



 
9.   USE THE CHECKLIST.  The PRSR or the attorney preparing the RC fails to use 



the RC Checklist that is included in this ICPG found at Attachment 5. This checklist 
helps the PRSR avoid errors of omission in assembling its RC package. 



 
10.   PUBLISH NOTICE.  Often PRSRs are not aware of the noticing requirements 



associated with the use of controls at a contaminated site.  Please see Section 62-
780.680(8), F.A.C., (and similar provisions for other cleanup Rules…62-770, 782, 
& 785), which describes the constructive notice required and the subsequent 30-
day comment period that is allowed by law.  If overlooked, this requirement can 
delay time-sensitive business transactions that are contingent upon the recording 
of the RC and the subsequent issuance of the SRCO with Conditions. 



 
11.  FORMAT CORRECTLY.  There are often formatting errors, such as failure to 



leave the 3”x3” blank space in the upper-right-hand corner of the first page of the 
RC (required for clerking and recording).  Page numbers must be in the X of Y 
format, and exhibits must be properly labeled with the pages numbered. 



 
12. EXPLAIN RC DRAFT/SAMPLE RC DIFFERENCES.  Where the draft RC uses 



language different from the RC Sample, explain the difference in the cover letter. 
 
13. USE THE SUBORDINATION DECISION TREE. 
 
14. COMPARE LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS.  Compare the legal descriptions of the deed, 



the title search report and Exhibit A to the RC.  If they are different, explain why. 
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ATTACHMENT 3: SAMPLE DECLARATION 
OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT 



 
In the following sample RC, {{ }} double brackets indicate information that must be 
provided by the owner/responsible party, instructions for using the template, or optional 
language (e.g., the word “Interim” in the heading).  At least a three inch by three inch 
(3x3”) blank space must be reserved at the top right hand corner of the first page, and a 
one inch by three inch (1x3”) space must be reserved at the top right hand corner on 
each subsequent page of the document.  Please instruct your office staff to refrain from 
date stamping in this blocked area. 
 
Once the form is completed, please remove the italicized instructions. 
 
REMEMBER: this is sample language only.  The site/project manager must review and 
approve of the actual restriction language selected for the RC prior to sending the 
covenant, with the supporting documentation, to OGC.  If there is a consent order 
addressing this discharge, please mirror exactly the language used in the consent order 
to describe the discharge, contamination and restrictions in this document.  If the 
consent order was executed some time ago, it may be necessary to clarify that 
language in the RC; please do so, but reference the consent order language first. 
 
 
Please insert page numbers at the bottom of each page in the “page X of Y” format, and 
ensure that all Exhibits to the RC include such page numbering. 
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This instrument prepared by: 
{{name, company & full mailing  
address of NON-FDEP person    
who prepared covenant – typically the real property  
owner or attorney}} 
  



DECLARATION OF {{INTERIM}} RESTRICTIVE COVENANT 
 
 THIS DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT (hereinafter “Declaration”) 
is made this _____ day of _______________, 20 __, by {{property owner}} {{“,a 
corporation authorized to conduct business in the State of Florida, -- if applicable}} 
(hereinafter “GRANTOR”) and the Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
(hereinafter “FDEP”). 
 



RECITALS 
 
A. GRANTOR is the fee simple owner of that certain real property situated in the 
County of ___________, State of Florida, more particularly described in Exhibit “A” 
attached hereto and made a part hereof (hereinafter the “Property”) {{attach legal 
description of the property as Exhibit A (owner name must precisely match GRANTOR); 
or, if short enough, restate the legal description here as part of the Recital A 
paragraph.}}; 
 
B. The FDEP Facility Identification Number for the Property is {{___________ or 
EPA # or other #, if applicable}}.  The facility name at the time of this Declaration is 
{{______________ }}; 
 
C. {{Basic information regarding contamination, brief history of discharge/cleanup, 
etc.—it is rarely necessary to list each & every report prepared}}.  The discharge of 
{{drycleaning solvents, petroleum products, etc.; insert the appropriate remaining 
contaminants}} on the Property is documented in the following reports that are 
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incorporated by reference {{list ONLY what is applicable to the remaining contamination 
on the site: Example: 
 



1.    Site Assessment Report dated __________, submitted by {{Company that 
prepared report}}; and 



2. Site Assessment Report Addendum dated ______, submitted by {{Company 
that prepared report}}; and etc. 



3. No Further Action with Conditions Proposal or Site Rehabilitation Completion 
Report dated ___________, submitted by {{Company that prepared report}}; 
and 



4. Consent Orders  
 
D. The reports noted in Recital C set forth the nature and extent of the 
contamination described in Recital C that is located on the Property.  These reports 
confirm that contaminated {{soil and/or groundwater and/or surface water and/or 
sediment}} as defined by Chapter 62-___,{{insert appropriate citation to the governing 
rule based on type of contamination; i.e., “770” for petroleum; “782” for drycleaning 
solvents; “785” for Brownfield sites; and “780” for all other “Global RBCA” sites}} Florida 
Administrative Code (F.A.C.), exists on the Property.  Also, these reports document that 
the groundwater contamination does not extend beyond the Property boundaries, that 
the extent of the groundwater contamination does not exceed 1/4 acre, and the 
groundwater contamination is not migrating.  {{Be sure this is accurate to the particular 
site.  If not, briefly summarize what is correct.  This language is included as it is the 
most common RC under Risk Management Option (RMO) II; however, RMO III does 
contemplate contamination beyond the Property boundaries, which would require 
agreement by the adjacent owners to put an RC on their properties as well.  Certainly, if 
there is no groundwater contamination, state where the contamination remains, such as 
soil or sediment.  This is especially true in the case of Interim RCs.  State which 
contamination will be addressed by the restriction and which contamination will continue 
to be remediated, i.e., “This declaration imposes restrictions on the area of soil 
contamination.  While groundwater should not be utilized, groundwater remediation is 
ongoing and it is unknown at this time whether a long-term restriction on the use of the 
groundwater will be required.  Additionally, the FDEP prefers that this document NOT 
be used to indicate which parties are or are not liable for the contamination.}} 
  
{{If the criteria for direct exposure were met using average soil contaminant 
concentrations calculated based on a 95% Upper Confidence Limit (UCL) approach, the 
following paragraph MUST be added:  “The criteria for direct exposure of contamination 
in the soil was based upon an average soil contaminant concentration calculated using 
a 95% Upper Confidence Limit (UCL) approach with an exposure unit (EU) of {{SIZE OF 
UNIT}} pursuant to Rule 62-7__.___, F.A.C.{{same as above; insert appropriate rule 
citation based on type of contamination}}  Therefore, the Property may not be 
subdivided into parcels smaller than {{size}} without prior written approval from the 
FDEP’s Division of Waste Management.  See also paragraph 6 below.”}}. 
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E. It is the intent of the restrictions in this Declaration to reduce or eliminate the risk 
of exposure of users or occupants of the Property and the environment to the 
contaminants and to reduce or eliminate the threat of migration of the contaminants. 
 
F. The FDEP has agreed to issue a Site Rehabilitation Completion Order with 
Conditions (hereinafter “Order”) upon recordation of this Declaration.  The FDEP can 
unilaterally revoke the Order if the conditions of this Declaration or of the Order are not 
met.  Additionally, if concentrations of {{generally, list the contamination that remains, 
for example, “petroleum products’ chemicals of concern”}} increase above the levels 
approved in the Order, or if a subsequent discharge occurs at the Property, the FDEP 
may require site rehabilitation to reduce concentrations of contamination to the levels 
allowed by the applicable FDEP rules.  The Order relating to FDEP Facility No. {{9 digit 
#; or other appropriate tracking number, as applicable}}, can be found at 
http://dwmedms.dep.state.fl.us/Oculus.  Type in “netuser” as both the user name and 
password.  Select “Storage Tanks” as the Catalog, search by “Property,” and select the 
“Facility-Site ID”  under “Property.”  To find the file, enter the last seven (7) digits of the 
nine (9) digit facility identification number and click on “Search.”  If there are a large 
number of records, you can sort them in chronological order by selecting “Document 
Date” and clicking on “Refresh.”  {{Only reference an Order if this is a final remedy and 
an order will be issued}}; 



 
{{If this is an Interim RC (not considered a final remedy), then delete the previous 
paragraph regarding the Order and use language similar to the following:  “The FDEP 
will not issue a Site Rehabilitation Completion Order with Conditions upon recordation of 
this Declaration because contaminated {{groundwater or soil}} remains at the site at 
levels above applicable cleanup target levels.  Site rehabilitation of the remaining 
contaminated {{groundwater or soil}} is ongoing.  If cleanup target levels are later met, 
then GRANTOR and FDEP, or their successors and assigns, may agree in writing to 
amend or remove this Declaration.”}} 
 
{{In the next paragraph, Recital G., two options are provided.  The first is for RCs for 
sites at which the restrictions apply to the entire Property.  The second paragraph option 
applies if only part of the Property will be affected by the restrictions.  Include the 
applicable Recital G., and delete the other.}} 
 
G. GRANTOR deems it desirable and in the best interest of all present and future 
owners of the Property that an Order be obtained and that {{use ”an Order be obtained 
and that” only if this is a final remedy RC for which the site will receive an SRCO with 
Conditions; delete the phrase if it is an Interim RC and no SRCO is being issued at this 
time)}} the  Property  be held subject to certain restrictions {{and engineering controls}}, 
all of which are more particularly hereinafter set forth.  
 
{{or}} 
 
G. GRANTOR deems it desirable and in the best interest of all present and future 
owners of the Property that an Order be obtained and that {{use ”an Order be obtained 
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and that” only if this is a final remedy RC for which the site will receive an SRCO with 
Conditions; delete the phrase if it is an Interim RC and no SRCO is being issued at this 
time)}} the portion of the Property described in Exhibit B, attached hereto and made a 
part hereof (hereinafter to be referred to as “That Portion of the Property”), be held 
subject to certain restrictions {{and engineering controls}}, all of which are more 
particularly hereinafter set forth. {{A Professional Land Survey or similar high-quality 
map that depicts the restricted area and identifies the boundary of the area using the 
State Plane Coordinates System or GPS must be provided.  Such a legal description or 
survey must be a clearly labeled attachment to the RC and the area to be encumbered 
must also be clearly labeled on the drawing (e.g., “area of EC,” “capped area,” “location 
of slurry wall,”  “restricted area,” etc.)}} 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, {{ if not an Interim RC: “to induce the FDEP to issue the Order”}} 
{{or if an Interim RC:  “in compliance with the consent order in OGC Case #”, or if not 
consent order, then leave blank}} and for other good and valuable consideration, the 
receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged by each of the undersigned 
parties, GRANTOR agrees as follows  {{while standard in many other real property 
transactions, the FDEP does not require payment for the opportunity to use the 
conditional closure option; therefore, any discussion of payment in this document is 
typically inappropriate}}: 
 
1. The foregoing recitals are true and correct and are incorporated herein by reference. 
 
2. GRANTOR hereby imposes on {{that Portion of}} the Property the following 
restriction{{s}}: 
 
{{FOR GROUNDWATER restrictions, please use the following type language:}} 
 



a. There shall be no use of the groundwater under the Property.  There shall 
be no drilling for water conducted on the Property nor shall any wells be 
installed on the Property other than monitoring wells pre-approved in 
writing by FDEP’s Division of Waste Management (DWM), in addition to 
any authorizations required by the Division of Water Resource 
Management and the Water Management Districts. Additionally, there 
shall be no stormwater swales, stormwater detention or retention facilities, 
or ditches on the Property.  For any dewatering activities, a plan approved 
by FDEP’s DWM must be in place to address and ensure the appropriate 
handling, treatment, and disposal of any extracted groundwater that may 
be contaminated.  
 



{{The following is alternate language for paragraph 2.a. for a Property that has existing 
stormwater features, the existence of which has been determined not to 
adversely affect the remaining contamination.}} 



 
{{a. i. There shall be no use of the groundwater under the Property. There shall 
be no drilling for water conducted on the Property, nor shall any wells be installed 
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on the Property other than monitoring wells pre-approved in writing by FDEP’s 
Division of Waste Management (DWM) in addition to any authorizations required 
by the Division of Water Resource Management (DWRM) and the Water 
Management District (WMD) .  
ii. For any dewatering activities on the Property a plan approved by FDEP’s 
DWM must be in place to address and ensure the appropriate handling, 
treatment and disposal of any extracted groundwater that may be contaminated. 
iii.  Attached as Exhibit C, and incorporated by reference herein, is a survey map 
identifying the size and location of existing stormwater swales, stormwater 
detention or retention facilities, and ditches on the Property. Such existing 
stormwater features shall not be altered, modified or expanded,  and there shall 
be no construction of new stormwater swales, stormwater detention or retention 
facilities or ditches on the Property without prior written approval from FDEP’s 
DWM in addition to any authorizations required by the DWRM and the WMD.  A 
revised Exhibit B must be recorded when any stormwater feature is altered, 
modified, expanded, or constructed.}} 



 
 
 



{{ FOR SOIL restrictions, please use the following type language}}.  
 



{{The RC language used to address soils contamination depends in part on 
whether the concern is Direct Exposure, Leachability, or both [see program 
cleanup criteria in Chapters 62-770, 780, 782 and 785, F.A.C., and tables of 
cleanup target levels (CTLs) in Ch. 62-777, F.A.C., for further guidance.]  
Additionally, the choice of which RC language to include for soils may depend on 
the intended future land use.  In general, ECs (e.g., caps, parking lots, building 
foundation, etc.) should be identified on a survey that is incorporated by 
reference as Exhibit B.  If, however, the EC is to apply to the entire property, then 
it must cover or cap the entire property and be maintained on the entire property.  
Below are examples.}} 



 
b.1. {{Use this language when leachability CTLs are exceeded:}}The 



area of soil contamination as located on {{“That Portion of”}} the 
Property {{“as described in Exhibit B” – if only a portion}} shall be 
permanently covered and maintained with an impermeable material 
that prevents human exposure and prevents water infiltration.   



 
b.2. {{Use this language when the problem is direct exposure of the soil 



and leachability is not  a concern:}}  The area of soil contamination 
as located on {{“That Portion of”}} the Property {{“as described in 
Exhibit B” – if only a portion}} shall be permanently covered and 
maintained with a minimum of two (2) feet of clean and 
uncontaminated soil that prevents human exposure {{Note: this is 
the minimal cap required to address direct exposure, but the owner 
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may opt for a hard surface cap (e.g., a parking lot) depending on 
intended future land use}}; and  



 
b.3 {{Use this language whether a.1. or a.2. is used above}}  



Excavation and construction deeper than two feet below land 
surface is not prohibited {{-if a portion—“within the areas containing 
contaminated soils as described in Exhibit B”}} provided any 
contaminated soils that are excavated are removed and properly 
disposed of pursuant to Chapter 62___, F.A.C. {{fill in appropriate 
program cleanup criteria rule number}} and any other applicable 
local, state, and federal requirements. Nothing herein shall limit any 
other legal requirements regarding construction methods and 
precautions that must be taken to minimize risk of exposure while 
conducting work in contaminated areas.  For any dewatering 
activities, a plan approved by FDEP’s Division of Waste 
Management must be in place to address and ensure the 
appropriate handling, treatment, and disposal of any extracted 
groundwater that may be contaminated.  {{If a partial encumbrance, 
then insert: “Nothing in this Declaration shall prevent, limit or restrict 
any excavation or construction at or below the surface outside the 
boundary of contaminated soils as described in Exhibit B.}} 



 
{{Land-Use Restrictions:  If the above options describing ECs such as soil caps or 
concrete pads are not utilized to control exposure, then the following land-use restriction 
language should be used to address soil contamination. Typically, a soil cap EC and a 
Land-Use Restriction should not be both used on the same property for the same 
contamination.  A restriction on the use of the land must be clearly described.  Reliance 
ONLY on local zoning or land use classifications is insufficient to adequately restrict the 
use of the land or adequately describe the restriction in perpetuity.  Additionally, there is 
often confusion because the cleanup rule categories for land use are lumped into 
“residential” and “commercial/industrial.”  This is for ease of using the look-up tables for 
cleanup target levels.  The categories listed below provide the detail necessary to 
adequately protect human health based on calculations using the various land-use 
scenarios’ exposure duration and frequency.  The categories are consistent with the Ch. 
62-777, F.A.C., cleanup target levels and governing statutes regarding acceptable risk 
levels under Florida’s risk-based corrective action principles. These codes come from 
the North American Industry Classification System, United States, 2007, because it is 
one of the only comprehensive and standardized systems for categorizing human 
activity and use of the land.  Simply using the term “residential,” for example, will create 
inconsistent application and interpretation of what this limitation means across the state 
because every local government creates its own definition for each land use category, 
including “residential.”  The categories selected by OGC and the DWM Director are 
conservative based upon an assumption that the Land-Use Restriction is the only 
restriction being used. In order to utilize the Land-Use Restriction option for an RMO II 
closure, contaminant levels in soils must not exceed the “commercial/industrial” cleanup 
target levels.  If using the Land-Use Restriction option for an RMO III closure, then a 
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site-specific alternative cleanup target level may be established using appropriate risk 
assessment methodologies.  Lastly, if the owner wants a land-use restriction but does 
not want to use the default land-use restrictions listed below, then the RMO III closure 
option should be conducted.  It is recommended that you speak with the FDEP site or 
project manager before pursuing this option.}} 



 
c. There shall be no agricultural use of the land including forestry, 



fishing and mining; no hotels or lodging; no recreational uses 
including amusement parks, parks, camps, museums, zoos, or 
gardens; no residential uses, and no educational uses such as 
elementary and secondary schools, or day care services.  These 
prohibited uses are specifically defined by using the North 
American Industry Classification System, United States, 2007 
(NAICS), Executive Office of the President, Office of Management 
and Budget.  The prohibited uses by code are: Sector 11 
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting; Subsector 212 Mining 
(except Oil and Gas); Code 512132 Drive-In Motion Picture 
Theaters; Code 51912 Libraries and Archives; Code 53111 Lessors 
of Residential Buildings and Dwellings; Subsector 6111 Elementary 
and Secondary Schools; Subsector 623 Nursing and Residential 
Care Facilities; Subsector 624 Social Assistance; Subsector 711 
Performing Arts, Spectator Sports and Related Industries; 
Subsector 712 Museums, Historical Sites, and Similar Institutions; 
Subsector 713 Amusement, Gambling, and Recreation Industries; 
Subsector 721 Accommodation (hotels, motels, RV parks, etc.); 
Subsector 813 Religious, Grantmaking, Civic, Professional, and 
Similar Organizations; and Subsector 814 Private Households. 



 
3.  In the remaining paragraphs, all references to “GRANTOR” and “FDEP” shall also 
mean and refer to their respective successors and assigns. 
 
4. For the purpose of monitoring the restrictions contained herein, FDEP is hereby 
granted access to the Property at reasonable times and with reasonable notice to the 
GRANTOR. {{Note: even if this RC is a partial restriction, the reference to the “Property” 
in this paragraph cannot be changed to “That Portion of the Property” because FDEP 
needs ingress/egress to be able to access “That Portion of the Property.”}} 



 
{{The remaining paragraphs 5 – 9 are based on Real Property Law and include 



necessary language in order to create an enforceable and durable RC.  
Generally, these paragraphs should not be modified.}} 



 
5. It is the intention of GRANTOR that this Declaration shall touch and concern the 
Property, run with the land and with the title to the Property, and shall apply to and be 
binding upon and inure to the benefit of GRANTOR and FDEP, and to any and all 
parties hereafter having any right, title or interest in the Property or any part thereof.  
The FDEP may enforce the terms and conditions of this Declaration by injunctive relief 
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and other appropriate available legal remedies.  Any forbearance on behalf of the FDEP 
to exercise its right in the event of the failure of the GRANTOR to comply with the 
provisions of this Declaration shall not be deemed or construed to be a waiver of the 
FDEP’s rights hereunder. This Declaration shall continue in perpetuity, unless otherwise 
modified in writing by GRANTOR and the FDEP as provided in paragraph 7 hereof.  
These restrictions may also be enforced in a court of competent jurisdiction by any other 
person, firm, corporation, or governmental agency that is substantially benefited by 
these restrictions. If the GRANTOR does not or will not be able to comply with any or all 
of the provisions of this Declaration, the GRANTOR shall notify FDEP in writing within 
three (3) calendar days.  Additionally, GRANTOR shall notify FDEP thirty (30) days prior 
to any conveyance or sale, granting or transferring the Property or portion thereof, to 
any heirs, successors, assigns or grantees, including, without limitation, the conveyance 
of any security interest in said Property. 
 
6. In order to ensure the perpetual nature of these restrictions, GRANTOR shall 
reference these restrictions in any subsequent lease or deed of conveyance, including 
the recording book and page of record of this Declaration.   Furthermore, prior to the 
entry into a landlord-tenant relationship with respect to the Property, the GRANTOR 
agrees to notify in writing all proposed tenants of the Property of the existence and 
contents of this Declaration of Restrictive Covenant. 
 
7. This Declaration is binding until a release of covenant is executed by the FDEP 
Secretary (or designee) and is recorded in the county land records.  To receive prior 
approval from the FDEP to remove any requirement herein, cleanup target levels 
established pursuant to Florida Statutes and FDEP rules must have been achieved.  
This Declaration may be modified in writing only.  Any subsequent amendment must be 
executed by both GRANTOR and the FDEP and be recorded by the real property owner 
as an amendment hereto. 
 
8. If any provision of this Declaration is held to be invalid by any court of competent 
jurisdiction, the invalidity of that provision shall not affect the validity of any other 
provisions of the Declaration.  All such other provisions shall continue unimpaired in full 
force and effect. 
 
9. GRANTOR covenants and represents that on the date of execution of this 
Declaration that GRANTOR is seized of the Property in fee simple and has good right to 
create, establish, and impose this restrictive covenant on the use of the Property.  
GRANTOR also covenants and warrants that the Property is free and clear of any and 
all liens, mortgages, or encumbrances that could impair GRANTOR’S rights to impose 
the restrictive covenant described in this Declaration or that would be superior to the 
restrictive covenant described in this Declaration.  {{If this is not the case, then 
appropriate Subordinations or  Joinders and Consents must be executed by those 
having an interest in the Property, and must be attached to this Declaration.  The title to 
this document must be amended to include the titles of the Subordinations and Joinders 
and Consents.}} 
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 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, {{GRANTOR}} has executed this instrument, this 
_____ day of _______________________, 20__. 
 
 



GRANTOR 
{{COMPANY NAME, IF APPLICABLE}} 
 



      By:  ____________________________ 
Name: {{PRINTED NAME}} 



      Title:  
Full Mailing Address: 
 



 
Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of: 
 
 
______________________________ Date: __________________________ 
Witness 
Print Name:  ____________________ 
 
______________________________ Date: __________________________ 
Witness 
Print Name:  ____________________ 
 
STATE OF ______________________) 
 
COUNTY OF ____________________) 
 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _____ day of ____, 
20 __, by _____________________________________.   
  
 Personally Known _______  OR Produced Identification _________.   
 Type of Identification Produced ____________________________. 
 



______________________________ 
Signature of Notary Public 



 
 
Approved as to form by the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, Office of 
General Counsel. _____________________________________. 
 
 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
has executed this instrument, this _____ day of _______________________, 20__. 
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 



 
      By:  _______________________________ 
      Name: _________________________  
      Title: __________________________ 



Division of {{fill in appropriate Division}}; 
Bureau of {{fill in appropriate Bureau}}; {{fill in 
appropriate District}}  
District Office 
{{Mailing Address}}, Mail Station {{__}}, {{City}}, 
Florida  {{Zip Code}} 



 
Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of: 
 
 
Witness: _______________________________ Date:  __________________ 
Print Name:  ____________________ 
 
 
Witness: _______________________________ Date: __________________ 
Print Name:  ____________________ 
 
STATE OF ______________________)   
COUNTY OF ____________________) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _____ day of ____, 
20 __, by __________________________________ as representative for the Florida 
Department of Environmental Protection.   
 Personally Known _______ OR Produced Identification ____________. 
 Type of Identification Produced ________________________________. 
 



______________________________ 
Signature of Notary Public 
 
______________________________ 
Print Name of Notary Public 
 
Commission No. _________________ 
 
Commission Expires:  _____________ 
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ATTACHMENT 4: ACCESS EASEMENT AGREEMENT 
 
[To be used to ensure access to a restricted area in a partial encumbrance for 
larger parcels when the owner does not want to encumber the entire larger 
parcel; or when the parcel will be subdivided.] 
 



ACCESS EASEMENT AGREEMENT 



 THIS INDENTURE, made and entered into this __________ day of 
______________, 20____, by and between [insert property owner(s)] whose mailing 
address is [insert mailing address] (hereinafter referred to as "GRANTOR") a 
_________________ [insert type of entity, if applicable, i.e., a Florida Corporation, 
Florida Limited Partnership, etc.] and the FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION and its successors and assigns (hereinafter referred 
to as "DEPARTMENT"). 



WITNESSETH: 



 WHEREAS, GRANTOR is the fee simple owner of certain real property 
(hereinafter "Easement Parcel") located in [insert county] County, Florida, as more 
particularly described in Exhibit "A", [Exhibit is the legal description & survey of the 
easement area which should include an area from an existing public road to the 
RC restricted area] attached hereto and by reference made a part hereof; and 



 WHEREAS, DEPARTMENT desires to use the Easement Parcel in order to gain 
access to the land more particularly described in Exhibit “B” (the “Restricted Area”) for 
the purpose of inspecting, viewing and monitoring the [select each appropriate 
limitation: stormwater facility restrictions, groundwater use restrictions, land use 
restrictions [and] engineering control, .]]required by the [describe the institutional 
control – typically language for an RC would be “restrictive covenant”] entered and 
agreed to by the GRANTOR and the DEPARTMENT on this same date for the purpose 
of protecting human health and the environment (“Institutional Control”); and 



 WHEREAS, the DEPARTMENT's actions on the Restricted Area are taken in an 
attempt to ensure compliance with the requirements contained in the Institutional 
Control encumbering the Restricted Area; and 



 WHEREAS, GRANTOR desires to grant to DEPARTMENT an easement for the 
aforementioned purpose. 



 NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the terms, conditions, and 
mutual covenants contained herein and other good and valuable consideration received 
by each party, the sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, GRANTOR hereby 
grants to DEPARTMENT, its legal successors and assigns, a non-exclusive easement 
for ingress and egress purposes in and upon the Easement Parcel described above. 
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 GRANTOR and DEPARTMENT agree that this Access Easement Agreement 
(hereinafter “Easement”) shall be subject to the following terms and conditions: 



1. The terms of the Easement shall commence upon the date of full execution of 
this Easement and shall continue in perpetuity, unless and until GRANTOR 
complies with the provisions in the Institutional Control for removal of the 
Institutional Control. 



2. GRANTOR agrees that DEPARTMENT and its employees, contractors, and 
agents shall have ingress and egress to and from the Restricted Area over and 
across the Easement Parcel to affect the purposes of this Easement. 



 
3. In order to ensure the perpetual nature of this Easement, the GRANTOR and its 



successors and assigns shall reference this Easement in any subsequent deed 
of conveyance, including the recording book and page of record of this 
Easement.  



 
4. GRANTOR hereby warrants and guarantees its fee title in the Easement Parcel; 



and GRANTOR warrants and guarantees that it has the power and authority to 
grant this Easement. 



 
5. With respect to its use of the Easement Parcel, DEPARTMENT shall be 



responsible for injury or damage to persons or property for which it is found 
legally liable. 



 
6. GRANTOR reserves the right to use or authorize others to use the Easement 



Parcel in any manner not inconsistent with or which will not unreasonably 
interfere with the rights granted herein, provided, however, that GRANTOR shall 
not disturb or block access in any way without prior approval from the 
DEPARTMENT. 



7. In the event DEPARTMENT determines that the Easement Parcel is no longer 
needed for the purposes set forth herein, DEPARTMENT may terminate this 
Easement by notifying GRANTOR, in writing, at least sixty (60) days prior to the 
date of such termination.  In such event, DEPARTMENT agrees to execute an 
instrument in recordable form, releasing this Easement. 



8. This Easement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties 
specified herein, their legal representatives, successors and assigns. 



9. This Easement does not impact or modify any other legal authority the 
DEPARTMENT may have to inspect the Easement Parcel, Restricted Area, or 
the entire parcel for regulatory purposes pursuant to Chapters 376 and 403, 
Florida Statutes. 



10. [Optional - if the easement is long & would take too much time to walk the 
full length to gain access to the restricted area add the following:  The 
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DEPARTMENT’s timely and efficient access to the RESTRICTED AREA is 
necessary to ensure compliance with the Institutional Control, the GRANTOR 
must maintain the Easement Parcel in a manner as to allow standard sized two-
wheeled drive motorized vehicles to travel. 



 



 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have subscribed their names and 
have caused this Easement to be executed as of the day and year first above written. 



 



[If there is a large space or gap between pages – please insert into that space:  
REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK. 
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ATTACHMENT 5:  DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT CHECKLIST 
 



 
Does site meet statutory and rule requirements that allow an SRCO with conditions? 
Yes ___ No ___ 
 
What restrictions are necessary to reduce or eliminate the risk of exposure?  Consider 
all affected media (i.e., groundwater, soil, surface water, and/or sediments), and 
determine which type of restrictions are required for each affected medium.  
 
The following technical checklist applies to RMO II sites, which most commonly have 
contaminated groundwater and/or soil.  For RMO III sites, please explain in the cover 
memo for the RC package how the rule criteria are met and what restrictions are being 
proposed for the source property and any other affected properties.  Decisions for RMO 
III contaminated sites are very site-specific and may be based on risk assessment 
analysis or include properties other than the source property; therefore, these sites do 
not lend themselves to a simple checklist for the technical aspects of site closure.  
Additionally, the checklist below is a shortened summary of the details provided in 
Section .680(2) of Chapters 62-770, 780, 782 and 785, F.A.C.  Please refer to the rules 
for the specific criteria that must be met. 
 
 (1)  If groundwater is contaminated: 
 _____(a) Is the plume stable or shrinking? 
 _____(b) Is the plume contained within the property boundaries? 
 _____(c) Is the plume less than ¼ acre in size?  If not, then which of the 
following alternative scenarios applies (check one or more, as applicable): 



 (___) groundwater meets low yield or poor quality designation. Please refer to 
guidance available at 
http://www.dep.state.fl.us/waste/quick_topics/publications/wc/Guidance_for_Eval
uation_of_Low_Yield_Poor_Quality_Criteria.pdf; 
(___) an engineering control (EC) prevents plume migration.  If an EC is used, 
e.g., a slurry wall, it must be in place and PE-certified, and it must be identified 
on an exhibit to the RC (usually Exhibit B) that is a survey map showing the size 
and location of the EC using State Plane Coordinates or GPS coordinates. 
 (___) plume affects or may potentially affect only a marine surface water body.   



 _____(d) Does the Property currently include stormwater swales, stormwater 
detention or retention facilities or ditches?  If so, the PRSR must include an exhibit to 
the RC (usually Exhibit B) that is a survey map identifying the size and location of the 
existing stormwater features.  The RC must include language stating that these existing 
stormwater features shall not be altered, modified or expanded without prior FDEP 
Division of Waste Management approval in writing, followed by a recorded amendment 
to the RC. 
 
 (2)  If soil is contaminated: 
 _____(a)  Direct Exposure criteria have been met.  Check one or more of the 
following, as applicable:   
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(___) The Chapter 62-777, F.A.C., commercial/industrial SCTLs are met;  
(___) An engineering control (EC) prevents direct exposure to contaminated soils 
(which may exceed the commercial/industrial SCTLs with an EC) [See *Note 
below]; 
(___) The soil meets alternative SCTLs using site-specific soil properties;  
(___) Soil concentrations of the site-specific fractions of TRPHs do not exceed 
the Chapter 62-777, F.A.C., commercial/industrial SCTLs for the TRPH fractions;  
(___) The 95% UCL approach is utilized to calculate average soil contaminant 
concentrations.  If the 95% UCL approach is used, please describe this in the 
cover memo and include the exposure unit and parcel size. 



 _____(b) Leachability criteria have been met.  Check one or more of the 
following, as applicable: 



(___) Soil contaminant concentrations do not exceed the alternative leachability-
based SCTLs established pursuant to Ch. 62-777, F.A.C., Figure 8; 
(___) Direct leachability testing was used to meet rule criteria (e.g., SPLP or 
TCLP); please refer to guidance at 
http://www.dep.state.fl.us/waste/quick_topics/publications/wc/GuidanceforDeterm
iningLeachabilitybySPLPAnalysisDraftVersion1-8.pdf; 
(___) An EC that prevents water infiltration has been implemented (e.g., an 
impervious cap such as a concrete slab, parking lot, building foundation, etc.) 
[See *Note below]; 
(___) The soil meets alternative SCTLs using site-specific soil properties; 
(___) Soil concentrations of the site-specific fractions of TRPHs do not exceed 
the alternative leachability-based SCTLs for the TRPH fractions; 
(___) PRSR has demonstrated, based on site-specific conditions and at least a 
year of groundwater monitoring data that contaminants will not leach at 
concentrations that exceed the rule criteria. 



 
*Note: If an EC is used to address either Direct Exposure or Leachability for soil 
contamination, it must be in place and PE-certified, and it must be identified on an 
exhibit to the RC (usually Exhibit B) that is a survey map showing the size and location 
of the EC using State Plane Coordinates or GPS coordinates.   
 



_____If soil contamination presents a Direct Exposure threat, and the PRSR is 
not utilizing an EC, then the Land Use Restriction language listing the prohibited 
uses is included in the RC. 
 
_____If the PRSR has elected to use an EC to prevent exposure to 
contaminated soil, then the Land Use Restriction language has been deleted 
from the RC. 



 
Restriction Location: Entire Property ____________ Portion of Property ___________ 
 
Why are these restrictions adequate? (Found in letter to owner preliminarily agreeing to use 
of conditional SRCO.) 
_______________________________________________________________ 
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SRCO will be issued after RC recorded (Final RC).   ___, or 
SRCO will not be issued after RC recorded (Interim RC).  ___ 
 
If a restrictive covenant is appropriate, the following supporting documents must be 
provided to the FDEP OGC: 
 
Copy of the deed is included. Yes ___ No ___ 
 



Does the name of the owner/grantee on the deed match the name of the person 
who claims to be the property owner? Yes ___ No ___ 
 
Property ownership confirmed on county internet web site.  Yes ___ No ___ 



 
Legal description of the entire property (Exhibit A to covenant) is included even if only a 
portion of the property will be encumbered/restricted. Yes ___ No ___ 



 
If only a portion of the parcel will be restricted, then;  



 
a Professional Land Survey is included [using minimum technical standards 



(MTS), or other high-quality map showing the restricted area and identifying the 
boundary of the area using State Plane Coordinates (SPC) System or GPS coordinates, 
clearly labeling the attachment as Exhibit “X,” and labeling the encumbered area on the 
attachment as “restricted area” or another phrase that tracks the RC language] (Exhibit 
X to covenant).   
Yes ___ No ___ N/A ___ 
 
Title Search Report is included [Title search commences with instrument constituting 



root of title under Marketable Record Title Act (MRTA) that is at least 30 years 
old and includes review of all subsequently recorded instruments, and prior 
recorded instruments that are not eliminated by MRTA.]  Yes ___ No ___ 



 
Tax Lien information – either that lien has been removed or copy of lien—is included. 
Yes ___ No ___ N/A ___ 
 
Easements are included (list of any easements & copies of recorded easements.)  
Yes ___ No ___ N/A ___  
 
A Diagram of the location of the easements in relation to the restricted area is included. 
 Yes ___ No ___ N/A ___ 
 
 
Leases – copies of all recorded leases, subleases and assigned leases are included.  
Yes ___ No ___ N/A ___ 
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UCC Liens – copies of and releases from any liens are included.  
Yes ___ No ___ N/A ___ 
 
A completed and signed Subordination or Joinder and Consent is included for 



any liens, leases, easements or other encumbrances that are affected by or 
in conflict with the provisions of the RC.  Yes___No___N/A___ 



 
A completed and signed Subordination of Mortgage is included for each financial 



institution or lender of existing mortgages. Yes ___ No ___ N/A ___ 
  
Is 95% UCL analysis used? Yes ___ No ___   
If yes, what is the exposure unit and parcel size?  _____________, _______________ 
 
Has the PRSR published constructive notice regarding use of IC/EC based upon 



preliminary approval of the Conditional No Further Action Proposal?  
Yes ___ No ___   



If yes, where ____________________________________ and when? 
_______________   



Has the 30 day comment period elapsed? Yes ___ No___ 
 
Cover memo to Tallahassee is included. Yes ___ No ___ 
 
Site/Project Mgr. Name___________    
Address_______________      
Email_________       
Phone_____        
 
Prop. Owner Rep. Name________________   
Address________________      
Email_________       
Phone______        
 
Prop. Owner Name________________    
Address________________      
Email_________       
Phone______        
 
Contractor Name _________________    
Address________________      
Email_________       
Phone______        



 
MAIL: 
District lead sites – mail directly to appropriate program attorney (or, if the site is in 
enforcement, to the enforcement attorney) in FDEP OGC Tallahassee. Contracted local 
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government lead sites – mail directly to the FDEP liaison who will contact the 
appropriate Tallahassee technical support for review prior to OGC review. 
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ATTACHMENT 6:  SAMPLE SITE/PROJECT MANAGER MEMORANDUM TO OGC 
 
 
TO: Dan Blackwell, Paralegal, FDEP Office of General Counsel, Mail Station 35 
FROM: [District] [Bureau] 



Mail Station/Mailing Address 
DATE:  
SUBJECT: SRCO with Conditions Package 



 DEP Facility or BSRA ID# (if applicable) 
 Facility or Brownfield Address, City, County 
 Discharge Date ( ‘incident’ identifier) or Execution Date of BSRA 



 
 
The (Division/District/ Bureau) has reviewed documentation related to a Site 
Rehabilitation Completion Order (SRCO) with Conditions recommendation for the 
above-referenced facility, which has a (petroleum, drycleaning solvent, arsenic, etc.) 
discharge(s) dated _____. The request for the SRCO with Conditions contains the 
information required in the FDEP Institutional Controls Procedures Guidance Document 
dated {____}.  Herein I have provided a rationale for the Division/Bureau/District 
concurrence with the SRCO with Conditions recommendation.17  
 
Contact Information 
 
FDEP Site/Project/Brownfields Manager or Local Pollution Control Program: 
Telephone #: 
E-mail Address: 
 
Source Property Owner(s): 
 
Property Owner’s Representative: 



Telephone #: 
E-mail Address: 
 



Consultant: 
 
Other Responsible Party involved in the clean up (if not the property owner) 
 
Buyer (if you are aware of sale pending the processing of this IC, please include their 



information) 
 



Remaining contamination is located {only in the groundwater; only in soils; in soils and 
groundwater; only in surface waters, etc.} 



                                                 
17 Petroleum Local Programs must send this memo to BPSS because the Local Program Liaison may only forward to 
FDEP after he/she creates a memo concurring with Petroleum Local Program. 
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Rationale: 
 



The (Division/District/Local Program/Bureau) has determined that the 
requirements of Rule 62-7__.__{fill in appropriate program rule}}, F.A.C. 
have been met for the above referenced discharge/incident(s). 



Specifically, 
SAMPLE: 



• Source contaminated soil was initially removed from the site and subsequently 
treated with a dual phase extraction system.  To reduce the risk of exposure to 
the remaining contaminated soils (above residential Soil Cleanup Target Levels) 
land-use restrictions are proposed in the Draft Declaration of Restrictive 
Covenant for the entire source property.  The property is currently being used as 
a {{describe current land use & proposed land use if known}}.  While it is 
proposed that excavation can occur on the parcel in the future, the Draft 
Declaration provides that the soils must be properly disposed in accordance with 
Chapter 62-7__, F.A.C., and that the risk of exposure be minimized to workers. 



 
• The groundwater contaminant plume is limited to less than a quarter acre.  It has 



been demonstrated by more than one year of groundwater monitoring that the 
groundwater contamination is not migrating away from the localized source area.  
The contaminant plume is actually limited to a 30-foot radius surrounding 
recovery well RW-#, and the remaining contaminant levels do not pose an 
unacceptable risk to human health if groundwater use is restricted.  In addition, 
the consultant prepared a fate and transport model that demonstrated that the 
concentrations of {{identify contaminants of concern}} in groundwater at the 
property boundary shall not exceed the applicable cleanup target levels specified 
in Chapter 62-777, F.A.C. 



 
• The minimal groundwater contamination is being addressed through a restriction 



in the Draft Declaration that prohibits the use of the groundwater for the entire 
property.  A restriction is also proposed to prohibit the installation of any 
monitoring wells on the property, which are not pre-approved by FDEP. 



 
It is the (Division/District/ Bureau) opinion that the restrictions proposed in the Draft 



Declaration are adequate to ensure that remaining contamination will not pose an 
unacceptable risk to human health.   



 
Attachments:  [Appropriate IC Checklist and supporting documents  – See Attachment ] 
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ATTACHMENT 7: SAMPLE SITE/PROJECT MANAGER LETTER TO PERSON 
RESPONSIBLE FOR SITE REHABILITATION  



 
This document is to be used by the Bureau of Petroleum Storage Systems for State-funded and 
voluntary cleanups to concur with a recommendation for conditional closure, to notify the property 
owner/responsible party about the needed restrictions, and to provide information about the location 
of the Institutional Control Guidance. 



{Date} 
 
[Mr. or Ms. or . . .] {Property Owner’s Name} 
{Property Owner’s Company (if applicable)} 
{Property Owner’s Address} 
{City, State  Zip Code} 
 
Subject: Acknowledgment of Intent to Propose Conditional Closure 



{Facility Name} 
{Facility Street Address} 
{City, xxx} County 
FDEP Facility ID# {xxxxxxxxx} 
Discharge Date[s]:  {Date(s) (only list the date(s) applicable to this RAP Mod 



approval)} [(select one for each discharge, as applicable) (ATRP) (EDI) 
(IVPSSRP) (PCPP) (PLRIP) (Non-program)] 



 
Dear [Mr. or Ms. or . . .] {Property Owner’s Last Name}: 
 
The Bureau of Petroleum Storage Systems (BPSS) has reviewed the {Type of Report}, 
dated {Date} (received {Date}), [prepared by {Consulting Company}, submitted or 
prepared and submitted by {Consulting Company}] for the petroleum product 
discharge[s] referenced above.  The BPSS is prepared to issue a Conditional Site 
Rehabilitation Completion Order (SRCO) for this discharge [or these discharges] 
provided that a Declaration of Restrictive Covenant, with the following restrictions on the 
use of the property, is completed and recorded in the county land office where the 
property deed was recorded for the above-referenced property: 
 



1) {Restriction}. 
 



2) {Restriction}. 
 
Enclosed for your reference is a Sample Restrictive Covenant to be used as an 
example when preparing a draft covenant.  You may also access the Department’s 
Institutional Controls Procedures Guidance manual in its entirety by going to 
www.dep.state.fl.us/waste/categories/pcp.  The document title ICR Procedures 
Guidance appears in the right margin menu and there are PDF as well as Word 
versions to expedite preparation of the Declaration of Restrictive Covenant.  Michael E. 
Ashey, BPSS Bureau Chief, will sign the Declaration of Restrictive Covenant on behalf 
of the BPSS for State-funded and voluntary cleanup sites.  The file for this site is 
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located at the Bob Martinez Center at the letterhead address.  In addition to a draft 
covenant (please do not sign this document prior to BPSS approval), the following 
information must be provided: 
 



1) A copy of the property’s deed. 
 



2) A copy of the property’s legal description. 
 
3)  If proposing a partial encumbrance, then include a Professional Land Survey, 



using minimum technical standards (MTS), or a similar high-quality map that 
depicts the restricted area and identifies the boundary of the area using State 
Plane Coordinates (SPC) system or GPS coordinates.   



 
4) A title search report that reflects all parties having an interest in the Property, 



including owners, lienors or easement holders.  The search must normally 
commence with the instrument constituting the root of title under the 
Marketable Record Title Act (MRTA) (evidence of title that is at least 30 years 
old) and would include a review of all subsequently recorded instruments, as 
well as a review of prior recorded instruments that are not eliminated by 
MRTA.  Include copies of all encumbrances on the property and a map 
showing their location. 



 
Please provide the above documentation to the BPSS along with a draft Restrictive 
Covenant. Should you have any questions, please contact me at (850) 245-{xxxx} or at 
the letterhead address, Mail Station {xxxx}. 
 



Sincerely, 
 
 
{Site Manager’s Name} 
{Site Manager’s Title (optional)} 
Petroleum Cleanup Section {x} 
Bureau of Petroleum Storage Systems 
{xxx}@dep.state.fl.us 



 
Enclosure (Sample Restrictive Covenant) 
 
ec: {Consultant’s Name, Consultant’s Company, Company Address, City, State  Zip 



Code} – {e-mail address} 
File 
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ATTACHMENT 8: SAMPLE AFFIDAVIT OF TITLE 
 



AFFIDAVIT 
STATE OF FLORIDA 
COUNTY OF DUVAL 
BEFORE ME, personally appeared {name}, who after being sworn, says as follows: 



1. I am older than eighteen (18) years of age. 
2. I am the owner of {address of property} OR I am the {position name} of {company 



name}. 
3. In that position, I have personal knowledge of all matters set forth in this Affidavit. 
4. On or about {date} a title report was prepared by {name of title company} for that 



certain real estate situated in the County of {county name}, State of Florida 
located at {address of property}, and more particularly described in “Exhibit A” 
attached hereto and made a part hereof (hereinafter the “Property”). 



5. On behalf of the Company, the current owner of the Property, and to the best of 
my knowledge, the title report accurately reflects the current state of title. 



 
FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.     _______________________________ 



{Owner’s or Company’s Name} 
 



_______________________________ 
{Name of person signing} 
{Title of person signing} 



       ______________________________ 
State of Florida 
County of {county name} 



 
The foregoing instrument was presented before me this ____ day of ____________, 
year of _____ by {name of owner or name of Company person} of {address or name 
and address of Company}.  He is personally known to me or has produced 
________________ as identification. 



 
 



____________________ 
Notary Signature 
_______________________ 
Name (typed, printed, or stamped) 
Notary Public, State of ___________ 
Commission No.: _______________ 
My Commission Expires: _________ 
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ATTACHMENT 9: DICHOTOMOUS DECISION KEY FOR 
SUBORDINATION AND JOINDER AND CONSENT 



 
When must a subordination or a joinder and consent be obtained? 



1. When there is a mortgage on the Property. 
2. When there is an encumbrance (e.g., easement) on the Property, the location of 



which is the same as, or overlaps with, the location of the restricted area, and the 
allowed action under the easement is one that would violate the terms of the RC. 



 
Dichotomous Decision Key 
 
1. Is there a mortgage?  No – Go to 2. 
1. Is there a mortgage?  Yes – Subordinate 
 
2. Is there an easement, lease or other encumbrance?  No – Don’t subordinate 
2. Is there an easement, lease or other encumbrance?  Yes – Go to 3. 
 
3. Is the restriction for water use?  No – Go to 4. 
3. Is the restriction for water use?  Yes – Go to 6 
 
4. Is the restriction for the maintenance of an EC (e.g., soil cap)?  No – Go to 5. 
4. Is the restriction for the maintenance of an EC (e.g., soil cap)?  Yes – Go to 8. 
 
5. Is the restriction for land use?  No – Don’t subordinate. 
5. Is the restriction for land use?  Yes – Go to 10. 
 
6. Does the location of the easement, lease or other encumbrance coincide 
geographically with the location of the water use restriction?  No – Don’t subordinate 
as to the water use restriction, but go back to 4 regarding the other types of restrictions.  
6. Does the location of the easement, lease or other encumbrance coincide 
geographically with the location of the water use restriction?  Yes – Go to 7.  
 
7. Does the easement, lease or other encumbrance allow the encumbrance holder to 
use the water, create stormwater facilities, or dig wells?  No – Don’t subordinate as to 
the water use restriction, but go back to 4 regarding the other types of restrictions.  
7. Does the easement, lease or other encumbrance allow the encumbrance holder to 
use the water, create stormwater facilities, or dig wells?  Yes – Subordinate, and go 
back to 4 regarding the other types of restrictions. 
 
8. Does the location of the easement, lease or other encumbrance coincide 
geographically with the location of the required EC?  No – Don’t subordinate as to the 
maintenance of an EC, but go back to 5 regarding the last type of restriction. 
8. Does the location of the easement, lease or other encumbrance coincide 
geographically with the location of the required EC?  Yes – Go to 9. 
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9. Does the easement, lease or other encumbrance allow the encumbrance holder to 
conduct an activity contrary to the terms of the RC (e.g., enter the soil when the RC has 
a soil cap requirement).  No – Don’t subordinate as to the maintenance of an EC, but 
go back to 5 regarding the last type of restriction. 
9. Does the easement, lease or other encumbrance allow the encumbrance holder to 
conduct an activity contrary to the terms of the RC (e.g., enter the soil when the RC has 
a soil cap requirement).  Yes – Subordinate, and go back to 5 regarding the last type of 
restriction. 
 
10. Does the easement, lease or other encumbrance allow the encumbrance holder to 
conduct an activity contrary to the terms of the RC (e.g., maintain a school when the 
RC has a land use restriction).  No – Don’t subordinate. 
10. Does the easement, lease or other encumbrance allow the encumbrance holder to 
conduct an activity contrary to the terms of the RC (e.g., maintain a school when the RC 
has a land use restriction).  Yes – Subordinate. 
 
 
 
NOTE:  A joinder and consent can be used rather than a subordination in the case 



of an encumbrance other than a mortgage.  
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ATTACHMENT 10: SAMPLE SUBORDINATION OF MORTGAGE TO 
DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT 



 
SUBORDINATION OF MORTGAGE TO 



DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT 
{{If Subordination of Mortgage is used, attach it to the Declaration of RC and change the 
title to read “Declaration of Restrictive Covenant and Subordination of Mortgage to 
Declaration of Restrictive Covenant”}} 
 



{{MORTGAGE HOLDER, SUCH AS A BANK}}, as the holder of the following described 
instrument: 



 
Mortgage from {{PROPERTY OWNER, IF CORPORATION, INDICATE 
TYPE}}, to {{MORTGAGE HOLDER & INDICATE TYPE OF 
CORPORATION}}, recorded {{DATE RECORDED}}, in Official Records 
Book {{BOOK NUMBER}}, at page {{NUMBER}}, {{“which mortgage was 
modified and restated pursuant to.....”. -- INDICATE ANY MODIFICATION 
OF MORTGAGE ALSO BY DATE, BOOK & PAGE}} all recorded among 
the Public Records of {{COUNTY}} County, Florida 



 
(collectively, the “Mortgage”), hereby subordinates the lien of its Mortgage to the foregoing {{If 
attached to covenant and to be filed with covenant}} Declaration of Restrictive Covenant by 
and between {{PROPERTY OWNER}} and the Florida Department of Environmental 
Protection. 
 



Provided, however, that the Mortgage Holder’s subordination herein shall not be 
deemed to subordinate any valid claim on the part of the Mortgage Holder to the proceeds of 
any sale, condemnation proceedings, or insurance, nor shall the leases, rents, and profits of 
the property described in the Mortgage be affected by the Subordination of Mortgage.  The 
foregoing shall not be construed as a waiver by the mortgage holder of any valid claim it may 
have according to its interest in the property to the proceeds of any sale, condemnation 
proceedings, or insurance. 
 
 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has executed and delivered this Subordination 
of Mortgage to Declaration of Restrictive Covenant this ______ day of ______________ 20__. 



 
     {{MORTGAGE HOLDER, INDICATE    
     STATE OF CORPORATION}} 



WITNESSES: 
_____________________________ By:  _____________________________ 
 
Print Name:____________________ Print Name:_______________________ 
     
      Title: ____________________________ 
______________________________ 
       (CORPORATE SEAL) 
Print Name: ____________________ 
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STATE OF FLORIDA 
COUNTY OF ________________ 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _____ day of ______________ 200__ 
by _____________________________, as _________________ of {{MORTGAGE HOLDER}}, a 
{{STATE}} corporation, on behalf of the corporation, who is personally known to me or who produced 
_____________________________________ as identification. 



      __________________________________ 
      Notary Public, State of {{STATE}} 
      __________________________________ 
      Printed Notary Name 
      Commission No. _____________________ 



My Commission Expires: ______________ 
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ATTACHMENT 11: SAMPLE JOINDER AND CONSENT 



OF TENANTS AND LESSEES 
 



JOINDER AND CONSENT OF TENANTS 
AND LESSEES 



 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: 
 



THAT {{NAME OF TENANT OR LESSEE}}, {{DESCRIPTION OF TENANT OR 
LESSEE, if applicable}}, whose mailing address is {{ADDRESS}} (hereinafter “Tenant or 
Lessee”), hereby certifies that it is the tenant or lessee of that certain lease dated 
{{DATE}}, {{if recorded, AND RECORDED {{DATE}}, IN OFFICIAL RECORDS BOOK 
{{NUMBER}}, AT PAGE {{NUMBER}}, OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS OF {{NAME OF 
COUNTY}} COUNTY}} (hereinafter “Lease”) which encumbers the property described 
on Exhibit “A” attached hereto and incorporated herein, owned by {{OWNER NAME}} 
(hereinafter “Owner”).  The Tenant or Lessee hereby joins in and consents to the 
granting of the Declaration of Restrictive Covenant by the Owner to the Florida 
Department of Environmental Protection and agrees that the Tenant or Lessee of the 
Lease joins in and consents to the above referenced Declaration of Restrictive 
Covenant. 



 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Joinder and Consent is executed by the 



undersigned this ___ day of ________, 20__. 
 



TENANT OR LESSEE                     WITNESSES 
                                                                                               ____________________________ 
  By: ___________________________ 
                                                                                             Print Name: __________________ 
  Print Name: ____________________ 
 
  Title: _________________________ 
                                                                                               ____________________________ 
                                                                                               Print Name: __________________ 
ATTEST: 
____________________________ 
{{NAME}}{{POSITION}} 
 
STATE OF FLORIDA 
COUNTY OF {{NAME OF COUNTY}} 



The forgoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___ day of ___________ 20__, by 
___________________, as _______________________ of _________________________, {{if 
applicable, A FLORIDA MUNICIPAL CORPORATION, ON BEHALF OF THE CORPORATION}}, who is 
personally known to me or who produced ________________ as identification. 
____________________________ 
Notary Public, State of Florida 
____________________________ 
Printed Notary Name 
Commission No. ______________ 
My Commission Expires: ________ 
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ATTACHMENT 12: SAMPLE SUBORDINATION OF ENCUMBRANCE 



TO DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT 
 



SUBORDINATION OF {{TYPE OF ENCUMBRANCE, E.G., EASEMENT}} TO 
DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT 



{{If Subordination of Encumbrance is used, attach it to the Declaration of RC and 
change the title to read “Declaration of Restrictive Covenant and Subordination of {{type 
of encumbrance}} to Declaration of Restrictive Covenant”}} 
 



{{ENCUMBRANCE HOLDER}}, as the holder of the following described instrument: 
 



{{Type of encumbrance}} to deed of property owned by {{PROPERTY 
OWNER, IF CORPORATION INDICATE TYPE}}, to {{ENCUMBRANCE 
HOLDER & INDICATE TYPE OF CORPORATION, IF ANY}} recorded 
{{DATE RECORDED}}, in Official Records Book {{BOOK NUMBER}}, at 
page {{NUMBER}}, recorded among the Public Records of {{COUNTY}} 
County, Florida 



 
(the “{{type of encumbrance}}”), hereby subordinates its {{type of encumbrance}} to the 
foregoing {{If attached to covenant and to be filed with covenant}} Declaration of Restrictive 
Covenant by and between {{PROPERTY OWNER}} and the Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection. 



 
 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has executed and delivered this Subordination 
of {{type of encumbrance}} to the Declaration of Restrictive Covenant this ______ day of 
______________ 20__. 



{{ENCUMBRANCE HOLDER, STATE OF CORPORATION}} 
WITNESSES: 
_____________________________ By:  _____________________________ 
Print Name:____________________ Print Name:_______________________ 
     
      Title: ____________________________ 
______________________________ 



       (CORPORATE SEAL, IF ANY) 
Print Name: ____________________ 



 
STATE OF FLORIDA 
COUNTY OF ________________ 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _____ day of 
______________ 20__ by _____________________________, as _________________ of 
{{ENCUMBRANCE HOLDER}}, {{if a corporation include A {{STATE}} CORPORATION, ON 
BEHALF OF THE CORPORATION}}, who is personally known to me or who produced 
_____________________________________ as identification. 



      __________________________________ 
      Notary Public, State of {{STATE}} 
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      __________________________________ 
      Printed Notary Name 
      Commission No. _____________________ 



My Commission Expires: ______________ 
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ATTACHMENT 13: SAMPLE JOINDER AND CONSENT OF 



ENCUMBRANCE HOLDER 
 



JOINDER AND CONSENT OF {{TYPE OF ENCUMBRANCE, 
E.G., EASEMENT}} HOLDER 



 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: 
 



THAT {{ENCUMBRANCE HOLDER}}, {{if applicable A MUNICIPAL 
CORPORATION CREATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF 
FLORIDA}}, whose mailing address is {{ADDRESS}} (hereinafter “{{TYPE OF 
ENCUMBRANCE}} Holder”), hereby certifies that it is the holder of a certain {{TYPE OF 
ENCUMBRANCE}} dated {{DATE}}, and recorded {{DATE}}, in Official Records Book 
{{NUMBER}}, at page {{NUMBER}}, of the Public Records of {{COUNTY NAME}} 
County which encumbers the property described on Exhibit “A” attached hereto and 
incorporated herein, owned by  
{{OWNER}} (hereinafter “Owner”).  The {{TYPE OF ENCUMBRANCE}} Holder hereby 
joins in and consents to the granting of the Declaration of Restrictive Covenant by the 
Owner to the Florida Department of Environmental Protection and agrees that the 
{{TYPE OF ENCUMBRANCE }} shall be subordinated to the above referenced 
Declaration of Restrictive Covenant. 



 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Consent and Joinder is executed by the 



undersigned this ___ day of ______________, 20__. 
 



            {{ENCUMRANCE HOLDER}} 
       WITNESSES: 
       _____________________________ By:  _____________________________ 
      Print Name:____________________ Print Name:_______________________ 
                      Title: ____________________________ 
       ______________________________ 



       (CORPORATE SEAL, IF ANY) 
Print Name: ____________________ 
ATTEST: 
____________________________ 
{{NAME}} {{POSITION}} 
 
STATE OF FLORIDA 
COUNTY OF {{COUNTY}} 



The forgoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___ day of 
___________ 20__, by ___________________, as _______________________ of 
_________________________, {{A FLORIDA MUNICIPAL CORPORATION, ON 
BEHALF OF THE CORPORATION if applicable}}, who is personally known to me or 
who produced ________________ as identification. 
____________________________ 
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Notary Public, State of Florida 
____________________________ 
Printed Notary Name 
Commission No. _____________ 
My Commission Expires: _________________ 
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ATTACHMENT 14: EXAMPLE OF ENCUMBRANCE MAP  
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ATTACHMENT 15:  DIVISION OF STATE LANDS/BOARD 
OF TRUSTEE PROPERTIES 



 
If the State of Florida is the property owner, you should contact the FDEP Division of 
State Lands (DSL) to discuss needed restrictions on the property.  As with any property 
owner, the DSL must first approve of the conditional closure and of the restrictions.  
Both parties must agree upon the form of the IC. 
 
The Board of Trustees (BOT or Board) of the Internal Improvement Trust Fund consists 
of the Governor, the Commissioner of Agriculture, the Attorney General, and the Chief 
Financial Officer, and their successors.  The BOT is vested with authority regarding the 
acquisition, administration, management, control, supervision, conservation, protection, 
and disposition of all state-owned lands, excluding certain transportation, port and 
special district lands.   Pursuant to Section 253.03, F.S., the Board is responsible for the 
creation of an overall and comprehensive plan of development for the acquisition, 
management, and disposition of state-owned lands.  Section 253.03(7)(a), F.S., directs 
the Board by statute to maintain a public land office in which are deposited and 
preserved all records, surveys, plats, maps, field notes, and patents, and all other title 
documents for state-owned lands.  These records are consulted and searched in the 
event the BOT considers the sale of the lands. 
 
Pursuant to statute, the FDEP, primarily through the DSL, performs all staff duties and 
functions related to the acquisition, administration, and disposition of state lands.  All 
entities managing state-owned conservation lands must prepare and submit for review a 
management plan, which in addition to describing the property, must address: 
 



o A description of past uses; 
o A detailed description of existing and planned use(s); 
o A detailed assessment of the impact of planned uses on the 



renewable and non-renewable resources of the property and 
a detailed description of the specific actions that will be 
taken to protect, enhance, and conserve these resources 
and to mitigate damage caused by such uses; 



o A description of management needs and problems for the 
property; and 



o A description of executive directives that constrain the use of 
such property. 



 
Each plan for conservation lands is scheduled to be updated at least every five years.  
DSL, as staff to the BOT, provides guidance and recommendations to ensure that these 
plans meet statutory and rule requirements. If any DSL tenant or any other entity 
disagrees with DSL's recommendations, DSL can place the plan before the BOT for 
consideration.  Pursuant to Section 259.036, F.S., DSL is responsible for coordinating 
the review of land management activities by a team of individuals composed of several 
entities, including the FDEP's regulatory district office.  If a parcel of BOT land is not 
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being managed in accordance with the approved plan, the BOT has the power to revoke 
its lease of such lands to that entity. 
 
The options for restrictions on use, and engineering control options, remain the same 
for DSL properties as any other property in the State of Florida.   
 
a. Site/Project Manager 
 
If a request for a conditional closure is submitted to the FDEP for state-owned lands 
property by a tenant (not DSL) and if such a request is approved, the Site/Project 
Manager must write a comprehensive letter to the tenant (copying DSL) stating why the 
request has been approved; what the restrictions must be; including ECs, if applicable; 
where the restrictions will apply and what ICs are necessary (the site/project manager 
may want to attach a copy of the State Lands portion of this IC Guidance Document).  It 
is then the tenant’s responsibility to seek authorization from DSL to move forward. 
Similarly, for state-owned contaminated sites at which the DEP’s Site Investigation 
Section (SIS) is performing site rehabilitation under the State-Owned Lands Cleanup 
Program (SOLCP), which is state-funded and state-managed, the SIS site/project 
manager should write the letter described above and seek authorization from the DSL 
on behalf of the tenant. 
 
b.  Division of State Lands Institutional Controls: 
 
DSL must prepare a memorandum to the DWM agreeing to the following combination of 
controls, all of which together create the IC mechanism for DSL properties (see 
Attachments 17). 
 



1. The Management Plan and title files for the DSL property: 
 



FDEP DSL will amend the management plan for the DSL property to 
contain the use restrictions and EC restrictions (as applicable). 
 
FDEP DSL will place a notice in the title and lease files for the property 
stating that its use is restricted in perpetuity, specifically indicating how the 
property’s use is restricted, until such time that the contamination issues 
on the property have been remediated to state and federal standards that 
would allow other uses.  This notice will declare further that the title to the 
property shall be amended to include such restrictions on its future use, if 
the Board ever determines the property to be surplus to state needs and 
decides to sell it.  As required by statute, the FDEP maintains land title 
and lease records for all lands that the Board owns.  These records are 
consulted and searched prior to transfer of the property from state 
ownership.  Such restrictions in these files will limit the property’s future 
uses and these files may be utilized to provide post-closure notice, as 
more fully described at 40 CFR § 264.119(b) (1).  Additionally, the leases 
should be amended by the DSL to reflect the new restrictions. 
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2. Leaseholders notice: 



 
A copy of the management plan and notices advising that use of the 
property is restricted will be provided to all holders of leases, subleases or 
assigned leases of the property until such time that the contamination 
issues on the property have been remediated to state and federal 
standards that would allow other uses. 
 



3. Future Sale of DSL Property: 
 



Purchasers of DSL property will have notice of the use restrictions 
because DSL will record the RC prior to the sale of the state land so that 
the restrictions will be found in a title search prior to sale.  Further, the 
amended land management plan will state the use prohibitions, water use 
restrictions and ECs imposed on the property by an RC.   The RC and 
amended land management plan will include the restrictions until the 
contamination issues have been remediated to state and federal 
standards that would allow other uses.   



 
RCs shall also include a requirement that such future owners grant site 
access to the FDEP for the purpose of determining compliance with the 
use restrictions.  The covenant will continue in perpetuity unless the FDEP 
determines that site contamination in all affected media no longer exceeds 
cleanup target levels established pursuant to Florida Statutes and FDEP 
rules. 
 



4. IC Registry:  
 



The above use restrictions are to be included in the FDEP DWM ICs 
Registry. 



 
c. Supporting documentation: 
 
The DWM wants to ensure that the State of Florida in fact, owns the subject property in 
“fee”.  Consequently, information from DSL to that effect, whether by deed or some 
other mechanism, must be included in the IC packet of documents submitted to OGC 
for review.  Additionally, DWM needs to know who the current tenant is on the subject 
property and include that party in the negotiations.   
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ATTACHMENT 16:  SAMPLE DIVISION OF STATE LANDS PACKET 
 



DIVISION OF STATE LANDS MEMORANDUM TO 
DIVISION OF WASTE MANAGEMENT 



 
     Florida Department of 



Memorandum                Environmental Protection 
 
Date:                     
 
To:                       Appropriate District Director or Bureau Chief 
                            Division of Waste Management 
 
From:         Director 
                            Division of State Lands 
 
Subject:                Conditional Site Rehabilitation Completion Order 
                             Facility Name 
                             Facility address 
                             Facility City, County 
                             FDEP Facility ID#  
                             Discharge Date:   
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
In response to your Division's request for an IC on state lands currently managed by the 
________________ (LESSEE), the following is provided in lieu of removal or other 
remediation of {{petroleum}}-impacted soils on the site. 
 
BACKGROUND: The Board of Trustees of the Internal Improvement Trust Fund 
(Board) consists of the Governor, Attorney General, Chief Financial Officer, and the 
Commissioner of Agriculture and their successors, and is vested with the acquisition, 
administration, management, control, supervision, conservation, protection, and 
disposition of all state-owned lands, excluding certain transportation, port and special 
district lands. Pursuant to Section 253.03, F.S., the Board is responsible for the creation 
of an overall and comprehensive plan of development for the acquisition, management, 
and disposition of state-owned lands. Pursuant to Section 253.03(7) (a), F.S., the Board 
is directed by statute to maintain a public land office in which are deposited and 
preserved all records, surveys, plats, maps, field notes, and patents, and all other title 
documents for state-owned lands. These records are consulted and searched in the 
event the Board considers the sale of the lands as surplus. 
 
Pursuant to statute, the Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP), primarily 
through the Division of State Lands (DSL), performs all staff duties and functions related 
to the acquisition, administration, and disposition of state lands. It is important to note, 
however, that the entire FDEP is staff to the Board of Trustees. All entities managing 
state-owned lands must prepare and submit for review a management plan, which in 
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addition to describing the property, must address: 
 
• A description of past uses 
• A detailed description of existing and planned uses 
• A detailed assessment of the impact of planned uses on the renewable and non-



renewable resources of the property and a detailed description of the specific 
actions that will be taken to protect, enhance and conserve these resources and 
to mitigate damage caused by such uses. 



• A description of management needs and problems for the property 
• A description of executive directives that constrain the use of such property. 
 
Each plan is scheduled to be updated at least every five years. DSL, as staff to the 
Board, provides guidance and recommendations to ensure that these plans meet 
statutory and rule requirements. If LESSEE or any other entity disagrees with DSL's 
recommendations, DSL can place the plan before the Board for consideration. If a 
parcel of Board land is not being managed in accordance with the approved plan, the 
Board has the power to revoke its lease of such lands to that entity. 
 
FACILITY NAME: FACILITY ADDRESS (known by any other name?).  LESSEE 
leases state-owned lands for the operation of___________________, and LESSEE 
must prepare a land management plan for the property. This land management plan 
must address land use and environmental issues, including how the manager plans to 
address any {{soil and/or groundwater}} contamination that is allowed to remain on the 
property in order to prevent adverse effects to human health and the environment, and 
how the manager plans to address any other environmental hazards on the property.  
LESSEE is required, pursuant to Section 18-2.021, F.A.C., to submit its plans to the 
DSL for review. Prior to the plans submittal, the Division of Waste Management must 
review and approve of all plans related to soil and/or groundwater contamination 
remediation and other environmental hazards.  If DSL has any objections to the plan, 
LESSEE must present the plan to the Board for final consideration. 
 
LESSEE’S management plan for the FACILITY NAME OR DSL NAME, which includes 
the lands affected by the contaminated {{soils and/or groundwater}}, has been updated 
to reference the contamination issue and includes as an attachment an executed copy 
of Amendment No. ## to Lease No. ####, which amends LESSEE’s lease to include the 
institutional and EC restriction language requested in {{Mr. Mike Ashey's}} letter of 
DATE, to LESSEE.  A copy of the amended management plan is attached for your file. 
The management plan amendment requires that the property (OR a portion of the 
property)  {{be permanently covered with an impermeable material that prevents human 
exposure and limits water infiltration.  Excavation and construction are not prohibited 
provided that any contaminated soils that are excavated are removed and properly 
disposed of pursuant to DEP rules, AND/OR there shall be no use of the groundwater 
on the Property.  There shall be no drilling for water conducted on the Property nor shall 
any wells be installed on the Property other than monitoring wells pre-approved by the 
FDEP Division of Waste Management. Additionally, there shall be no stormwater 
swales, stormwater detention or retention facilities or ditches on the Property.  For any 
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dewatering activities, a plan must be in place to address and ensure the appropriate 
handling, treatment, and disposal of any extracted ground water that may be 
contaminated.}}. The lease amendment implements the restrictions for the term of the 
lease; however, the Division of State Lands agrees that the institutional and ECs shall 
run with the land and with the title to the property and continue in perpetuity, unless 
modified in writing by DSL and DEP's Division of Waste Management. 
 
As required by statute, DSL maintains land title and lease records for all Board lands. 
These records are consulted and searched prior to transfer of the property out of state 
ownership. DSL will place a notice in the title and lease files for this property that lists 
the restrictions at the contaminated site until such time as the affected site meets state 
and federal standards that would allow other uses. This notice will declare further that 
the title to the property shall be amended to include such restrictions on its future use if 
the Board ever determines the property to be surplus to state needs and decides to sell 
it. Such provisions in these files will limit its future uses. 
 
The DSL submits that these actions will restrict use of the affected lands and provide 
adequate long-term control in lieu of a Declaration of Restrictive Covenant.  If you have 
any questions, please contact _________________with the Bureau of Public Land 
Administration.   ______________ may be reached at 245-____. 
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ATTACHMENT 17:  SAMPLE DIVISION OF STATE LANDS LEASE 
 



DIVISION OF STATE LANDS LEASE 
 
 WHEREAS, LESSOR, by virtue of Section 253.03, Florida Statutes, holds title to 
certain lands and property for the use and benefit of the State of Florida; and 



 
WHEREAS, on the _____ day of _______, ______, LESSOR and LESSEE 



entered into Lease Number _____; and 
 
WHEREAS, LESSOR and LESSEE desire to amend the lease to include 



institutional restrictions required as a result of a discharge from {{describe the 
operations or event, if known, that resulted in the discharge.}} 
 
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements 
contained herein, the parties hereto agree as follows: 
 



1. The DATE, survey, prepared by ___________________., identifying the area of 
restriction (OR “area that must be capped” OR similar language) is hereby added as 
Exhibit B. 



2. The following additional section is hereby added in its entirety as Section ______: 
"The area  as located on the {{DATE}}, survey, prepared by 
________________attached hereto as Exhibit B and by reference made a part hereof 
("restricted area"), shall be permanently covered and maintained with an impermeable 
material that prevents human exposure and prevents water infiltration. Excavation and 
construction is not prohibited within the contaminated area provided that any 
contaminated soils that are excavated are removed and properly disposed of pursuant 
to applicable Florida Department of Environmental Protection ("DEP") rules. 



 
3. Nothing herein shall limit or conflict with any legal requirements regarding construction 



methods and precautions that must be taken to minimize risk of exposure while 
conducting work in the contaminated areas. 



 
4. The restrictions contained herein are for the benefit of the Florida Department of 



Environmental Protection ("DEP") and are binding upon LESSEE until a release of 
covenant is executed by LESSOR and the Secretary of DEP, or designee. To receive 
prior approval from DEP to remove any requirement herein, cleanup target levels 
established pursuant to Florida Statutes and DEP rules must have been achieved. The 
restrictions contained herein may be modified in writing only. Any subsequent 
amendment must be executed by both the LESSOR and LESSEE, or their respective 
successors and assigns. 
 



5. It is understood and agreed by LESSOR AND LESSEE that in each and every respect 
the terms of the Lease Number ____ except as amended shall remain unchanged and 
in full force and effect and the same are hereby ratified, approved and confirmed by 
LESSOR AND LESSEE. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Lease Amendment to be 
executed on the day and year first above written. 
 
                                                                       BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE 
INTERNAL 
                                                                       IMPROVEMENT TRUST FUND OF THE 
                                                                       STATE OF FLORIDA 
 
______________________________ 
 BY:_____________________________(SEAL) 
Witness                  OPERATIONS & MANAGEMENT 
CONSULTANT    
Print/Type Witness Name            MANAGER, BUREAU OF PUBLIC 
_______________________________        LAND ADMINISTRATION, DIVISION 
Witness      OF STATE LANDS, DEPARTMENT OF 
________________________________  ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
Print/Type Witness Name    
 
STATE OF FLORIDA               "LESSOR" 
COUNTY OF LEON 
 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___ day of _____20__ , by 
Operations and Management Consultant Manager, Bureau of Public Land 
Administration, Division of State Lands, Florida Department of Environmental 
Protection, as agent for and on behalf of the Board of Trustees of the Internal 
Improvement Trust Fund of the State of Florida.  She is personally known to me. 
       __________________________ 



Notary Public, State of Florida 
___________________________ 
Print/Type Notary Name 
Commission Number:  
Commission Expires:  
 
Approve as to Form and Legality 
By:___________________________ 



Amendment No. ____ to Lease No. ______ 
________________________________
________________________________ 



_____________________________   By: 
______________________(SEAL) 
Witness_____________________________           
_________________________________ 
Print/Type Witness Name      Print/Type Name 
______________________________ 
 __________________________________ 
Witness                 Title: _____________________ 
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______________________________    “LESSEE” 
Print/Type Witness Name 
 
STATE OF FLORIDA 
COUNTY OF LEON 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this __day of ____________, 
20__ by  
_____________________as  ____________________________of the State of Florida 
Department of Environmental Protection. He/she is personally known to me. 
       _______________________________ 
       Notary Public, State of Florida 
       _______________________________ 



Print/Type Notary Name 
       Commission number: 



Commission Expires: 
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ATTACHMENT 18: 18-4.007 DIVISION OF STATE  
LANDS MANAGEMENT PLANS 



 
Plans submitted to the Division of State Lands for committee review under 
requirements of Section 253.034, F.S., should contain, where applicable to the 
management of resources, the following: 
 



1) Lease Number: {{3145 – Leon County – 23.51 acres}} 
 



The common name of the property: {{Kirkman Building}} 
 



2) A map showing the location and boundaries of the property plus any 
structures or improvements to the property. 
 
[x]   Attached ATTACHMENT # 1    
[  ] To Be Obtained (not on hand at this time) 
 



3) The legal description and acreage of the property. 
 



[x]   Attached ATTACHMENT #2  
[  ]   To Be Obtained (not on hand at this time) 
 



4) The degree of title interest held by the Board, including reservations and  
encumbrances such as leases. ATTACHMENT #3  
 
Easements {{# 29285 and 27833; Ina S. Thompson Child Care Center; 
DHSMV Credit Union and Leon County Kindergarten.}}  
 



5) The land acquisition program (e.g. C.A.R.L., E.E.L., Save Our Coast), if any, 
under which the property was acquired. 
 



Title was acquired by the Florida Board of Trustees as a site for {{the DHSMV 
General Headquarters.}} 
 



6) The designated single use or multiple use management for the property, 
Including other managing agencies. 
 
{{Multiple use – DHSMV General Headquarters; Ina S. Thompson Child Care 
Center; DHSMV Credit Union and Leon County Kindergarten.}}  
 



7) Proximity of property to other significant Sate, local, or federal land or water 
resources. 
 
{{Across Apalachee Parkway – 300 yards – State Division of Forestry, 
Division Office: 2912 Apalachee Parkway, Tallahassee, FL 32399, Koger 
Center – 100% occupied by State; and 1 ½ miles – new State Satellite Office 
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Complex – Capital Circle}}  
 



8) A statement as to whether the property is within an aquatic preserve or a 
designated area of critical State concern or an area under study for such 
designation. 
 
{{No – Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings. }} 
 



9) The location and description of known and reasonably identifiable 
renewable  and non-renewable resources of the property including, but not 
limited to, the following: 
 
(a) Brief description of soil types, using U.S.D.A. maps when available; 
 



{{Orangeburg – Urban land complex, 2 to 12 percent slopes }} 
 



(b) Archaeological and historical resources; 
 
{{See ATTACHMENT # 4 
The Department will follow the Division of Historical Resources’ policy for 
Management Procedures for Archaeological and Historic Sites and 



 
Properties on State Owned or controlled lands 4189}}  



 
(c) Water resources including the water quality classification for each 



water body and the identification of any such water body that is 
designated 
as an Outstanding Florida Waters; 
 
{{None – Urban land complex parking lot and buildings. }} 



 
(d) Fish and Wildlife and their habitat; 
 



{{See ATTACHMENT # 5 
None – Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings. Natural Area 
Inventory states the property is mostly cleared land and element 
occurrence of a habitat is unlikely. }} 
 



(e) State and federally listed endangered or threatened species and their 
habitat; 



 
{{None. Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings. Natural Area 
Inventory  
states the property is mostly cleared land and element occurrence of a 
habitat is unlikely.}} 
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(f) Beaches and dunes; 
 



{{None. Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings.  }} 
 



(g) Swamps, marshes and other wetlands; 
 



{{None. Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings. }} 
 



(h) Mineral resources, such as oil, gas and phosphate; 
 



{{None. Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings.}} 
 



(i) Unique natural features, such as coral reefs, natural springs, caverns, 
large 
sinkholes, virgin timber stands, scenic vistas, and natural rivers and 
streams; and 
 
{{None. Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings.}} 



 
(j) Outstanding native landscapes containing relatively unaltered flora, fauna, 



and 
geological conditions. 
 
{{None. Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings.}} 
 



10) A description of actions the agency plans, to locate and identify unknown 
resources such as surveys of unknown archaeological and historical 
resources. 
 
{{None. Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings.}} 



       
11) The identification of resources on the property that are listed in the  



Natural Area Inventory. 
 
{{See ATTACHMENT # 6 
None. Natural Area Inventory states mostly cleared land and element  
occurrence of a habitat is unlikely}} 



 
12) A description of past uses, including any unauthorized uses of the property. 



 
{{Prior to DHSMV Site, this acreage was a cow pasture. The past use has 
been to house the Department of Hwy. Safety & Motor Vehicles, parking 
facilities, Ina S. 
Thompson Child Care Center, Leon County Kindergarten and DHSMV Credit 
Union.}} 
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13) A detailed description of existing and planned use(s) of the property. 
 



{{Existing: Same as 12 above. A “D” wing has been added to the Kirkman 
Bldg. 
(1993-94). No changes are planned in the Credit Union, Child Care Center 
nor 
the Kindergarten.}} 



 
14) A description of alternative or multiple uses of the property considered by the  



managing agency and an explanation of why such uses were not adopted. 
 



{{At the present time, the managing agency is not planning to add additional uses of 
this property.}} 



 
15) A detailed assessment of the impact of planned uses on the renewable and  
non-renewable resources of the property and a detailed description of the specific 
actions that will be taken to protect, enhance and conserve these resources and to 
mitigate damage caused by such uses. 
 
{{No new construction is planned for the site in the future and a holding pond was 
constructed to deal with storm water to run off from the parking lot. This system is 
connected to the City of Tallahassee’s storm water drainage system.}}  



 
16) A description of management needs and problems for the property. 
 
{{The property is an urban land complex with parking lots, building, manicured lawn 
and a few trees.}} 



 
17) Identification of adjacent land uses that conflict with the planned use of the 



property, 
if any. 
 
{{The adjacent land usages are urban residential, business establishments, county 
fire 
department and forestry station.}} 



 
18) A description of legislative or executive directives that constrain the use of 



such property. 
 
{{The property was originally purchased to provide a site for the general 
headquarters 
of the FDEP. This original constraint has been modified to allow the construction of 
the DHSMV Credit Union, the modification of one facility to be used as the Ina S. 
Thompson Child Care Center. 
Herein is established an environmental constraint in accordance with 
ATTACHMENT # 7 and as defined in Amendment # 2 to the property lease. }} 
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19) A finding regarding whether each planned use complies with the State Lands 
Management Plan, particularly whether such uses represent “balanced public 
utilization”, specific agency statutory authority, and other legislative or executive 
constraints.  
 
{{This Department is in compliance with State Land Mgt. Plan. Chapter 319, 320, 
321 
and 322 Florida Statutes specify the Agency’s statutory authority.}} 



 
20) An assessment as to whether the property, or any portion, should be declared 



surplus. 
 
{{None.}} 
 
21) Identification of other parcels of land within or immediately adjacent to the 



property 
that should be purchased because they are essential to management of the 
property. 
 
{{Not sure any land is available to be purchased in this area.}} 



 
22) A description of the management responsibilities of each agency and how 



such responsibilities will be coordinated, including a provision that requires 
that the managing agency consult with the Division of Archives, History and 
Records Management before taking actions that may adversely affect 
archaeological or historic resources. 



 
{{See ATTACHEMT # 
 
The Department will follow the Division of Archives, History and Records 
Management’s policy as outlined in “Management Procedures for the Protection of  
Archaeological and Historical Sites and Properties.}} 



 
23) Historical Sites and Properties:  
A statement concerning the extent of public involvement and local government 
participation in the development of the plan, if any, including a summary of 
comments and concerns expressed. 
 
{{Rezoning hearing that preceded the Ina S. Thompson Child Center involved 
considerable public and local government comment related to the multiple uses of 
the property and possible traffic congestion. However, these concerns were satisfied 
and rezoning was accepted by the Leon County Commission.}} 
 
 
Specific Authority 253.03 (7), 253.034 (4), (5) FS. Law Implemented 253.034 (4), FS. 
History – New 4-4-84, Formerly 16Q-23.07, Transferred from 16Q-23.007. 
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ATTACHMENT 19: TEMPLATE FOR CONSTRUCTIVE NOTICE OF 
INTENT TO APPROVE USE OF INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL 



 
Pursuant to subsection 62-780.680(8), F.A.C., (and similar provisions in 62-770, 



62-782 and 62-785), the Person Responsible for Site Rehabilitation (PRSR) is required 
to provide constructive notice of the Department’s intent to approve the PRSR’s No 
Further Action Proposal with Controls (either an institutional control or both engineering 
and institutional controls).  The PRSR must provide the notice prior to the Department’s 
approval of such proposal (but within 30 days after the Department’s conditional 
approval of the proposal).  Pursuant to subsection 62-110.106(5), F.A.C., the PRSR 
must publish the notice at its expense in the legal advertisements section of a 
newspaper of general circulation (i.e., meeting the requirements of ss. 50.011 and 
50.031, F.S.) in the county in which the effects of the Department’s proposed action will 
occur.  The PRSR must provide proof of publication within seven days of the publication 
by furnishing the Department with a uniform affidavit in substantially the form prescribed 
in s. 50.051, F.S.  The following template meets this constructive notice requirement.  
Replace the information inside the brackets with information specific to the site.     
 
STATE OF FLORIDA 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
NOTICE OF PROPOSED AGENCY ACTION 
 



The Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) gives notice that it 
proposes to approve a No Further Action Proposal with Institutional Controls or 
with Engineering and Institutional Controls and issue a Site Rehabilitation 
Completion Order with controls for a contaminated site.  {PRSR} is seeking this 
order in reference to FDEP Site ID # {site id #} {facility name, address} and intends 
to restrict exposure to contamination in the following manner: {describe the type of 
controls such as land use restrictions, water use restrictions, caps over 
contaminated soil, etc}. 



 
Complete copies of the No Further Action Proposal, the draft restrictive covenant, 
and the FDEP’s preliminary evaluation are available for public inspection during 
normal business hours 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, except legal 
holidays at FDEP {address of location of documents}. 



 
Local governments with jurisdiction over the property subject to the Institutional 
Control, real property owner(s) of any property subject to the Institutional Control, 
and residents of any property subject to the Institutional Control have 30 days from 
publication of this notice to provide comments to the FDEP.  Such comments must 
be sent to FDEP {name  and address of person who should receive comments and 
person’s email address}.         
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ATTACHMENT 20: TEMPLATE FOR CONSTRUCTIVE NOTICE OF INTENT TO 
APPROVE USE OF INTERIM INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL 



 
The following template meets the constructive notice requirement for the use of 
an interim IC.  Replace the information inside the brackets with information 
specific to the site.     
 



STATE OF FLORIDA 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 



NOTICE OF PROPOSED AGENCY ACTION 
 



The Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) gives notice that it 
proposes to approve use of an interim institutional control in the form of a 
Declaration of Restrictive Covenant at a contaminated site while site rehabilitation 
is ongoing.  {PRSR} is seeking this Declaration in reference to FDEP Site ID # {site 
id number}, {facility name, address} and intends to restrict exposure to 
contamination in the following manner: {describe the type of controls such as land 
use restrictions, water use restrictions, caps over contaminated soil, etc}. 



 
Complete copies of the draft Declaration of Restrictive Covenant, and FDEP’s 
preliminary evaluation are available for public inspection during normal business 
hours 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, except legal holidays at 
FDEP {address of location of documents}. 



 
Local governments with jurisdiction over the property subject to the institutional 
control, real property owner(s) of any property subject to the institutional control, 
and residents of any property subject to the institutional control have 30 days from 
publication of this notice to provide comments to FDEP.  Such comments must be 
sent to FDEP {name and address of person to receive comments and person’s 
email address}. 
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ATTACHMENT 21:  FLORIDA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE 
RULES REGARDING NOTICE 



 
[62-110.106(5), (8) & (9), Florida Administrative Code] 



(5) Notices: General Requirements. Each person who files an application for a 
Department permit or other approval may publish or be required to publish a notice of 
application or other notice as set forth below in this section. Except as specifically 
provided otherwise in this paragraph, each person publishing such a notice under this 
section shall do so at his own expense in the legal advertisements section of a 
newspaper of general circulation (i.e., one that meets the requirements of Sections 
50.011 and 50.031 of the Florida Statutes) in the county or counties in which the activity 
will take place or the effects of the Department’s proposed action will occur, and shall 
provide proof of the publication to the Department within seven days of the publication. 
For federally enforceable general permits approved by the Department for air 
operations, however, notice of a draft permit shall be published in the Florida 
Administrative Weekly, in accordance with 40 C.F.R. sec. 70.7(h)(1). In addition to the 
provisions of this section, other specific requirements for notices are as follows: notices 
for variances and waivers are governed by Rule 62-110.104, F.A.C., notices for 
federally enforceable air operation permits are governed by Rule 62-210.350, F.A.C., 
notices for exemptions from water quality criteria are governed by paragraph 62-
4.243(1)(a), F.A.C., those for exemptions for water bodies classified for navigation, 
utility, and industrial use are governed by paragraph 62-4.243(2)(a), F.A.C., notices for 
exemptions from the limitations imposed on mixing zones are governed by paragraph 
62-4.244(1)(c), F.A.C., notices for general permits are generally governed by subsection 
62-4.530(5), F.A.C., notices on site-specific alternative criteria are governed by 
subparagraph 62-302.800(4)(c)7., F.A.C., notices for “noticed general permits” in the 
environmental resource permitting program are governed by paragraphs 62-
343.090(1)(d)-(e), (2)(c), and (2)(h)-(j), F.A.C., notices on permits for underground 
injection wells are governed by Rule 62-528.315, F.A.C., notices on wastewater facility 
permits are governed by Rule 62-620.550, F.A.C., notices for general permits for solid 
waste transfer stations are governed by subsection 62-701.801(7), F.A.C., and notices 
(including the federal requirement for such notice to be broadcast over one or more 
local radio stations) for hazardous waste permits are governed by subsections 62-
730.220(9) and (11), F.A.C. 
 (8) Notice of Proposed Agency Action (Non-permitting). On a matter other than a 
permit application, the Department or any applicant, petitioner for a variance or waiver, 
party to a consent order, or person seeking the Department’s authorization or approval 
of a report, plan, proposal, or other request (excluding any request for hearing) may 
publish or be required to publish notice of the proposed action in substantially the 
following format: 



State of Florida Department of Environmental Protection Notice of Proposed Agency 
Action 



The Department of Environmental Protection gives notice that it proposes [insert 
phrase describing the agency action proposed (e.g., to approve a consent order)] in 
reference to [a description and location of the subject matter or activity covered by the 
action, the Department’s identification number, and the name and address of any 
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person to whom the action is directed]. Complete copies [of any document and 
accompanying material expressing the proposed agency action] are available for public 
inspection during normal business hours 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through 
Friday, except legal holidays, at [name and address of office]. 



[Insert the language setting forth the notice of rights, as provided in paragraph (12) 
of this rule, below, except that references in that notice to deadlines of fourteen days 
shall be replaced by references to twenty-one days.] 



(9) Proof of Publication. Notice to substantially affected persons on applications for 
Department permits or other authorizations is an essential and integral part of the state 
environmental permitting process. Therefore, no application for a permit or other 
authorization for which published notice is required shall be granted until proof of 
publication of notice is made by furnishing a uniform affidavit in substantially the form 
prescribed in Section 50.051 of the Florida Statutes, to the office of the Department 
issuing the permit or other authorization. Applicants for hazardous waste permits must 
also comply with subsection 62-730.220(11), F.A.C. 
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ATTACHMENT 22:  STATUTES REGARDING NOTICE PUBLICATION 
 
(ss. 50.011 and 50.031, Florida Statutes) 



50.011  Where and in what language legal notices to be published.--Whenever by 
statute an official or legal advertisement or a publication, or notice in a newspaper has 
been or is directed or permitted in the nature of or in lieu of process, or for constructive 
service, or in initiating, assuming, reviewing, exercising or enforcing jurisdiction or 
power, or for any purpose, including all legal notices and advertisements of sheriffs and 
tax collectors, the contemporaneous and continuous intent and meaning of such 
legislation all and singular, existing or repealed, is and has been and is hereby declared 
to be and to have been, and the rule of interpretation is and has been, a publication in a 
newspaper printed and published periodically once a week or oftener, containing at 
least 25 percent of its words in the English language, entered or qualified to be admitted 
and entered as periodicals matter at a post office in the county where published, for sale 
to the public generally, available to the public generally for the publication of official or 
other notices and customarily containing information of a public character or of interest 
or of value to the residents or owners of property in the county where published, or of 
interest or of value to the general public.  



50.031  Newspapers in which legal notices and process may be published.--No 
notice or publication required to be published in a newspaper in the nature of or in lieu 
of process of any kind, nature, character or description provided for under any law of the 
state, whether heretofore or hereafter enacted, and whether pertaining to constructive 
service, or the initiating, assuming, reviewing, exercising or enforcing jurisdiction or 
power, by any court in this state, or any notice of sale of property, real or personal, for 
taxes, state, county or municipal, or sheriff's, guardian's or administrator's or any sale 
made pursuant to any judicial order, decree or statute or any other publication or notice 
pertaining to any affairs of the state, or any county, municipality or other political 
subdivision thereof, shall be deemed to have been published in accordance with the 
statutes providing for such publication, unless the same shall have been published for 
the prescribed period of time required for such publication, in a newspaper which at the 
time of such publication shall have been in existence for 1 year and shall have been 
entered as periodicals matter at a post office in the county where published, or in a 
newspaper which is a direct successor of a newspaper which together have been so 
published; provided, however, that nothing herein contained shall apply where in any 
county there shall be no newspaper in existence which shall have been published for 
the length of time above prescribed. No legal publication of any kind, nature or 
description, as herein defined, shall be valid or binding or held to be in compliance with 
the statutes providing for such publication unless the same shall have been published in 
accordance with the provisions of this section. Proof of such publication shall be made 
by uniform affidavit.  
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ATTACHMENT 23: STATUTE GOVERNING FORM OF AFFIDAVIT 
FOR PROOF OF PUBLICATION 



 



Section 50.051 Proof of publication; form of uniform affidavit.--The printed form 
upon which all such affidavits establishing proof of publication are to be executed shall 
be substantially as follows:  



NAME OF NEWSPAPER 
 



Published (Weekly or Daily) 
 



(Town or City)  (County)  FLORIDA 
 
 
 
STATE OF FLORIDA  
 
 
COUNTY OF _____:  



Before the undersigned authority personally appeared _____, who on oath says that he 
or she is _____ of the _____, a _____ newspaper published at _____ in _____ County, 
Florida; that the attached copy of advertisement, being a _____ in the matter of _____ 
in the _____ Court, was published in said newspaper in the issues of _____.  



Affiant further says that the said _____ is a newspaper published at _____, in said 
_____ County, Florida, and that the said newspaper has heretofore been continuously 
published in said _____ County, Florida, each _____ and has been entered as 
periodicals matter at the post office in _____, in said _____ County, Florida, for a period 
of 1 year next preceding the first publication of the attached copy of advertisement; and 
affiant further says that he or she has neither paid nor promised any person, firm or 
corporation any discount, rebate, commission or refund for the purpose of securing this 
advertisement for publication in the said newspaper.  
 
 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this _____ day of _____,  (year) , by _____, who is 
personally known to me or who has produced (type of identification) as identification.  
 
 (Signature of Notary Public)   
 
 (Print, Type, or Stamp Commissioned Name of Notary Public)   
 
 
 (Notary Public)   
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______________________________ 
Print Name of Notary Public 
 
Commission No.  ________________ 



 
      Commission Expires:  ____________ 
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ATTACHMENT 24:  STATUTORY RECORDING REQUIREMENTS 
 
 
695.26 Requirements for recording instruments affecting real property.-- 1997 
(1) No instrument by which the title to real property or any interest therein is conveyed, 
assigned, encumbered, or otherwise disposed of shall be recorded by the clerk of the 
circuit court unless:  



(a) The name of each person who executed such instrument is legibly printed, 
typewritten, or stamped upon such instrument immediately beneath the signature 
of such person and the post-office address of each such person is legibly printed, 
typewritten, or stamped upon such instrument;  
(b) The name and post-office address of the natural person who prepared the 
instrument or under whose supervision it was prepared are legibly printed, 
typewritten, or stamped upon such instrument;  
(c) The name of each witness to the instrument is legibly printed, typewritten, or 
stamped upon such instrument immediately beneath the signature of such 
witness;  
(d) The name of any notary public or other officer authorized to take 
acknowledgments or proofs whose signature appears upon the instrument is 
legibly printed, typewritten, or stamped upon such instrument immediately 
beneath the signature of such notary public or other officer authorized to take 
acknowledgment or proofs;  
(e) A 3-inch by 3-inch space at the top right-hand corner on the first page and a 
1-inch by 3-inch space at the top right-hand corner on each subsequent page are 
reserved for use by the clerk of the court; and  
(f) In any instrument other than a mortgage conveying or purporting to convey 
any interest in real property, the name and post-office address of each grantee in 
such instrument are legibly printed, typewritten, or stamped upon such 
instrument.  



(2) If a name or address is printed, typewritten, or stamped on an instrument in a 
position other than the position required by subsection (1), the clerk of the circuit court 
may, in her or his discretion, accept the instrument for recordation if she or he 
determines that the connection between the signature and the name or the name and 
the address is apparent.  
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ATTACHMENT 25:  INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL REGISTRY  
DATA SHEET AND INSTRUCTIONS  



(instructions below Data Sheet) 
 



 
 
__________________ 
Database (as applicable) 
 
__________________                          ____________________ 
County        Facility ID (as applicable) 
 
__________________    ____________________ 
Facility Name       Facility Address 
 
_________       ________  ______     ________      _____     ______   ______   ________ 
City      Zip         Section      Township      Range     Book #   Page #    Parcel ID 
 
____________    ____________    ___________     __________    __________    _____ 
     LAT DD            LAT MM            LAT SS               LONG DD        LONG MM      LONG SS      
LAT/LONG ACQUISITION METHOD 
 
____________________  ____________   ___________  _______________  _____________ 
Institutional Control Mech. DateRecorded  Program Area  Date Order Issued  Date IC Remove  
 
1._______________________   ________________    ________________    ____________ 
   Institutional Control Type         Engineering Control    Contaminated Media   Contamination 
 
2._______________________   ________________    ________________    ____________ 
   Institutional Control Type         Engineering Control    Contaminated Media   Contamination 
 
 
3._______________________   ________________    ________________    ____________ 
   Institutional Control Type         Engineering Control    Contaminated Media   Contamination 
 
4._______________________   ________________    ________________    ____________ 
   Institutional Control Type         Engineering Control    Contaminated Media   Contamination 
 
  _________________ 
  Last Inspection 
 
  Comments: 
 
 
 
Legal Description:  Please identify if attached 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL 
REGISTRY DATA SHEET (data sheet above) 



 
Database:  This should identify the database in which this facility is currently tracked 
(e.g., STCM, COMET, etc.) 
 
County: Select the County of the Facility from drop down menu. 
 
DEP Facility ID Number:  List the number (or name) in which the facility is currently 
tracked 
 
Facility Name:  List the name of the Facility 
 
Facility Address:  List the actual Street Address of the Facility with the institutional 
control (not the headquarters office or mailing address) 
 
City:  List the city of the Facility 
 
Zip:  List the facility Zip Code 
 
Section/Township/Range:  List the Section/Township and Range of the Facility 
 
Book #/Page#/Parcel ID:  List the plat book #, page # and parcel ID of the recorded 
instrument 
 
Lat/Long:  List the Latitude and Longitude in days, minutes and seconds. 
 
Lat/Long Acquisition method:  Select the method of acquisition used to obtain the 
facility’s latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates (e.g. GPS or map, etc.) from drop down 
menu.                    
 
Institutional Control Mechanism:  Select the applicable Institutional Control Mechanism 
(e.g. Restrictive Covenant, Consent Order, Memorandum of Agreement, etc.) from drop 
down menu.  
 
Date Institutional Control Recorded:    



For Conservation Easements, Restrictive Covenants or Deed Notices:  This 
is the date the actual instrument was recorded by the property owner with the 
appropriate county land office.  A receipt (typically this is a copy of the restrictive 
covenant that is stamped with the book and page number in the upper right hand 
corner of the document) indicating when and where the covenant was recorded.   



 
Memorandum of Agreements, Permits or Other:  This is the date the 
agreement, permit or other instrument was fully executed.  
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Program Area:  Select from the drop down menu the FDEP program responsible for 
overseeing the property remediation, determined by the type of contamination present 
or by the state and/or federal laws and rules that will govern the cleanup (e.g. 
Petroleum, Brownfields, Dry-cleaning, RCRA, Global RBCA, Solid Waste and CERCLA 
(i.e., Superfund). 
   
Date Order Issued:  This is the date that the Site Rehabilitation Completion Order with 
Conditions was issued by the DEP. 
 
Date Institutional Control was Removed:  This is the date that the institutional control 
was removed (unrecorded by the property owner). 
 
Institutional Control Type:  Select the specific restriction(s) imposed by the Institutional 
Control Mechanism (e.g. Groundwater Use Restriction, Land Use Restriction, Digging 
Restriction, etc.) from drop down menu. 
  
Engineering Control:  Select the engineering control(s) imposed by the Institutional 
Control Mechanism (e.g. Impervious Cap, Bottom Barriers, Clean Fill, etc) from the drop 
down menu. 
 
Contaminated media:  Select the media(s) specifically being addressed by the 
Institutional Control Type (e.g. Groundwater, Soil, Sediment, etc.) that’s being recorded 
from the drop down menu. 
  
Contamination:  Select the category of contamination being addressed by the 
Institutional Control Type (e.g. Petroleum [additives included], Inorganic Metallic and 
Non-metallic, Chlorinated Solvents, Phenols, etc.) that’s being recorded from the drop 
down menu.  
  
Note:  The institutional control type, engineering control, contaminated media and 
contamination are linked fields.   Additionally, there can be multiple institutional control 
types for each Institutional control mechanism.  For example, a Restrictive Covenant 
(institutional control mechanism) may restrict groundwater access due to groundwater 
contaminated with petroleum chemicals of concern.  The same mechanism may also 
require a concrete cap and digging restrictions due to soil contaminated with petroleum 
chemicals of concern.  Under this situation, the following should be entered into the 
datasheet: 
 
Restrictive Covenant   ____   ___10/21/00_    _Petroleum _11/30/00_      
Institutional Control Mechanism          Date Recorded                Program Area    Date Order Issued    Date IC Removed 



 



1._Water Use Restriction_  NONE_ GROUNDWATER___PETROLEUM___ 



            Institutional Control Type  Engineering Control  Contaminated Media Contamination 



 



2._EC MAINTENANCE___  _CAP___  _SOIL_____    PETROLEUM___ 



            Institutional Control Type Engineering Control  Contaminated Media     Contamination 
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3._DIGGING RESTRICTION_  NONE    SOIL____       PETROLEUM 
       Institutional Control Type  Engineering Control  Contaminated Media      Contamination 



 



4.______________________________   __________________ _________________            _________________ 



    Institutional Control Type  Engineering Control  Contaminated Media       Contamination 
 
 
Last Inspection:  This is the date that the facility was inspected by FDEP or its agents to 
verify that the institutional control was in place. 
 
Comments:  This should include any appropriate comments pertaining to the facility.  
Please note that this will be displayed on the web for public use.  So…please keep 
comments brief and professional. 
 
Legal Description:  This is the legal description of the property and may be attached to 
this data sheet rather than transcribed in this space. 
 
Please convert both the executed conditional SRCO and clerk stamped copy of the 
institutional control to .pdf and e-mail to “DWM/MIS ICR MAILBOX.”  Additionally, send 
any questions regarding entering data in this Data Sheet to this same e-mail address. 
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ATTACHMENT 26: SAMPLE TERMINATION AND RELEASE 
OF DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT 



 
This Instrument Prepared by:     3 X 3 block in 
{{Name}}.        Upper right corner 
{{Address}}        For use by recording 
Date:{{Date}}        office. 
 



TERMINATION AND RELEASE OF 
DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT 



 
THIS TERMINATION AND RELEASE OF DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE 



COVENANT ("Termination") is made this ___ day of __________,  by 
the FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION (hereinafter 
"FDEP"). 
 
WHEREAS, {{pertinent information}}. 
 
WHEREAS, Owner and FDEP entered into that certain Declaration of Restrictive 
Covenant dated {{date}} which was recorded in Official Records Book {{book #}}, Page 
{{page #}} of the Public Records of {{name of county}} County, Florida (the 
"Declaration") affecting that certain real property situated at {{address}} in the City of 
{{name of city}} in the County of {{name of county}}, State of Florida, more particularly 
described in Exhibit "A" attached hereto and made a part hereof (hereinafter the 
"Property"). 
 
WHEREAS, FDEP desires to terminate the Declaration because {{reason for 
termination}}, and therefore the property no longer needs to be restricted against {{type 
of restriction in the existing restrictive covenant}}. 
 
NOW THEREFORE, FDEP hereby terminates the Declaration, and the Property 
is hereby released from the restrictive covenants contained in the Declaration. 
This Termination will be recorded in the Public Records of {{name of county}} County 
which will terminate the Declaration. Nothing contained in this Termination is intended 
nor shall be construed to terminate or release any restriction or condition affecting any 
other property than the property more particularly described in the Declaration. 
(Signature Page to follow) 
 



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this instrument, this ____ 
day of ______________, {{year}}. 
. 
Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of: 
 
Approved as to form by the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, Office of 
General Counsel._____________________________________ 
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
 
By: ___________________________________ 
       {{name of person signing}} 
 {{title of person signing}} 
 {{name of person’s office}} 
 
 
____________________________________  Date: ____________________ 
Witness 
Print Name: __________________________ 
 
 
 
____________________________________   Date: ____________________ 
Witness 
Print Name: __________________________ 
 
STATE OF FLORIDA 
 
COUNTY OF _______________________ 
 
 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this 
____ day of ______________, {{year}}, by ______________ 
Personally Known ____ OR Produced Identification ____ 
Type of Identification Produced ________________________ 
 
 
________________________________________ 
Signature of Notary Public 
 
 
________________________________________ 
Print Name of Notary Public 
 
 
Commission No. __________________________ 
 
Commission Expires: _______________________ 
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ATTACHMENT 27: EXAMPLE SIGNATURE 
BLOCKS AND CERTIFICATIONS 



 
Often, the owner of the property who signs the RC is a business entity rather than an 
individual.  To assist FDEP staff in identifying the appropriate person to sign an RC on 
behalf of a business entity owner, this document provides example signature blocks and 
certifications of authority to sign/bind.  
 
PLEASE NOTE:   In most cases, you will not need to use a certification of 
authority.  The sample certifications are only for use when you are unable to verify that 
the person seeking to sign the RC is an officer, manager, or general partner.  If, based 
on the information available on SUNBIZ, you can verify that the person seeking to sign 
the RC is authorized to do so (see who can sign for each type of business entity in the 
signature blocks below), then you do not need to refer to the sample certifications or 
contact OGC for advice. 
 
Information about business entities and their officers, manager, etc. is available at 
SUNBIZ (www.sunbiz.org/search.html).  For businesses not listed there, contact OGC 
for advice on naming the proper parties.    
 
Clicking on the following links in www.sunbiz.org will direct you to the corresponding 
sample: 
 
Example signature blocks:  
 



Example certifications of authority: 
 



1) Corporations [this page] 
2) Limited Liability Companies – LLCs 



[this page] 
3) Partnerships  



a) General partnership - GP 
b) Limited partnership - LP 
c) Limited liability partnership - LLP 
d) Limited liability limited partnership 



- LLLP 
4) Multiple entities 



 



1) Corporations 
2) Limited Liability Companies 



– LLCs 
3) Partnerships 
4) D/B/A (Doing Business 



As/Fictitious Name) 
 
 



 
EXAMPLES OF PROPER SIGNATURE BLOCKS 



 
CORPORATION - Only an officer OR a non-officer with written signatory authority (see 
certifications below) can sign. 
 
   (Example) 



GREEN EARTH, INC., 
 
 By:  _______________________________ 
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 Name: John H. Doe 
 Title: President [or Secretary or Treasurer] 



 
 
LLC – Only a Manager can sign. 
 
    (Example - LLC) 



BIOHAZARD DISPOSAL, LLC 
 
By:   ________________________________ 



Jim Q.  Brown, Manager [or Managing 
Member]  



 
 



PARTNERSHIP – Only a General Partner can sign; a Limited Partner cannot sign. 
   
(Example – general partnership) 
 



MULCH RECYCLERS, GP, a Florida general 
partnership,  
 
By:   ________________________________ 



 Jane Smith, General Partner  
 
 
(Example – limited partnership (LP)) 
 



ORGANIC ENTERPRISES, LP, an Alaskan 
limited partnership, 
 
By:    ________________________________ 



Jonathan H. Smith, General Partner 
  
 
(Example – limited liability partnership (LLP)) 
 



ORGANIC ENTERPRISES, L.L.P., a Virginia 
limited liability partnership,  



 
By:    ________________________________ 



John D. Doe, Partner [or Managing 
Partner] 



 
 
(Example – limited liability limited partnership (LLLP)) 
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 ORGANIC ENTERPRISES, L.L.L.P.,  



a Florida limited liability limited partnership,  
By:    ________________________________ 



John D. Doe, General Partner  
 
 
 
MULTIPLE ENTITIES – When one type of business entity is the Partner/Manager/etc.  
 
(Example) 



Land Developer, L.L.C., a Florida limited liability 
company,  
 
By:  Development Solutions, L.P., a Florida limited 
partnership,  
Its Manager, 
 
By:  Developer Company, a Florida general 
partnership,  
Its General Partner,  
 
By:  Greenspace Corporation, a Florida 
corporation,  
Its Managing Partner,  
 
By:   ___________________________________ 
Name:  Jane R. Doe 
Title:  President [or Secretary or Treasurer] 
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EXAMPLE CERTIFICATIONS OF AUTHORITY 
 
CORPORATION – Three examples are provided. 
 
(Corp - Example 1) 
 
I, Jane R. Doe, the Executive Vice-President of Environmental Protection, Inc., named 
as Respondent in the Consent Order attached herein, hereby certify and represent to 
the State of Florida Department of Environmental Protection that the undersigned 
executed the Consent Order for and on behalf of said corporation and that in so 
executing said instrument. the undersigned was duly authorized to do so in her named 
capacity as officer and by so executing does hereby bind said corporation to the terms 
of said instrument as therein set forth. 
 



____________________________ 
Jane R. Doe 
Executive Vice-President 
 
Dated:   ______________________ 
 



(Corp - Example 2 – Foreign Corporation) 
 
I, Joan B. Green, Secretary of Gross Point, Inc., a Georgia corporation (the 
"Company"), do hereby certify that the Vice President, John Q. Brown, is authorized and 
empowered to negotiate, enter into and execute, in the name and on behalf of the 
Company, any agreements, documents, instruments, certificates and other 
commitments and obligations that he deems or believes to be advisable and in the best 
interest of the Company, including, without limitation, the Consent Order attached 
hereto entered into between the State of Florida Department of Environmental 
Protection  and the Company relating to Describe the facility or site at which the 
violations occurred, CITY, COUNTY, Florida , upon the effective date of the Consent 
Order. 



 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the corporate seal 
of said Company, this ____ day of ____________, 200__.  
         {SEAL} 
 
 
[or, if the corporation has no seal delete the paragraph above and use the following:] 
 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this ___ day of _________, 
20___. 
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________________________________
Joan B. Green 
Secretary, Gross Point, Inc.   



 
 
 
(Corp - Example 3 – Non-officer signing) 
 
I, Jane B. Green, certify that I am the Secretary of Evergreen Properties, Inc., a Florida 
corporation (the “Company”) named as Respondent in the Consent Order attached 
herein;  that Robert Doe, in his capacity as Environmental Manager of Evergreen 
Properties, Inc. is authorized to enter into and execute this Consent Order in the name 
and on behalf of the Company; that said Consent Order was duly signed by him for and 
on behalf of said corporation by authority of its governing body, and is within the scope 
of its corporate powers. 
 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the corporate seal 
of said Company, this ____ day of ____________, 20___.  



{SEAL} 
 
[or, if the corporation has no seal delete the paragraph above and use the following:] 
 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this ___ day of _________, 
20___. 
 
   _________________________________  



Jane B. Green 
Secretary, Evergreen Properties, Inc. 



 
 
 
 
 
LLC – Two examples are provided. 
 
(LLC - Example 1) 
 
The undersigned, Jane B. Smith, Manager and President of Biohazard Disposal LLC, a 
Florida limited liability company (the “Company”), does hereby certify in the name and 
on behalf of the Company that I am a Manager and the President of the Company.  The 
undersigned further certifies that: 
  



(1) John H. Doe has been duly appointed Vice-President of the 
Company and is currently serving in that position. 
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(2) Pursuant to the Company’s Organizational Agreement, Operating 
Agreement and resolutions duly adopted by the Managers of the Company, Mr. 
Doe is authorized and empowered to  negotiate, enter into and execute, in the 
name and on behalf of the Company, any agreements, documents, instruments, 
certificates and other commitments and obligations that he deems or believes to 
be advisable and in the best interest of the Company, including, without 
limitation, the Consent Order attached hereto entered into between   the State of 
Florida Department of Environmental Protection  and the Company relating to 
Describe the facility or site at which the violations occurred, CITY, COUNTY 
County, Florida. 



 
(continued on the next page) 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand, this ____ day of 
____________, 20___.  
 
 



______________________________ 
Jane B. Smith 
Manager and President 



 
 
 (LLC - Example 2) 
 
The undersigned, being all of the Members or Managers of Biohazard Disposal LLC 
(the “Company”), a Florida limited liability company, do unanimously agree and certify 
that:  
 



(1) Jane R. Brown, as President and Manager of the Company, is authorized 
and empowered to  negotiate, enter into and execute, in the name and on 
behalf of the Company, any agreements, documents, instruments, 
certificates and other commitments and obligations that he deems or 
believes to be advisable and in the best interest of the Company, 
including, without limitation, the Consent Order attached hereto entered 
into between  the State of Florida Department of Environmental Protection  
and the Company relating to Describe the facility or site at which the 
violations occurred, CITY, COUNTY, Florida. 



 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have executed this consent on the dates 
indicated below 
 
_____________________ __________ 
NAME    DATE 
Member or Manager   
______________________ __________ 
NAME     DATE 
Member or Manager 
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 ______________________ __________ 
NAME     DATE 
Member or Manager 
 
 
PARTNERSHIP 
 
The undersigned, being all of the General Partners of Mulch Recyclers Partnership (the 
“Partnership”), a Florida general partnership, do hereby certify that: 
 



(1) LAURIE J. ROUGHTON, as General Partner of the Partnership, is 
authorized and empowered to  negotiate, enter into and execute, in the 
name and on behalf of the Partnership, any agreements, documents, 
instruments, certificates and other commitments and obligations that she 
deems or believes to be advisable and in the best interest of the 
Partnership, including, without limitation, the Consent Order attached 
hereto entered into between the State of Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection  and the Partnership relating to Describe the 
facility or site at which the violations occurred, CITY, COUNTY County, 
Florida. 



 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have executed this consent on the dates 
indicated below: 
 
________________________________ __________ 
Laurie J. Roughton, General Partner DATE 
 
________________________________ __________ 
NAME, General Partner   DATE 
 
________________________________ __________ 
NAME, General Partner   DATE 
 



 
D/B/A (Doing Business As)  
 
This is to certify that the below named person, partnership, limited liability company or 
corporation conducts or transact business under the assumed or fictitious name in 
CITY, COUNTY, Florida.       
 



(1) The Assumed or Fictitious Name of Business is 
____________________________. 



 
(2) The business is owned by Identify entity type, e.g. sole proprietor, 



corporation, LLC, partnership, etc. 
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_______________________________  
Name      DATE 
 



 
 



     ______________________________________ 
WITNESS (2):      GRANTOR:      



_________________________________________________ Name 
:________________________________________     



Signature      [insert company/LLC etc., if 
applicable]   



         
________________________________________________ 



 By:_____________________________________ 
Print Name & Address    [print name of signor]    
         
       As 



Its:__________________________________    
________________________________________________  [position in the 



company, CEO, 
Signature      President, etc.] 
 



__________________________________________________ 



Print Name & Address 



STATE OF FLORIDA  



COUNTY OF ___________________________ 



 This foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me on this 
______________ day of ______________, 20____ by __________________________ 
[insert  name of person who signs] as the 
_______________________________________ [insert Grantor’s  title]  of  
________________________________________ [insert Grantor’s name – company 
name] , a ____________________________________ [insert as appropriate a 
Florida Corporation, a Georgia limited liability company, etc.] on behalf of said 
__________________________________ [insert type of entity, corporation, LLC, 
etc.) 



Personally Known______________ OR Produced Identification ____________.  Type 
of Identification Produced ____________________________________. 
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 ___________________________________________________________
_ 



    Signature of Notary Public- State of ___________________ 



    _______________________________________________ 



    Print, Type or Stamp Commissioned Name of Notary Public 



(Notary Seal)   Commission Number:______________________ 



    Commission Expires:________________________ 



WITNESSES (2):     DEPARTMENT: 



      
 ______________________________________ 



__________________________________________  FLORIDA DEPARTMENT 
OF     



       ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION   
        
Print Name:____________________________         
By:_____________________________________ 
[print name of signor]    
As Its:__________________________________ 
Print Name:____________________________   
[DEP Position, District Director, Bureau Chief, etc.] 
 



STATE OF FLORIDA  



COUNTY OF ___________________________ 



 This foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me on this 
______________ day of ______________, 20____ by __________________________ 
[insert  name of person who signs] as the 
_______________________________________ [insert Grantor’s  title]  of  the 
Department of Environmental Protection, a State of Florida agency.  



Personally Known______________ OR Produced Identification ____________.   



Type of Identification Produced ____________________________________. 



      
   



 ___________________________________________________________
_ 
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    Signature of Notary Public- State of ___________________ 



    _______________________________________________ 



    Print, Type or Stamp Commissioned Name of Notary Public 



(Notary Seal)   Commission Number:______________________ 



    Commission Expires:________________________ 



 
Approved as to form 



andfunction:______________________________________________________
_ 



      Signature of Department Attorney Date 



Exhibit A: Legal Description of Easement Parcel 
Exhibit B: Legal Description of Restricted Area 
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ATTACHMENT 28: MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING  
BETWEEN THE SOUTH FLORIDA WATER  



MANAGEMENT DISTRICT AND THE  
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF  



ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
 
 
 



MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE 
SOUTH FLORIDA WATER MANAGEMENT DISTRICT 



AND THE 
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 



 
 
 This MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU) is entered into on this 
________ day of _____________, 2000, between the “Parties,” the South Florida Water 
Management District, 3301 Gun Club Road, West Palm Beach, Florida 33406, a public 
corporation of the State of Florida (“DISTRICT”), and the Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection, a public agency of the State of Florida, 3900 Commonwealth 
Boulevard, Tallahassee, Florida 32399 (“FDEP”).  
 
WITNESSETH: 
 
 THAT WHEREAS, the DISTRICT is an independent taxing authority, created by 
the Florida Legislature and given those powers and responsibilities enumerated in 
Chapter 373, Florida Statutes (F.S.); and  
 
 WHEREAS, the DISTRICT is empowered to enter into contractual arrangements 
with public agencies, private corporations or other persons, pursuant to Section 
373.083, F.S.; and  
 
 WHEREAS, the Kissimmee River Restoration Project (the “Project”) is included 
in the DISTRICT Save Our Rivers (“SOR”) program established to acquire and manage 
lands under the statutory standards and criteria of that program pursuant to Chapter 
373, F.S.; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the DISTRICT is obligated to acquire certain lands within the Project 
and certify that acquisition is complete to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; and  
 
 WHEREAS, some of the lands which the DISTRICT is obligated to acquire 
contain abandoned cattle vats (“Vats”), which were installed by landowners as part of 
state and local tick eradication programs; and  
 



WHEREAS, the DISTRICT and the FDEP entered into a Memorandum of 
Understanding dated February 7, 1994 (“1994 MOU”), in which the parties agreed to a 
procedure that permitted the DISTRICT to continue the acquisition of lands required for 
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the Project, including those which contain Vats, and which allowed for appropriate and 
timely remediation of contamination problems associated with Vats; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the DISTRICT has identified two sites with Vats on lands it has 
acquired for the Project (“Sites”), the Sites being further identified as follows: 
 
 A. Continental Land and Cattle Company Site, located approximately 1000 
feet east of Kissimmee River approximately six miles north of State Road 68 along 
Micro Bluff Road in Okeechobee County, at latitude 27°30’17”N, longitude 81°11’26”W; 
 
 B. Gum Slough Site, located approximately 3.5 miles southwest of the 
Kissimmee River and 13.5 miles north of State Road 98 along Micro Bluff Road in 
Okeechobee County, at latitude 27°36’26”N, longitude 81°06’06”W; 
 
 WHEREAS, between 1996 and 1998, Dames & Moore, as consultants for the 
DISTRICT, presented to the FDEP Risk Assessment Closure Reports and/or Corrective 
Action Reports (“Reports”) for each of the Sites, as indicated by the following table: 
 



CDV NAME DAMES  & 
MOORE  
JOB NO. 



CORRECTIVE 
ACTION  
REPORT DATE 



RISK 
ASSESSMENT 
REPORT 
DATE 



CONTINENTAL LAND & 
CATTLE CO. 



10582-048-024 06/10/96 July 14, 1998 



GUM SLOUGH 10582-051-024 01/24/97 July 14,1998 



  
WHEREAS, the Reports described remediation conducted at the Sites by or on 



behalf of the DISTRICT, including removal and disposal or proper closure of the Vats, 
removal of contaminated soils and some remediation of contaminated groundwater; and 
monitoring of groundwater at the Sites; all of which were undertaken in fulfillment of the 
DISTRICT’S obligations under the 1994 MOU; and  
 
 WHEREAS, Dames & Moore also completed risk assessment and/or corrective 
action reports for each site which are set forth in each of the Reports; and  
 
 WHEREAS, the risk assessment and/or corrective action reports resulted in 
recommendations in the Reports that the Sites be recommended as No Further Action 
(“NFA”) in accordance with the methodology used by the Environmental Protection 
Agency; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the DISTRICT and the FDEP have agreed to a procedure, set forth 
herein, which will allow the DISTRICT to continue the project, make the necessary 
certification to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and manage the Sites in a manner 
that will ensure that their NFA status will not result in any potential threat to human 
health or the environment; 
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 NOW THEREFORE, the DISTRICT and FDEP do hereby agree as follows: 
 
 1. The FDEP concurs with the recommendations contained in the Reports 
that the Sites be classified as NFA, with the understanding that the DISTRICT will 
manage the Sites in the manner set forth in paragraph 3 below. 
 
 2. Unless and until any changes are made under the provisions of paragraph 
4 below, the DISTRICT shall continue to manage the Sites as Restricted I or Restricted 
II Sites, in order to ensure that human exposure at the Sites will be limited in a manner 
consistent with the recommendations in the Reports.  For the purposes of this MOU 
these terms have the following meaning: 
 
 Restricted I – Involves extensive but less than full-time contact with the site.  
Includes parks or recreation areas that receive heavy use (soccer and baseball fields, 
park and picnic areas close to residential areas); and agriculture sites where farming 
practices result in moderate site contact (approx. 100 days/yr.). 
 
 Restricted II – Involves infrequent site contact.  Examples may include 
campgrounds in state parks, hiking trails away from populated areas, and agriculture 
sites where farming practices result in very limited site contact (two weeks total per year 
or less). 
 
 3. The District shall manage the sites as follows: 
 
 
CDV NAME SITE 



CLASSIFICATION 
ADDITIONAL 
RESTRICTIONS 



CONTINENTAL LAND & 
CATTLE CO. 



Restricted II No Groundwater Contact 
Allowed 



GUM SLOUGH  Restricted II No Groundwater Contact 
Allowed 



 
 4. The DISTRICT shall notify the FDEP of any changes in use of any of the 
Sites that would result in their being managed or otherwise used in any manner 
inconsistent with their current management status as described in paragraph 3 above, 
prior to making such changes or otherwise agreeing that those changes be made.  In 
addition, the DISTRICT shall notify FDEP prior to taking any agency action to sell, lease 
or otherwise transfer any of its interest in any of the Sites.  Some changes in land use 
may require that additional remediation be completed. 
 
 5. The DISTRICT and the FDEP understand that the DISTRICT may discover 
other Vats in the process of undertaking its activities under the Project.  The parties 
agree that the MOU may be amended from time to time to include other Sites using 
procedures similar to those set forth in this MOU. 
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 6.  Nothing herein constitutes an admission or acknowledgement by either 
party that the DISTRICT, as owner or operator of any of the Sites, is liable to the State 
or any other person or entity for any costs, damages, or penalties associated with the 
discharge, evaluation, contamination, assessment, or remediation of substances that 
were used in the Vats at the Sites. 
 
 7. This MOU may be amended only with the written approval of both Parties. 
 
 8. All notices and other communications required or permitted under this 
MOU shall be in writing and shall be (as elected by the person giving such notice) 1) 
hand delivered, or 2) mailed (airmail if international) by registered or certified mail 
(postage prepaid), return receipt requested, 3) sent by any form of overnight mail, and 
addressed, or 4) faxed to: 
 
 TO DISTRICT: 
 
 Director, Land Management Division, 
 Construction and Land Management Department 
 P.O. Box 24680 
 West Palm Beach, Florida 33416 
 
 Overnight Mail address: 
 3301 Gun Club Road 
 West Palm Beach, Florida 33406 
 
 Fax (561) 687-6436 
 
 
 TO FDEP: 
 
 Fax ___________________________ 
 
or to such other address as any party may designate by notice complying with the terms 
of this subparagraph.  Each such notice shall be deemed delivered on 1) the date 
delivered if by personal delivery, or 2) on the date upon which the return receipt is 
signed or delivery is refused or the notice is designated by the postal authorities as not 
deliverable, as the case may be, if mailed, or 3) one day after mailing by any form of 
overnight mail service, or 4) the date of confirmed receipt of the fax. 
 
 9. This MOU states the entire understanding between the parties and 
supersedes any written oral representations, statements, negotiations, or agreements as 
to the contrary. 
 



The parties or their duly authorized representatives hereby execute this MOU on 
the date first written above. 
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            SOUTH FLORIDA WATER MANAGEMENT 
                      DISTRICT, BY ITS GOVERNING BOARD 
 
                                                                  
                                                       By: __________________________________  



      Executive Director   
 
 
 
        FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL  
                   PROTECTION 
 
 
                By: ____________________________________ 
        Secretary 
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ATTACHMENT 29:  SUPERFUND RESTRICTIVE COVENANT 
IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 



 
1. The Institutional Control approach is developed in the ROD. 
 
2. After the ROD is approved and at the appropriate stage of the cleanup, a scoping 



call/meeting should be held to discuss the restrictive covenant implementation 
process and identify issues associated with the implementation of a restrictive 
covenant.  The EPA RPM, Site Attorney, IC Attorney, State PM, State Attorney, 
EPA IC coordinator, and PRP and/or property owner should participate in the 
call. 



 
3. After the scoping call, the EPA RPM and EPA Site Attorney should develop the 



first draft of the restrictive covenant. (90 days) 
 



4. Once all items in the FDEP guidance checklist have been completed, the EPA 
RPM should route the draft package to the FDEP PM and copy the EPA 
Attorneys for initial review.  The State PM should review and comment to the 
EPA RPM.  (60 days) 



 
5. EPA and FDEP will discuss any proposed revisions and develop language that is 



acceptable for everyone. (30 days) 
 



6. Once the language is agreed upon, the FDEP PM routes to Dan Blackwell for 
OGC review and comment.  The FDEP PM will include the distribution list to Dan.  
Once it’s determined that the package is complete, he will send an email to the 
FDEP PM and EPA RPM.  Upon legal review, any revisions will be discussed 
between FDEP PM, Attorney, and EPA.  (60 days) 



 
7. The draft restrictive covenant will then be sent to the PRP and/or property owner 



for review. (60 days) 
 



8. If any changes are suggested by the PRP and/or property owner, then EPA and 
FDEP discuss the suggested revisions.  If necessary, a meeting could be held 
with all parties at the FDEP office to negotiate the final language. (60 days) 



 
9. Either EPA or the PRP/property owner will publish public notice in a local 



newspaper to satisfy 62-780.680(8).  All comments come to the FDEP PM.  (60 
days) 



 
10. Once public comments are addressed, the EPA RPM sends to the property 



owner for signature. (15 days) 
 



11. After signature by the property owner, EPA forwards to the FDEP PM to be 
routed through OGC for signature by the Director, Division of Waste 
Management.  (30 days) 
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12. Once signed, the FDEP PM forwards the restrictive covenant to property owner 



for filing in the appropriate land records office.  (30 days) 
 



13. The property owner will then send a recorded copy to FDEP and EPA. (15 days) 
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ATTACHMENT 30: SAMPLE DECLARATION OF  
RESTRICTIVE COVENANT FOR  



SUPERFUND SITES 
 
This instrument prepared by: 
 
COMPANY NAME 
ADDRESS 
 



DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS 
  



This Declaration of Restrictive Covenants (hereinafter “Declaration”) is given this 
____ day of ______________, 20___, by XXXX., a Florida corporation, ("Grantor"), 
having an address of XXX, XX County, Florida to the State of Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection (hereinafter ”FDEP” or ”Grantee”). 
 
 RECITALS 
 
A. WHEREAS, Grantor is the fee simple owner of a parcel of land situated in the 



county of XX County, State of Florida, more particularly described in Exhibit ”A“ 
attached hereto and made a part hereof (hereinafter the "Property"); 



 
B. WHEREAS, The Property subject to this restrictive covenant is a portion of the 



property known as the XXX Superfund Site ("Site"), which the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA"), pursuant to Section 105 of the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act 
("CERCLA"), 42 U.S.C. § 9605, proposed for the National Priorities List, set forth 
at 40 C.F.R. Part 300, Appendix B, by publication in the Federal Register on May 
11, 2000, at 65 Fed. Reg. 30482.  



 
C. WHEREAS, in a Record of Decision dated XXX (the "ROD"), the EPA Region 4 



Regional Administrator selected a "remedial action" for the Site. 
 
D. WHEREAS, a remedial action selected pursuant to the EPA ROD will be 



performed on the Site. 
 
E.  WHEREAS, contaminants in excess of allowable concentrations for unrestricted 



use will remain at the Property after completion of the remedial action. 
 
F. WHEREAS, it is the intent of the restrictions in this declaration to reduce or 



eliminate the risk of exposure of the contaminants to the environment and to 
users or occupants of the property and to reduce or eliminate the threat of 
migration of the contaminants. 



 
G. WHEREAS, it is the intention of all parties that EPA is a third party beneficiary of 



said restrictions and said restrictions shall be enforceable by the EPA, FDEP, 
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and their successor agencies.  
H. WHEREAS, the parties hereto have agreed 1) to impose on the Property use 



restrictions as covenants that will run with the land for the purpose of protecting 
human health and the environment; and 2) to grant an irrevocable right of access 
over the Property to the Grantee and its agents or representatives for purposes 
of implementing, facilitating and monitoring the remedial action; and 



 
I. WHEREAS, Grantor deems its desirable and in the best interest of all present 



and future owners of the Property that the Property be held subject to certain 
restrictions and changes, that will run with the land, for the purpose of protecting 
human health and the environment, all of which are more particularly hereinafter 
set forth.  
 
NOW THEREFORE, Grantor, on behalf of itself, its successors, its heirs, and 



assigns, in consideration of the recitals above, the terms of the Record of Decision, and 
other good and valuable consideration, the adequacy and receipt of which is hereby 
acknowledged, does hereby covenant and declare that the Property shall be subject to 
the restrictions on use set forth below, which shall touch and concern and run with the 
title of the property, and does give, grant and convey to the Grantee, and its assigns, 1) 
an irrevocable use restriction and site access covenant of the nature and character, and 
for the purposes hereinafter set forth and 2), the perpetual right to enforce said 
covenants and use restrictions, with respect to the Property.  Grantor further agrees as 
follows:  



 
a.  The foregoing recitals are true and correct and are incorporated herein by 
reference. 



 
b.  Grantor hereby imposes on the Property the following restrictions: 



 
1. Restrictions on use:  The following covenants, conditions, and restrictions apply 



to the use of the Property: 
 



a. Contaminated groundwater shall not be used until State groundwater 
standards and the groundwater cleanup standards identified in the ROD are 
met. 



 
b. There shall be no drilling for water conducted on the Property nor shall any 



wells, including monitoring wells, be installed on the Property unless pre-
approved by FDEP and EPA. [FDEP & EPA can add or delete well 
construction criteria on a site-specific basis at the Scoping Meeting]  



 
c. Attached as Exhibit B, and incorporated by reference herein, is a survey map 



identifying the size and location of existing stormwater swales, stormwater 
detention or retention facilities, and ditches on the Property. Such existing 
stormwater features shall not be altered, modified or expanded without prior 
approval from the FDEP. Additionally, there shall be no construction of new 
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stormwater swales, stormwater detention or retention facilities or ditches on 
the Property without prior written approval from the FDEP. 



 
[If there are no existing stormwater features on the Property, use the following 
language] There shall be no stormwater swales, stormwater detention or 
retention facilities, or ditches constructed on the Property unless previously 
approved by FDEP.   



 
d. For any dewatering activities, a plan must be submitted and approved by 



FDEP to address and ensure the appropriate handling, treatment, and 
disposal of any extracted groundwater that may be contaminated. 



 
e. The Property shall only be used for industrial purposes.  There shall be no 



agricultural use of the land including forestry, fishing and mining; no hotels or 
lodging; no recreational uses including amusement parks, parks, camps, 
museums, zoos, or gardens; no residential uses, and no educational uses 
such as elementary and secondary schools, or day care services. [FDEP & 
EPA can add or delete restrictions on a site-specific basis at the 
Scoping Meeting] These restrictions may only be modified pursuant to 
Paragraph 3 of this Declaration.  If the Property is to be used other than for 
industrial purposes, FDEP may require additional response actions.   



 
f. On-site engineering controls, including buildings, concrete slabs, and 



pavement on the Property, as identified in Exhibit B, shall be maintained. This 
restriction may only be modified pursuant to Paragraph 3 of this Declaration.  
Should future development require the disturbance of on-site engineering 
controls, additional response actions may be necessary.  For any construction 
activities, a plan must be submitted and approved by FDEP and EPA to 
address and ensure the appropriate management of any contaminated soil 
that may be encountered.   



 
2. Irrevocable Covenant for Site Access:  Grantor hereby grants to the Grantee, 



its agents and representatives, an irrevocable, permanent and continuing right of 
access at all reasonable times to the Property for purposes of: 



 
a) Implementing the response actions in the ROD;  



 
b) Verifying any data or information submitted to EPA and Grantee; 



 
c) Verifying that no action is being taken on the Property in violation of the terms 



of this instrument or of any federal or state environmental laws or regulations; 
 



d) Monitoring response actions on the Site and conducting investigations 
relating to contamination on or near the Site, including, without limitation, 
sampling of air, water, sediments, soils, and specifically, without limitation, 
obtaining split or duplicate samples;  
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e) Conducting periodic reviews of the remedial action, including but not limited 



to, reviews required by applicable statutes and/or regulations; and 
 
3. Modification: This Declaration shall not be modified, amended, or terminated 



without the written consent of FDEP or its successor agency.  FDEP shall not 
consent to any such modification, amendment or termination without the written 
consent of EPA. 



 
4. (a) Reserved rights of Grantor:  Grantor hereby reserves unto itself, its 



successors, its heirs, and assigns, all rights and privileges in and to the use of 
the Property which are not incompatible with the restrictions, rights and 
covenants granted herein. 



 
(b) Reserved Rights of EPA: Nothing in this document shall limit or otherwise 
affect EPA’s rights of entry and access or EPA’s or authority to take response 
actions under CERCLA, the NCP, or other federal law.   



 
(c) Reserved Rights of Grantee: Nothing in this document shall limit or otherwise 



affect Grantee’s rights of entry and access or authority to act under state or 
federal law. 



 
5. Notice requirement:  Grantor agrees to include in any instrument conveying any 



interest in any portion of the Property, including but not limited to deeds, leases 
and mortgages, a notice which is in substantially the following form: 



 
NOTICE:   THE INTEREST CONVEYED HEREBY IS 
SUBJECT TO A DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE AND 
AFFIRMATIVE COVENANTS, DATED_____________, 
200_, RECORDED IN THE PUBLIC LAND RECORDS ON 
____________, 20___, IN BOOK _______, PAGE _____, 
IN FAVOR OF, AND ENFORCEABLE BY, THE STATE OF 
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION.  



 
Within thirty (30) days of the date any such instrument of conveyance is 
executed, Grantor must provide Grantee and EPA with a certified true copy of 
said instrument and, if it has been recorded in the public land records, its 
recording reference. 



 
6. Administrative Jurisdiction:   FDEP or any successor state agency having 



administrative jurisdiction over the interests acquired by the State of Florida by 
this instrument is the Grantee.  EPA is a third party beneficiary to the interests 
acquired by XXX 
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7. Enforcement:  The Grantee shall be entitled to enforce the terms of this 
instrument by resort to specific performance or legal process.  These restrictions 
may also be enforced in a court of competent jurisdiction by any other person, 
firm, corporation or governmental agency that is substantially benefited by this 
Declaration.  All remedies available hereunder shall be in addition to any and all 
other remedies at law or in equity, including CERCLA.  It is expressly agreed that 
EPA is not the recipient of a real property interest but is a third party beneficiary 
of the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants, and as such, has the right of 
enforcement.  Enforcement of the terms of this instrument shall be at the 
discretion of the entities listed above, and any forbearance, delay or omission to 
exercise its rights under this instrument in the event of a breach of any term of 
this instrument shall not be deemed to be a waiver by the Grantee of such term 
or of any subsequent breach of the same or any other term, or of any of the 
rights of the Grantee under this instrument.   



 
8. Damages:  Grantee shall be entitled to recover damages for violations of the 



terms of this instrument, or for any injury to the remedial action, to the public or to 
the environment protected by this instrument. 



 
9. Waiver of certain defenses:  Grantor hereby waives any defense of laches, 



estoppel, or prescription. 
 
10. Covenants:  Grantor hereby covenants to and with the Grantee, that the Grantor 



is lawfully seized in fee simple of the Property, that the Grantor has a good and 
lawful right and power to sell and convey it or any interest therein, that the 
Property is free and clear of encumbrances, except those noted on Exhibit C 
attached hereto. 



 
11. Notices:  Any notice, demand, request, consent, approval, or communication 



that either party desires or is required to give to the other shall be in writing and 
shall either be served personally or sent by first class mail, postage prepaid, 
referencing the Site name and Site ID number and addressed as follows: 



 
To Grantor:     To Grantee: 
 
      Bureau Chief, Waste Cleanup 
      FDEP M.S. 4505 
      2600 Blair Stone Road 
      Tallahassee, FL 32399 



 
To EPA: 
 
U.S. EPA, Region 4     
Waste Management Division 
Superfund Remedial and Technical Services Branch 
Section Chief, Section D 
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61 Forsyth Street, SW 
Atlanta, GA 30303 



 
12. Recording in Land Records:  Grantor shall record this Declaration of 



Restrictive and Affirmative Covenants in timely fashion in the Official Records of 
XX County, Florida, with no encumbrances other than those noted in Exhibit C, 
and shall rerecord it at any time Grantee may require to preserve its rights.  
Grantor shall pay all recording costs and taxes necessary to record this 
document in the public records.  



 
13.  General provisions: 
 



a) Controlling law:  The interpretation and performance of this instrument 
shall be governed by the laws of the United States or, if there are no applicable federal 
laws, by the law of the state where the Property is located. 
 



b) Liberal construction:  Any general rule of construction to the contrary 
notwithstanding, this instrument shall be liberally construed in favor of the grant to effect 
the purpose of this instrument and the policy and purpose of CERCLA.  If any provision 
of this instrument is found to be ambiguous, an interpretation consistent with the 
purpose of this instrument that would render the provision valid shall be favored over 
any interpretation that would render it invalid. 



 
c) Severability:  If any provision of this instrument, or the application of it to 



any person or circumstance, is found to be invalid, the remainder of the provisions of 
this instrument, or the application of such provisions to persons or circumstances other 
than those to which it is found to be invalid, as the case may be, shall not be affected 
thereby. 
 



d) Entire Agreement:  This instrument sets forth the entire agreement of the 
parties with respect to rights and restrictions created hereby, and supersedes all prior 
discussions, negotiations, understandings, or agreements relating thereto, all of which 
are merged herein.   
 



e) No Forfeiture:  Nothing contained herein will result in a forfeiture or 
reversion of Grantor's title in any respect. 
 



f) Joint Obligation:  If there are two or more parties identified as Grantor 
herein, the obligations imposed by this instrument upon them shall be joint and several. 
 



g) Successors: The term "Grantor", wherever used herein, and any pronouns 
used in place thereof, shall include the persons and/or entities named at the beginning 
of this document, identified as "Grantor" and their personal representatives, heirs, 
successors, and assigns.  The term "Grantee", wherever used herein, and any 
pronouns used in place thereof, shall include the persons and/or entities named at the 
beginning of this document, identified as "Grantee" and their personal representatives, 
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heirs, successors, and assigns.  The rights of the Grantee and Grantor under this 
instrument are freely assignable, subject to the notice provisions hereof. 
 



h) Captions:  The captions in this instrument have been inserted solely for 
convenience of reference and are not a part of this instrument and shall have no effect 
upon construction or interpretation. 
 



i) Counterparts:  The parties may execute this instrument in two or more 
counterparts, which shall, in the aggregate, be signed by both parties; each counterpart 
shall be deemed an original instrument as against any party who has signed it.  In the 
event of any disparity between the counterparts produced, the recorded counterpart 
shall be controlling. 
 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD unto the State of Florida Department of Environmental 
Protection and its successors and assigns forever. 
 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor has caused this Agreement to be signed in its name. 
 
Executed this ______ day of ____________, 20__.     
 
 
GRANTOR:  _________________________ 



President 
XXX COMPANY. 
 



Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of: 
 
   ____________________________________________   
Witness:        Print Name                   Date 
 
_____________________________________________ 
Witness:        Print Name         Date 
 
 
 
STATE OF FLORIDA    
COUNTY OF ___________ 
 



On this ___ day of ______, 20__, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in 
and for the State of Florida, duly commissioned and sworn, personally appeared 
___________________, known to be the President of XXX Company, Inc., the 
corporation that executed the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged the said 
instrument to be the free and voluntary act and deed of said corporation, for the uses 
and purposes therein mentioned, and on oath stated that they are authorized to execute 
said instrument. 
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Witness my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year written above. 
 



_____________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the 
State of Florida 



 
My Commission Expires: __________ 
 



Approved as to form by the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, Office of 
General Counsel._____________________________ 
 
 
STATE OF FLORIDA DEPARTMENT 
OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
 



By: ______________________________ 
 



 
Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of: 
 
___ __________________________________________   
Witness:        Print Name                   Date 
 
_____________________________________________ 
Witness:        Print Name         Date 
 
 
STATE OF FLORIDA    
COUNTY OF ____________ 
 



On this ___ day of ______, 20_, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in 
and for the State of Florida, duly commissioned and sworn, personally appeared 
___________________, known to be the Secretary of the Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection , the State Agency that executed the foregoing instrument, 
and acknowledged the said instrument to be the free and voluntary act and deed of said 
Agency, for the uses and purposes therein mentioned, and on oath stated that they are 
authorized to execute said instrument. 
 
Witness my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year written above. 
 



_____________________________ 
Notary Public in and for the 
State of Florida 



 
My Commission Expires: __________. 
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Attachments: Exhibit A - Legal Description of the Property 
  Exhibit B - Survey Map 



Exhibit C - Existing Liens and Encumbrances on the Property 
   (to be determined through/by title examination successor agencies)  
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Preface





This document has been prepared as guidance for the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP), Division of Waste Management (DWM) Tallahassee staff, FDEP District Offices, and those counties under contract with, or delegation from, the FDEP to oversee cleanup of contaminated property (collectively referred to as “Staff”). Nothing in this document should be construed as a uniform policy or rule (except for those rules specifically enumerated as such).  This document merely provides general information regarding types of Institutional Controls (ICs), outlines the requirements for the internal processing of ICs, and characterizes the DWM’s and the FDEP Office of General Counsel’s (OGC) experiences thus far in this area.  This guidance is provided in one document so that all Staff has the same information upon which to base a decision.  No person may cite this document as authority for taking or refusing to take any agency action.





This document was prepared by the DWM, the District Office Waste Cleanup Programs, and the OGC.  If you have any questions regarding the information contained in this document, please contact the appropriate program or enforcement attorney and/or the appropriate technical supervisor in your section.  Likewise, if you have any insight or experience you believe should be included in a subsequent version of this document, please contact an OGC attorney, a Bureau Chief, or a Waste Program Administrator.





A.	WHAT ARE INSTITUTIONAL CONTROLS?





Sections 376.301(22) and 376.79(10), Florida Statutes (F.S.), similarly define Institutional Controls (ICs) as "the restriction on use or access to a site to eliminate or minimize exposure to petroleum products' chemicals of concern, drycleaning solvents, or other contaminants.  Such restrictions may include, but are not limited to, deed restrictions, restrictive covenants or conservation easements.”





 (
The most common form of IC used by the Division 
is the
 Restrictive Covenant (RC)
.
)ICs are non-engineering legal controls intended to affect human activities in such a way as to prevent or reduce exposure to contamination.  ICs contain legal restrictions or prohibitions, such as land and resource use restrictions, and well-drilling prohibitions.  Two common forms of ICs are Restrictive Covenants (RC) and Conservation Easements.  Restrictive Covenants are legal documents in which a property owner agrees to restrict the use of his or her property in a certain manner.  Conservation Easements are similar, except that the primary purpose of Conservation Easements is to protect existing environmental, historical, archeological, architectural or cultural values.  Each of these IC types is created by the execution of documents that must then be properly recorded with the county’s land records office where the deed to the real property was recorded to ensure proper notice and effectiveness of the control.  This guidance document will focus on Restrictive Covenants, as RCs are the most common form of IC used within the Division of Waste Cleanup.





B.	WHEN IS THE USE OF AN INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL APPROPRIATE?





ICs are used to eliminate or control the potential exposure to contamination.  This use is specifically authorized by the Florida Statutes governing global Risk Based Corrective Action (RBCA), petroleum cleanup, drycleaning solvent cleanup, and brownfields.[footnoteRef:1]  The respective rules for each of these programs,[footnoteRef:2] implement the statutory authorization by allowing use of ICs and “alternative cleanup target levels” instead of the default cleanup target levels contained in Chapter 62777, F.A.C.[footnoteRef:3]  These rules also authorize the use of an IC to achieve FDEP approval for a Site Rehabilitation Completion Order (SRCO) with Conditions.[footnoteRef:4]  In determining whether a conditional SRCO is appropriate, please look to these rules and any FDEP guidance document in conjunction with the technical assessment and, if applicable, remediation information supplied regarding the contaminated site.  If a conditional SRCO is appropriate, determine the remaining exposure pathways and then develop a list of restrictions that will be necessary to protect human health and the environment from the remaining contamination in light of those pathways. [1:  Sections 376.30701(2)(d), 376.3071(5)(b)4, 376.3078(4)(d) and 376.81(1)(d), F.S.]  [2:  Chapters 62-770, 62-780, 62-782, and 62-785, Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.)]  [3:  See Rules 62-770.650, 62-782.650, 62-785.650 and 62-780.650, and 62770.680, 62782.680, 62785.680, and 62-780.680, F.A.C.]  [4:  Risk Management Options Level II (RMO II) is the option for a No Further Action with institutional controls and is available when the controls are protective of human health, public safety, and the environment and are agreed to by the property owners of the source property.  See .680.(2), F.A.C., in the respective cleanup rules.  ] 






In determining whether an IC is appropriate, consider the following:





· Contaminated Media [e.g., a groundwater use restriction is appropriate if, among other things, contaminant levels exceed groundwater cleanup target levels (GCTLs)],


· Current and projected use of the affected groundwater and surface water (e.g., a groundwater use restriction is appropriate if, among other things, there is no intent to use the groundwater beneath the property because the area is currently served by municipal supply wells),


· Current and projected use of the contaminated property (e.g., a land use restriction would be appropriate if soil contamination exists on a property that will not be capped, but exposure is limited to adult workers in a commercial or industrial setting),


· Current and projected use of the land surrounding the contaminated property (e.g.,  a land use restriction to address soil contamination would be adequately protective if the surrounding area is currently commercial and/or industrial land use and not likely to be developed into a residential subdivision in the foreseeable future),


· Probability of the contamination spreading, and the nature of the contamination (i.e., whether the contamination is likely to naturally attenuate or is easily mobilized) (e.g., a groundwater use restriction is appropriate if, among other things, the technical documents show no likelihood of the contamination plume moving), 


· Location of receptors (water supply wells, surface water bodies, etc.) and availability of public water supply systems (e.g., a groundwater use restriction would be appropriate if, among other things, there were no water supply wells near the groundwater plume that could provide a pathway to human exposure); and


· Necessity of an engineering control (e.g., an engineering control cap would be appropriate if there is an area of soil contamination under the parking lot of a shopping mall).





The current use of the property and the property owner’s long-term plans for the property are of interest to the FDEP in the formulation of the text of the IC to ensure sufficient protection of human health and the environment.  In selecting the appropriate IC, please work closely with the current property owner or his or her attorney to find a mutually satisfactory control.  Any IC that involves the recording of a document affecting the title to, and use of, the property (such as a Restrictive Covenant) must be authorized by the owner of the contaminated property.  Restrictions on the use of the property cannot be imposed unilaterally by the FDEP.[footnoteRef:5]  [5:  There will be exceptions to this limitation, for example, for a site under FDEP enforcement.  Special instructions for enforcement proceedings are not addressed in this guidance document.  If necessary, please coordinate with the appropriate FDEP enforcement attorney.] 






 (
Where an EC is 
necessary,
 an IC must always be 
provided
.
)Engineering Controls (EC).  ECs, such as physical barriers, caps, covers, slurry walls, fences, and impermeable barriers, are designed to physically limit or prevent access and exposure to contamination or are designed to eliminate further migration of the contamination.  Where an EC is necessary, an IC must always be provided to ensure that the EC is properly maintained and protected and that the FDEP has access to inspect the EC.  Future owners of contaminated property might not be willing to continue to maintain and repair an engineering control if those requirements were not imposed through an IC that “runs with the land.”[footnoteRef:6]   [6:  There may be certain instances when the FDEP, to ensure the durability of the Engineering Control, may request that the owners/responsible parties present evidence that they have sufficient financial resources to maintain the Engineering Control
] 






 (
An interim IC may be appropriate when long term groundwater remediation is projected.  The interim IC may make possible the redevelopment or reuse of the property during cleanup
) Interim Institutional Controls. Some sites may be required by private contract, cleanup agreement, or consent order, to record an IC prior to beginning or completing the cleanup work.  In some circumstances, there are also sound environmental reasons for the agency to encourage the recording of an IC prior to completing the remediation.  For example, an Interim IC may be appropriate when the parties anticipate that remediation will take years to complete and the FDEP agrees that active remediation will be conducted only on the groundwater contamination.  Under such circumstances, an Interim IC might require the maintenance of an impervious surface (i.e., cap) to prevent exposure to contaminated soils while the groundwater continues to be remediated either actively or passively using natural attenuation.  When an Interim IC is implemented, remediation will not be complete; therefore, the FDEP will not issue a Site Rehabilitation Completion Order with Conditions after the recording of an Interim IC.  The procedures for evaluating this Interim IC will be the same as for the permanent IC.  However, additional language will need to be included in the document to address the contamination that is under remediation.  Please be sure to advise the OGC attorney reviewing the IC if the control is intended to be an interim measure.





When the groundwater has achieved the appropriate cleanup target levels, the Interim IC must be re-evaluated.  At that time, the FDEP must evaluate what restrictions, if any, need to be instituted on the property.  If an IC is still necessary, then the complete IC review procedure needs to be conducted on the new document (including new title work) and the IC text needs to remove old restrictions and create the new ones.  Upon recordation of this new IC, the issuance of a Site Rehabilitation Completion Order (SRCO) with Conditions may be appropriate.  





 (
If an IC is requested on a non-source property, the DEP project manager should contact his or her supervisor and the appropriate DEP attorney.  
)Institutional Controls on Non-Source Property.  If the remaining contamination extends off the source property and that contamination otherwise meets the technical and rule requirements for conditional closure, the FDEP site/project manager may be asked if an IC can be placed on the non-source property.  There are instances where this may be possible if the non-source property owner consents to the IC.  However, there are a number of site-specific issues that must be evaluated prior to approving such a request.  Before attempting to answer this question, please contact your supervisor and the appropriate program or enforcement attorney to discuss the specifics of the contamination and properties in question.  At a minimum, should such a request be approved, notice would have to be provided to the local government, and the standard Restrictive Covenant and SRCO would need to be modified to reflect the situation.  A non-source property IC may be considered under Risk Management Option Level III (RMO III) [See subsection .680(3), F.A.C., in the respective cleanup rules].





Restricting a Portion of the Property.  A property owner sometimes asks FDEP to agree to restrictions on only a portion of a parcel of property.  A partial restriction is not appropriate where groundwater usage needs to be restricted.  When soil contamination is the only issue, however, FDEP will allow the IC to encumber only that contaminated portion of the property.  When an owner does not want to encumber the entire parcel, the owner can define the area to be subject to the IC by using a legal description for the IC of only that smaller contaminated area.  For example, if the parcel is 20 acres, only a ¼ acre area of contaminated soil remains, and the restriction includes the maintenance of a soil cap (e.g., parking lot), then the legal description in the IC can describe only the contaminated ¼ acre.  Along with a legal description, the owner will be required to include a Professional Land Survey, using minimum technical standards (MTS), or a similar high-quality map depicting the restricted area and identifying the boundary using the State Plane Coordinates (SPC) system or GPS coordinates.  The survey will become an exhibit and will be incorporated by reference within the RC.  Note, however, that FDEP will still need ingress/egress access to that smaller encumbered area for inspection and audit purposes, when that area is not immediately accessible to the public.  Therefore, a non-exclusive site access easement in favor of FDEP must be recorded using the same legal description as the deed, rather than the legal description of the smaller area subject to the Restrictive Covenant.  See Attachment 4 for an example of a site access easement.  A legal description describing the ingress and egress corridor is necessary for this easement, and the corridor must also be identified on the survey map exhibit described above, and included in the access easement document as well.  





If a property owner proposes to subdivide his/her property to limit the area to be restricted and requests your input, please be certain that the “contaminated parcel” is of sufficient size to ensure that the potential for groundwater movement and plume migration are adequately addressed if groundwater contamination is an issue.  The size of the parcel does not affect leachability, however.  If leaching is an issue, the Person Responsible for Site Rehabilitation will have to address it with an impervious cap, regardless of parcel size or subdivided lot size.[footnoteRef:7] [7:  If an IC has been recorded with FDEP approval and the property is later subdivided, normally the IC runs with the land and title to the property.  So, each new deed should contain, or incorporate by reference, the restrictions and no prior approval is required from the FDEP.  However, if the FDEP learns of such a subdivision, the IC Registry information should be updated to reflect the new multiple addresses.  See Section E, IC Registry, below.
If an IC has been approved by the FDEP and recorded for a property, and the criteria for direct exposure were met using a 95% Upper Confidence Limit (UCL) approach, then several things need to be evaluated.  First, if the property is being divided into parcels smaller than the Exposure Unit (EU) used in the 95% UCL calculation, then there must be a showing to the FDEP that the contamination is no longer on the property (in which case those restrictions may be removed; see Section I “Removing or Amending an IC” below); or that subsequent sampling indicates that the contamination on the source property now meets conditional SRCO levels without the need for use of the 95% UCL (in which case the IC should be modified to remove the 95% UCL language and associated restrictions in the IC, see Section I below); or that subsequent sampling indicates that the contamination on each parcel derived from the source property now meets SRCO levels using the 95% UCL.] 






“Low Yield/Poor Quality” Cleanup Target Levels.  If the responsible party wants to utilize the “low yield/poor quality” cleanup target levels for groundwater and associated leachability cleanup target levels for soil, then the IC must identify the property as having poor quality and/or low yield groundwater, and it must prohibit the use of groundwater on the property based on the contaminants that are allowed to remain at higher levels than the default health-based cleanup target levels (CTLs).





C.	CREATING AND USING RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS





In almost all cases FDEP will accept Restrictive Covenants (RCs)[footnoteRef:8] as an acceptable form of Institutional Control.[footnoteRef:9]  It is less willing to accept other forms of Institutional Controls.[footnoteRef:10]  The following process assumes that the property owner is proposing the use of an RC as the form of institutional control.  Other forms of ICs may require different processes. Please consult with OGC before you consider the use of other forms of IC.  [8:  Restrictive covenants and deed restrictions are similar.  The difference lies in who creates and records the document and who enforces it.  A deed restriction is created and recorded by the seller to control the buyer’s use of the property, and it is enforceable by the seller against the buyer.  A restrictive covenant is created and recorded by the owner of property to limit his own actions.  It is enforceable by third party beneficiaries named in the covenant.]  [9:  See Section 704.06 and Chapter 376, F.S.  Also see a Sample Restrictive Covenant and Checklist in Attachments 3 and 5.   Restrictive Covenants are the preferred IC at most sites.]  [10:  Other forms of ICs include government controls such as zoning, local ordinances, permits, and comprehensive land use planning and management, conservation easements and DEP consent orders.  Zoning is not permanent and therefore not sufficiently protective of human health and the environment over the long term.  Permit conditions bind only the permitee for the life of the permit, rather than binding all subsequent owners in perpetuity.  Conservation easements are more appropriately used by the Division of Water Resource Management because they are intended to protect a natural resource rather than to apply a restriction to a contaminated parcel of property. 
Comprehensive land use and management plans adopted by governments can be changed, and therefore provide insufficient protections.  However, the FDEP has made an exception in the past for property owned by the federal government.  The FDEP has agreed to the use of appropriately drafted language and restrictions in a Memorandum of Agreement on Land Use Controls as an IC for active facilities owned by the federal government.  However, if the federal government later sells the property, the FDEP should require the imposition of an RC if cleanup will not be resumed.  The FDEP should be immediately notified of any sale or intended sale of restricted property.  Review of the IC for federal property must be coordinated with the Federal Programs Section in the Bureau of Waste Cleanup or the Enforcement Section of the OGC. 
FDEP consent orders using restrictions can only be enforced against the person signing the consent order, pursuant to Section 120.69, F.S., and so are not as protective as ICs over long periods of time if property ownership changes.   Thus, consent orders with use restrictions are best used for certain entities where long-term ownership of the property is fairly certain, such as a government-owned property (e.g., airports).  The consent order should contain a provision that requires immediate notification to the FDEP or the District Office prior to the change of ownership of the contaminated property.  A standard consent order can require the recording of an IC.  Additionally, the consent order itself can be modified to comply with the real property law requirements and be recorded as a form of IC, thus binding future property owners.  However, because not all parts of a consent order bind future property owners (such as penalties), and because consent orders contain language not necessarily applicable to the restrictions themselves, this option can be confusing to use and is, therefore, not recommended.] 






Site/Project Manager Review  





The FDEP or District site/project manager[footnoteRef:11] (including the contracted or delegated local government site/project manager) must make the technical determination as to whether a contaminated site has undergone sufficient assessment and/or remediation that a conditional closure is appropriate under the applicable cleanup rules.[footnoteRef:12]  See Attachment 7 for a sample letter from the site/project manager to the PRSR regarding RCs.  The site/project manager should provide any FDEP technical guidance regarding the control to the property owner, and should request that the property owner prepare a draft of the RC.  FDEP recommends that the site/project manager provide a copy of this Institutional Controls Procedures Guidance (ICPG) document and its attachments to the property owner or representative (or provide the internet location for this guidance document).  The FDEP site/project manager should not prepare the draft IC. The site/project manager should strongly encourage the property owner to use the forms attached to this guidance.  Although use of these forms is not mandatory, OGC will carefully examine language differing from that used in the forms to ensure that the documents will have no unintended consequences. Thus, use of the forms, which have been pre-approved, will expedite the review process.  [11:  Who is the site/project manager? 
District-Lead Sites (Counties with delegated programs that are not required to obtain FDEP approval of technical decisions should follow the “District-Lead Sites” instructions).  The District should modify any of the sample RCs attached to this guidance document to indicate that the District is the FDEP signing representative, that the technical documents referenced in the covenant are on file at the District office, and to provide the District’s address. 
FDEP-Contracted Local Government Lead Sites (Counties with delegated programs that do require FDEP-approval of technical decisions should follow the instructions for “FDEP-Contracted Local Government Lead Sites” throughout this document).  The FDEP-contracted local government site/project manager must submit the draft RC and accompanying documentation to the appropriate FDEP liaison.  For petroleum sites, after reviewing, the FDEP liaison will send the documents to a FDEP technical reviewer in the Bureau of Petroleum Storage Systems (BPSS).  The BPSS reviewer is the Professional Engineer (PE) or Professional Geologist (PG) on the county team.  If approved on its technical merits, all of the above documentation, including supporting legal documents, must be forwarded to FDEP OGC with a cover memo indicating who performed the FDEP technical review.  See Sample Memo to OGC, Attachment 6.  If the FDEP technical reviewer determines that the site is not yet ready for an RC, the documentation will be returned to the contracted local government. ]  [12:  Any reference to “FDEP technical professional staff” includes not only staff in the six FDEP Districts and the Tallahassee headquarters office, but also FDEP contracted local governments and delegated programs and FDEP contracted private site/project managers (hereinafter referred to as site/project manager).  ] 






All questions should initially be directed to the site/project manager.  Once the IC is drafted by the owner or the owner’s representative, the IC and supporting documents should go to the site/project manager, who must determine if the IC document includes the appropriate restrictions or requirements and if the necessary supporting documentation has been provided by the owner (See Attachment 5, Declaration of Restrictive Covenant Checklist).  





Generally, three (3) types of restrictions are used: water use restriction; and/or requirement to maintain engineering control (e.g., soil cap); and/or land use restrictions.  The site/project manager should ensure that all of these that are applicable to the site are included in the draft RC. 





Once the site/project manager determines that the IC contains restrictions appropriate to the site conditions, and that all supporting documentation is present, the manager should then route those documents to OGC for legal review, approval, and signature.  FDEP OGC should only receive the request for legal review of the RC directly from the site/project manager and not from the property owner or owner’s representative. 





For contracted local government-lead petroleum contaminated sites, the site/project manager’s decision to allow the use of an RC will be reviewed by the Bureau of Petroleum Storage Systems (BPSS) Cleanup County Liaison (who will involve the appropriate Tallahassee technical staff, as needed).  The Waste Program Administrator should approve the technical determination for District-lead sites, and the appropriate Bureau Chief should approve Tallahassee-lead sites.  District staff may always seek input from Tallahassee staff, if desired. 





The site/project manager should review and approve the geological and engineering details prior to forwarding the unsigned RC with supporting documentation to FDEP OGC.  The site/project manager must also review the draft covenant to ensure that the covenant contains the correct restrictions on use of the property.  








Along with the draft RC , OGC must have the following prior to reviewing any restriction (See Declaration of Restrictive Covenant Checklist, Attachment 5):





· Deed.  The deed must identify the current real property owner, and the name on the deed must match the name of the person agreeing to restrict his/her property.  If the names do not match, additional information must be provided to clarify ownership.    





· Legal Description.  A written legal description of the entire property must be provided as Exhibit A to the RC.  This legal description should be the same as the legal description found in the deed and in the title search report.  If they are not the same, an explanation should be provided.  FDEP staff may send surveys to the FDEP Bureau of Survey & Mapping for confirmation of the legal description.





· Professional Land Survey.  If only a portion of the property will be restricted or capped, then a Professional Land Survey (PLS) or similar high quality map must be provided.  The PLS or high quality map must use minimum technical standards (MTS) that depict the restricted area and identify the boundary of the area using the State Plane Coordinates (SPC) System or GPS coordinates.  The PLS or map must be a clearly labeled attachment (e.g., “Exhibit B”) to the RC and the area to be restricted must also be clearly labeled with a label that corresponds to the terminology used to describe it in the text of the document (e.g., “area of EC,” “capped area,” “location of slurry wall,”  “restricted area”).  This may be a multi-part composite exhibit, in which case it should be labeled by part (e.g., “Exhibit B-1”, “Exhibit B-2”).  Site/project managers must ensure that this attachment correctly locates the area(s) to be restricted.[footnoteRef:13]  If the smaller restricted area is described in the legal description of the RC rather than the legal description found in the deed, then an access easement as discussed in “Restricting a Portion of the Property” above, may be used for this purpose.     [13:  In the event there is a conflict between the drawing of a portion of property and a written legal description of the same portion, the written legal description will control.  ] 






· Title Search Report.  A title search report that reflects all parties having an interest in the property, including owners, tenants under recorded leases, lienors, and easement holders, must be submitted with the RC package.[footnoteRef:14]  The search commences with the instrument constituting the root of title under the Marketable Record Title Act (MRTA) (evidence of title, such as a deed, that is at least 30 years old) and includes a review of all subsequently recorded instruments, a review of prior recorded instruments, and a review of prior recorded instruments that are not eliminated by MRTA.  If the title search report is older than three months when it is received by the reviewing attorney, then a new one or an Affidavit of Title may be requested.  See Attachment 8, Sample Affidavit of Title.  Copies of any and all existing encumbrances on the property must be included in the RC package sent to OGC. [14:  When a title search is performed in the county property records, all recorded instruments with legal descriptions that overlap with the legal description of the property deed will be identified.  All such recorded instruments have an effect on the property in that they  encumber the property rights of the property owner.  Some previously recorded encumbrances will conflict with the prospective RC making it necessary to require the owner to seek subordinations or joinder and consents from the holders of those encumbrances.] 






· Mortgage Holders.  If there are mortgage holders (typically these are banks), then a “Subordination of Mortgage” (see Attachment 10) should be acquired by the owner and recorded along with the RC.  See Attachment 9 for a decision key to help in determining whether subordination is necessary.





· Tenants and Lessees.  If there are tenants or lessees, a copy of the lease needs to be sent to OGC, particularly if the lease is recorded.  If such tenants/lessees have an interest in the real property that is in conflict with the proposed restrictions, the owner will need to acquire a joinder and consent from the tenants and lessees (see Attachment 11).  RCs will not be accepted by the FDEP where the restrictions impact the contractual rights of tenants/lessees if they have not joined and consented, especially, when such leases are recorded.





· Encumbrances/State Lands Leases.  If there are any encumbrances such as easements, copies must be provided to OGC.  Owners with State Lands leases must contact FDEP Division of State Lands as it must approve of the conditional closure and restrictions. See Attachments 15-18 if the property to be restricted is leased from the State of Florida.  





· Map of Encumbrances and Restricted Area and List of Encumbrances.  The reviewing FDEP lawyer will need a labeled map, diagram, or survey showing the locations of all encumbrances and the restricted area.   See Attachment 14, Sample Encumbrance Map.  The list of encumbrances should identify whether each encumbrance intersects with the restricted area and what right the encumbrance holder has.  If the restriction could affect or be affected by the encumbrance holder’s rights, then the owner will need to acquire a subordination of encumbrance (mortgages or easements) or a joinder and consent (easements only) to the RC from the encumbrance holder as described in the Dichotomous Decision Key for Subordination or Joinder and Consent at Attachment 9. See Attachments 12 and 13, Sample Subordination of Encumbrance, Sample Joinder and Consent of Encumbrance.





· Memo from the site/project manager to OGC with the following information (See sample in Attachment 6):





· Name and contact information for following:


· FDEP Site/Project manager;


· Consultant;


· Real property owner;


· Real property owner representative; 


· Any other responsible parties; and 


· Buyer (if applicable/available).


· Type of restriction, e.g., water use, require cap, land use restrictions, 


· Restrict entire property or partial restriction, 


· Rationale for this recommendation,


· Affected media: e.g., soil, groundwater, surface water and/or sediment.


· Type of contamination: e.g., petroleum, drycleaning solvents, arsenic, etc.


· Brief site history: e.g., past operations; date of discharge, if known; etc.





OGC Review    





When OGC receives an RC package, a paralegal will verify that all required documents are present.  If documents are missing, the paralegal will ask the site/project manager to obtain the missing documents and forward them to OGC.  Once all documents are received in OGC, an attorney will review the RC package to determine if the proposed RC is acceptable or deficient.  After reviewing the RC and supporting documentation, the reviewing attorney will compose a Comments Memorandum.  If the RC is acceptable, the attorney will so indicate.  If it is not, the attorney willprovide a list of questions and requested changes to the RC text, if any are needed.  The attorney will route the memorandum to the site/project manager for review and for it to be forwarded to the owner or the owner’s representative.  





 (
Important Note:
 
I
f an owner’s response takes more than 90 days, it is suggested that the site/project manager inquire
 
in writing as to the
 
reason for the
 
delay.
)Typically, the owner will reply with a new draft of the RC, additional supporting documents, if requested, and a letter answering questions.  The OGC lawyer will review the new information.  This process may have several iterations before agreement is reached.   If the OGC lawyer communicates directly with owner’s counsel he or she should copy the site/project manager so the site/project manager knows the status of the RC at any given time.  During this process the site/project manager should be aware of the amount of time the owner takes to reply to FDEP requests for more information or new drafts of the RC.  





Important Note:  Generally, if an owner’s response takes more than 90 days, it is suggested that the site/project manager inquire in writing as to the delay.  If a response is still not forthcoming, it is suggested that the site/project manager recommend enforcement of the cleanup rules at the site.  It is important that the restrictive covenant process not extend for long periods of time as site conditions may change and other intervening events may make the conclusion of the process difficult.





Notice  





Prior to the reviewing attorney recommending that FDEP sign the document, constructive notice and a 30-day opportunity to comment on the conditional closure proposal must be provided to local governments with jurisdiction over the property where the contaminated site is located, and to residents of any property subject to the proposed RC.  Site/project managers should bring this notice requirement to the owner’s attention early in the process because, quite often, owners are anxious to obtain the SRCO due to pending real estate transactions or bank financing, and they may be frustrated to learn that they have to give this notice and wait another 30 days for comments.  See Attachments 19-23.  The site/project manager shall send a copy of the FDEP’s SRCO to any party who provides comments to the FDEP.


 (
Site/project managers should bring 
the 30 day
 notice requirement to the owner
’s
 attention early in the process.
)


Owners cleaning up large-scale, high-interest sites are encouraged to invite the public to public forums to become involved while environmental conditions and risks are being assessed and while plans are being developed.  Public involvement in the development of controls should focus on whether the restrictions, engineering controls and land use controls have been drafted to adequately explain what the prohibited and permitted uses of the site will be and whether there are any continuing obligations and conditions required of the property owner and tenants/lessees.[footnoteRef:15]  Public comment should be accepted in this process and additional meetings and notices should be scheduled if warranted.   [15: In addition to the controls that seek to impose an affirmative duty on the owner of real property, “layered”  ICs include notices that are merely warnings to the public that a hazard may exist at the property.  Examples of such notices include:  warning signs posted at a property, a legal notice in a newspaper of general circulation, a “Deed Notice” that imposes no obligations, and government advisories.
] 






Signature Process 





After the RC has been reviewed by OGC and found to be acceptable, the owner should sign it and return it to OGC.  See Attachment 29, Examples of Signature Blocks and Certifications.  The reviewing attorney will sign the RC as being in correct form and it will be routed to the appropriate director or delegated authority for signature.  The Division Director for the DWM, or her designee, should sign all RCs for Tallahassee-lead sites.  The District Director or his or her designee should sign all RCs for District-lead sites.  All RCs for contracted local government lead sites should be signed by the Division Director for the DWM, or her designee.  Local governments with delegated authority should sign in accordance with the provisions of the delegation agreement.  





After the signing of the document by the FDEP attorney and Division or District Director, it should be returned to the site/project manager, who should forward it to the owner for recording at the county land records office in the county where the restricted property is located and the property deed recorded.[footnoteRef:16]   [16:  When a title search is performed, all recorded documents that are related to the property described in the original property deed are identified and affect the rights of the owner of the deeded property.] 






Recording and Post-recording 





The PRSR must provide proof of recording (a receipt and a copy of the RC stamped with the book and page number on every page of the document, including attachments and exhibits, and showing where and when it was recorded) to the FDEP site/project manager prior to issuance of the conditional SRCO.  See Attachment 24, Statutory Recording Requirements.  The property owner is responsible for all filing fees at all petroleum-contaminated sites, whether eligible for state-funded site rehabilitation or not; and additionally, the property owner must pay the filing fees at privately funded cleanups of non-petroleum contaminated sites.  





D.	INSTITUTIONAL CONTROLS REGISTRY 





Property encumbered with a recorded IC must be entered onto the FDEP’s Institutional Controls Registry (ICR) so that the controls can be audited and enforced.  The site/project manager must send a copy of the RC along with the completed “IC Registry Data Sheet” form to FDEP DWM, Director’s Office, Mail Station 4500, 2600 Blair Stone Road, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2400 (see Attachment 25).  The recorded RC information will be scanned into OCULUS and will be the public record.  Unless scanned and inserted into OCULUS, all oversized reports and exhibits referenced in the RC must be kept on file with the FDEP for as long as the RC exists and not destroyed pursuant to any other recordkeeping guidelines.  Electronic copies of the recorded instruments will be linked through OCULUS to the FDEP’s Institutional Control Registry (ICR) so that anyone seeking information about a site in the ICR will be able to see the actual recorded IC for that site.





 (
I
f 
DEP is notified that a property with a control has been subdivided, then a new ICR sheet must be completed indicating that the controls apply to multiple parcels. 
)To allow easy access by the FDEP Districts as well as contracted local governments, this registry is maintained on the FDEP’s DWM home page.  The Registry web address is http://www.dep.state.fl.us/waste/categories/brownfields/pages/ICR.htm.  (This guidance document is located in the same place under “ICR Guidance.”)  Please follow the FDEP locational data standards for GIS submittals found at http://depnet/gis/geodata/index.htm.





Should any Staff obtain information that a property with an IC has been sub-divided (as is often the case with former military properties and sometimes with Brownfield sites during redevelopment), a new ICR Data Sheet must be completed indicating that the current controls now apply to multiple parcels and addresses.  The new addresses/parcel numbers and other data must be provided to the DWM in the same manner as the original ICR forms.  Also, when ownership of a property in the ICR changes, a new ICR data sheet must be completed reflecting that change.





Special Mapping Requirement for Brownfields Sites.  Along with the ICR requirements for all sites, there is an additional mapping requirement for Brownfields Sites.  See s. 376.303(5), F.S.  If an IC is implemented at any contaminated site in a Brownfields Area (designated per s. 376.80, F.S.), then the property owner must provide information regarding the IC to the local government for mapping purposes.  The local government must then note the existence of the IC on any relevant local land use and zoning maps with a cross-reference to the FDEP’s ICR.  If the IC is recorded, then the map notation shall also provide a cross-reference to the book and page number where recorded.  If the FDEP subsequently issues an unconditional SRCO for the site (e.g., following resumption of cleanup or due to natural attenuation achieving cleanup target levels for the site), then the local government shall remove the notation from the map.  Because this statutory requirement is in a separate section of the statute, and is not included within the “Brownfields Redevelopment Act” in Chapter 376, it is often over-looked.  Therefore, FDEP Brownfields Program staff in Tallahassee and the Districts needs to ensure this provision is brought to the attention of the property owner and the local government.





E.	ENFORCEMENT OF INSTITUTIONAL CONTROLS





ICs must be monitored to ensure compliance so that the public health and the environment are adequately protected.  If a control or a condition of the SRCO has been ignored or violated, then the FDEP should immediately pursue enforcement.  Enforcement of these provisions should proceed in the same manner and under the same authorities as enforcement cases are handled for other violations.





If you believe that any of the following events has occurred, please immediately contact and coordinate with the appropriate FDEP enforcement attorney:





· A provision of the IC has been violated or ignored (e.g., if the covenant prohibits the installation of wells on the property and there is a well on the property that was not approved by the FDEP);





· An IC has been improperly removed from the land records of the county in which the property is located;





· You believe that the restrictions at a site are not protecting human health or the environment.





Currently, the Bureau of Waste Cleanup is implementing the IC/EC Audit Program (“ICECAP”).  The Bureau staff and its contractors are conducting audits of all non-petroleum sites subject to IC/EC.  These audit findings will be used to pursue enforcement for non-compliance, as appropriate.





F.	REMOVING OR AMENDING AN INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL





To remove an IC, the current property owner may submit a written request to the appropriate program of the FDEP or District.  The acceptable reasons to remove a control include:  the site’s contamination no longer exceeds the Cleanup Target Levels or water quality standards (recent assessment data would need to be submitted), the site remains contaminated but the property owner is conducting a cleanup, or the IC must be modified (one form of an IC is to be replaced with another).





To remove RCs from the property records, a document in the same form as the original document must be recorded in the same manner with the county land records office.  This document must state that the FDEP agrees to remove the control and must also briefly state the reason(s) for removing the RC.  Once an RC becomes unnecessary and is removed, all the supporting documents that have been kept on file may be disposed of in the same manner as other FDEP records.  However, when an Interim RC is replaced with a final RC, supporting documents must be maintained in the usual way (electronically) but, unless scanned into OCULUS, oversized documents must be kept on file with the FDEP and not destroyed pursuant to any other record-keeping guidelines.  An ICR data sheet should be submitted any time an IC is amended or removed so that the ICR can be updated.  See Attachment 26, Sample Termination and Release of Declaration of Restrictive Covenant.





G.	ATTACHMENTS





Attached are documents provided to assist Staff in processing a request for an IC.  With the exception of those attachments that recite the Florida Statutes, Florida Administrative Code, or documents adopted by rule, these attachments do not need to be followed exactly as provided.  The FDEP is providing these samples and checklists to help facilitate the processing of IC requests.  See Attachment 1 for a flow chart of the RC approval process and Attachment 2 for tips to reduce the review time of an IC.  Not cited in the text above are the following:  Attachment 28. Memorandum of Understanding Between the South Florida Water Management District and the Florida Department of Environmental Protection; Attachment 29. Superfund Restrictive Covenant Implementation Process; Attachment 30. Sample Declaration of Restrictive Covenant for Superfund Sites.
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ATTACHMENT 1: FLOW CHART OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT APPROVAL PROCESS


 (
Initiate 
conditional 
SRCO
) (
OGC 
signs and 
transmits final RC with memo to PM, for signature by Director
) (
RPO signs and submits final RC document to DEP
) (
RPO 
publishes notice of DEP’s intent to approve use of IC and/or EC
) (
No
) (
Y
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) (
Does the 
OGC 
a
ttorney ha
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 questions
 or comments? 
)[image: ] (
OGC review
) (
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 (see sample in Attachment 6)  6)
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DEP PM reviews package for completeness
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) (
RPO records RC, submits proof to DEP PM
) (
COMPLETE
) (
Interim RC?
) (
Director’s Signature
)	





























 (
RESTRICTIVE COVENANT APPROVAL PROCESS
) (
Key:
DEP
 – Department of Environmental Protection
OGC
  -  Office of General Counsel
RC
  -  Restrictive Covenant
SRCO 
– Site Rehabilitation 
IC
  -  Institutional Control
PM
  - Project Manager/Site Manager
RPO
  -  Real Property Owner
Completion Order
)
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ATTACHMENT 2: INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL TIPS





1.  	KEEP YOUR TERMS STRAIGHT.  The drafter of the RC will sometimes confuse terms such as “property”, “parcel”, “site”, etc.   Just as we must be specific in our Site Rehabilitation Completion Order (SRCO) language about referring to the “contaminated site”, the same is true for RC’s.  Make sure the drafter specifically describes what is being encumbered.  In some cases, it is the entire property (e.g., groundwater use restrictions); in other cases only a portion of the property is being encumbered (e.g., a cap covering an area of contaminated soil).





2. 	LIST THE GROUNDWATER RESTRICTION CONDITIONS. Often the drafter will want to leave out one or more of the requirements for the groundwater contamination; i.e., that it does not extend beyond the Property, that the plume does not exceed 1/4 acre, and that it is not migrating.  The language to be included depends on which Risk Management Option (RMO) level is being used.  The above-listed conditions are required for an RMO II closure, which is the most common.  If RMO III is being used, then there may be contamination beyond the property boundaries, and this language would have to be altered.  In either case, the Person Responsible for Site Rehabilitation (PRSR) must have established that the groundwater plume is stable or shrinking (i.e., not migrating).





3. 	MAKE SURE THE MAPS ARE COMPLETE.  For “partial restrictions” where only a portion of the property will be subject to the restrictions (such as a cap over contaminated soil), the required Exhibit B survey drawing often does not adequately show the location of that portion of the property that is to be restricted.  A Professional Land Survey (PLS), using minimum technical standards (MTS), or a similar high-quality map, that depicts the restricted area and identifies the boundary of the area using the State Plane Coordinates (SPC) System or GPS coordinates, must be provided.  Such a survey must be a clearly labeled attachment (e.g., “Exhibit B”) to the RC and the area to be encumbered must also be clearly labeled (for example, “area of EC,” “capped area,” “location of slurry wall,”  “restricted area”).  The map should also include location information such as street names and identify existing structures such as buildings, parking lots, pools, open space, etc.  The SPC and GPS references are necessary to confirm the cap location in the event of changes over time to other such site identifiers.  Note that most county land recording offices have size limitations for documents to be recorded (typically 8.5 x 11-inch limit); therefore, full-size survey maps cannot be recorded.  It may be necessary to have a composite exhibit that includes a reduced copy of the overall map, but then also include one or more inset maps with the relevant restricted area identified and clearly labeled,





	If groundwater contamination remains and the property is subject to water use restrictions, then the survey map should identify any existing stormwater swales, detention or retention facilities or ditches.  Additionally, the wording of the RC should be modified to require that these existing stormwater structures cannot be enlarged or modified without prior DEP approval because modification of such facilities can affect groundwater gradients and cause plume migration.  





4. 	PROHIBIT GROUNDWATER USE.  Sometimes the drafter changes the model language for groundwater restrictions so that no new wells are allowed, but use is NOT prohibited.  Please compare the proposed RC language with the model language in the Institutional Controls Procedures Guidance document to ensure the drafter hasn’t removed these important restrictions prohibiting all groundwater use.





5. 	LET THE PARTIES ENFORCE.  Often owners do not want to allow the enforcement of the restrictions by any person other than the FDEP and they delete the sentence in the Sample RC that allows for this.  Be sure to make sure this sentence is included:  “These restrictions may also be enforced in a court of competent jurisdiction by any other person, firm, corporation, or governmental agency that is substantially benefited by this restriction.”





6. 	PUT THE EC IN PLACE BEFORE STARTING THE RC PROCESS.  Sometimes owners want to record the RC prior to having the EC in place; however, as explained in number 3 above, the attached exhibit to the RC has to indicate exactly where the EC is located, so it must be in place prior to execution of the RC.  Note:  The rule requires that the control be in place and certified by a P.E., so this certification should be included in the PRSR’s No Further Action (NFA) Proposal requesting the SRCO with Conditions from the DEP.  We cannot issue the SRCO until we have proof of RC recording; therefore, the EC should be in place before the RC package and request for the SRCO is submitted.





7. 	GET A COMPLETE TITLE SEARCH REPORT.  Very frequently there is not a complete Title Search Report.  This report is a required component of any RC package in order for the Department to verify the ownership and review any encumbrances on the property.  Sometimes a title search report is submitted, but it expressly excludes a search for easements.  Such a report is inadequate, and the DEP cannot review a proposed RC package without a complete report including a listing of all encumbrances, easements, mortgages, etc., on the subject property.  Also, the title search often does not extend back far enough.  Essentially, the title report must reflect all parties having an interest in the Property, including owners, lienors or easement holders.  The search should commence with the instrument constituting the root of title under the Marketable Record Title Act (evidence of title that is at least 30 years old) and should include a review of all subsequently recorded instruments, as well as a review of prior recorded instruments that are not eliminated by the Marketable Record Title Act (MRTA).  





8.	MAKE AN ENCUMBRANCE MAP & GET SUBORDINATIONS AND JOINDERS AND CONSENTS.  Very frequently encumbrances are listed in the Title Search Report, but there is no explanation offered as to whether the encumbrance conflicts with the restriction(s) in the RC.  Create a labeled map, diagram or survey showing locations of all encumbrances and the restricted area.  The list of encumbrances should identify whether each encumbrance intersects with the restricted area and what right the encumbrance holder has.  Also, assuming there is a conflict and the holder of the previously filed encumbrance has an interest or right in the property filed ahead of the DEP’s RC, then the appropriate “buy-in” must be obtained [e.g., a subordination from any existing mortgage holder; or a subordination or a joinder and consent from encumbrance holders (such as city utilities, rights of way, railroad easements, etc.)].  Copies of these subordinations and joinders and consents must be included in the RC package submitted to OGC and will be recorded along with the final RC.  The title to the RC should also include the subordinations and joinders and consents to be recorded.





9.  	USE THE CHECKLIST.  The PRSR or the attorney preparing the RC fails to use the RC Checklist that is included in this ICPG found at Attachment 5. This checklist helps the PRSR avoid errors of omission in assembling its RC package.





10.  	PUBLISH NOTICE.  Often PRSRs are not aware of the noticing requirements associated with the use of controls at a contaminated site.  Please see Section 62-780.680(8), F.A.C., (and similar provisions for other cleanup Rules…62-770, 782, & 785), which describes the constructive notice required and the subsequent 30-day comment period that is allowed by law.  If overlooked, this requirement can delay time-sensitive business transactions that are contingent upon the recording of the RC and the subsequent issuance of the SRCO with Conditions.





11. 	FORMAT CORRECTLY.  There are often formatting errors, such as failure to leave the 3”x3” blank space in the upper-right-hand corner of the first page of the RC (required for clerking and recording).  Page numbers must be in the X of Y format, and exhibits must be properly labeled with the pages numbered.





12.	EXPLAIN RC DRAFT/SAMPLE RC DIFFERENCES.  Where the draft RC uses language different from the RC Sample, explain the difference in the cover letter.





13.	USE THE SUBORDINATION DECISION TREE.





14.	COMPARE LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS.  Compare the legal descriptions of the deed, the title search report and Exhibit A to the RC.  If they are different, explain why.









ATTACHMENT 3: SAMPLE DECLARATION


OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT





In the following sample RC, {{ }} double brackets indicate information that must be provided by the owner/responsible party, instructions for using the template, or optional language (e.g., the word “Interim” in the heading).  At least a three inch by three inch (3x3”) blank space must be reserved at the top right hand corner of the first page, and a one inch by three inch (1x3”) space must be reserved at the top right hand corner on each subsequent page of the document.  Please instruct your office staff to refrain from date stamping in this blocked area.





Once the form is completed, please remove the italicized instructions.





REMEMBER: this is sample language only.  The site/project manager must review and approve of the actual restriction language selected for the RC prior to sending the covenant, with the supporting documentation, to OGC.  If there is a consent order addressing this discharge, please mirror exactly the language used in the consent order to describe the discharge, contamination and restrictions in this document.  If the consent order was executed some time ago, it may be necessary to clarify that language in the RC; please do so, but reference the consent order language first.








Please insert page numbers at the bottom of each page in the “page X of Y” format, and ensure that all Exhibits to the RC include such page numbering.






















































This instrument prepared by:


{{name, company & full mailing 


address of NON-FDEP person   


who prepared covenant – typically the real property 


owner or attorney}}


	


DECLARATION OF {{INTERIM}} RESTRICTIVE COVENANT





	THIS DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT (hereinafter “Declaration”) is made this _____ day of _______________, 20 __, by {{property owner}} {{“,a corporation authorized to conduct business in the State of Florida, -- if applicable}} (hereinafter “GRANTOR”) and the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (hereinafter “FDEP”).





RECITALS





A.	GRANTOR is the fee simple owner of that certain real property situated in the County of ___________, State of Florida, more particularly described in Exhibit “A” attached hereto and made a part hereof (hereinafter the “Property”) {{attach legal description of the property as Exhibit A (owner name must precisely match GRANTOR); or, if short enough, restate the legal description here as part of the Recital A paragraph.}};





B.	The FDEP Facility Identification Number for the Property is {{___________ or EPA # or other #, if applicable}}.  The facility name at the time of this Declaration is {{______________ }};





C.	{{Basic information regarding contamination, brief history of discharge/cleanup, etc.—it is rarely necessary to list each & every report prepared}}.  The discharge of {{drycleaning solvents, petroleum products, etc.; insert the appropriate remaining contaminants}} on the Property is documented in the following reports that are incorporated by reference {{list ONLY what is applicable to the remaining contamination on the site: Example:





1.    Site Assessment Report dated __________, submitted by {{Company that prepared report}}; and


2. Site Assessment Report Addendum dated ______, submitted by {{Company that prepared report}}; and etc.


3. No Further Action with Conditions Proposal or Site Rehabilitation Completion Report dated ___________, submitted by {{Company that prepared report}}; and


4. Consent Orders 





D.	The reports noted in Recital C set forth the nature and extent of the contamination described in Recital C that is located on the Property.  These reports confirm that contaminated {{soil and/or groundwater and/or surface water and/or sediment}} as defined by Chapter 62-___,{{insert appropriate citation to the governing rule based on type of contamination; i.e., “770” for petroleum; “782” for drycleaning solvents; “785” for Brownfield sites; and “780” for all other “Global RBCA” sites}} Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.), exists on the Property.  Also, these reports document that the groundwater contamination does not extend beyond the Property boundaries, that the extent of the groundwater contamination does not exceed 1/4 acre, and the groundwater contamination is not migrating.  {{Be sure this is accurate to the particular site.  If not, briefly summarize what is correct.  This language is included as it is the most common RC under Risk Management Option (RMO) II; however, RMO III does contemplate contamination beyond the Property boundaries, which would require agreement by the adjacent owners to put an RC on their properties as well.  Certainly, if there is no groundwater contamination, state where the contamination remains, such as soil or sediment.  This is especially true in the case of Interim RCs.  State which contamination will be addressed by the restriction and which contamination will continue to be remediated, i.e., “This declaration imposes restrictions on the area of soil contamination.  While groundwater should not be utilized, groundwater remediation is ongoing and it is unknown at this time whether a long-term restriction on the use of the groundwater will be required.  Additionally, the FDEP prefers that this document NOT be used to indicate which parties are or are not liable for the contamination.}}


 


{{If the criteria for direct exposure were met using average soil contaminant concentrations calculated based on a 95% Upper Confidence Limit (UCL) approach, the following paragraph MUST be added:  “The criteria for direct exposure of contamination in the soil was based upon an average soil contaminant concentration calculated using a 95% Upper Confidence Limit (UCL) approach with an exposure unit (EU) of {{SIZE OF UNIT}} pursuant to Rule 62-7__.___, F.A.C.{{same as above; insert appropriate rule citation based on type of contamination}}  Therefore, the Property may not be subdivided into parcels smaller than {{size}} without prior written approval from the FDEP’s Division of Waste Management.  See also paragraph 6 below.”}}.





E.	It is the intent of the restrictions in this Declaration to reduce or eliminate the risk of exposure of users or occupants of the Property and the environment to the contaminants and to reduce or eliminate the threat of migration of the contaminants.





F.	The FDEP has agreed to issue a Site Rehabilitation Completion Order with Conditions (hereinafter “Order”) upon recordation of this Declaration.  The FDEP can unilaterally revoke the Order if the conditions of this Declaration or of the Order are not met.  Additionally, if concentrations of {{generally, list the contamination that remains, for example, “petroleum products’ chemicals of concern”}} increase above the levels approved in the Order, or if a subsequent discharge occurs at the Property, the FDEP may require site rehabilitation to reduce concentrations of contamination to the levels allowed by the applicable FDEP rules.  The Order relating to FDEP Facility No. {{9 digit #; or other appropriate tracking number, as applicable}}, can be found at http://dwmedms.dep.state.fl.us/Oculus.  Type in “netuser” as both the user name and password.  Select “Storage Tanks” as the Catalog, search by “Property,” and select the “Facility-Site ID”  under “Property.”  To find the file, enter the last seven (7) digits of the nine (9) digit facility identification number and click on “Search.”  If there are a large number of records, you can sort them in chronological order by selecting “Document Date” and clicking on “Refresh.”  {{Only reference an Order if this is a final remedy and an order will be issued}};





{{If this is an Interim RC (not considered a final remedy), then delete the previous paragraph regarding the Order and use language similar to the following:  “The FDEP will not issue a Site Rehabilitation Completion Order with Conditions upon recordation of this Declaration because contaminated {{groundwater or soil}} remains at the site at levels above applicable cleanup target levels.  Site rehabilitation of the remaining contaminated {{groundwater or soil}} is ongoing.  If cleanup target levels are later met, then GRANTOR and FDEP, or their successors and assigns, may agree in writing to amend or remove this Declaration.”}}





{{In the next paragraph, Recital G., two options are provided.  The first is for RCs for sites at which the restrictions apply to the entire Property.  The second paragraph option applies if only part of the Property will be affected by the restrictions.  Include the applicable Recital G., and delete the other.}}





G.	GRANTOR deems it desirable and in the best interest of all present and future owners of the Property that an Order be obtained and that {{use ”an Order be obtained and that” only if this is a final remedy RC for which the site will receive an SRCO with Conditions; delete the phrase if it is an Interim RC and no SRCO is being issued at this time)}} the  Property  be held subject to certain restrictions {{and engineering controls}}, all of which are more particularly hereinafter set forth. 





{{or}}





G. GRANTOR deems it desirable and in the best interest of all present and future owners of the Property that an Order be obtained and that {{use ”an Order be obtained and that” only if this is a final remedy RC for which the site will receive an SRCO with Conditions; delete the phrase if it is an Interim RC and no SRCO is being issued at this time)}} the portion of the Property described in Exhibit B, attached hereto and made a part hereof (hereinafter to be referred to as “That Portion of the Property”), be held subject to certain restrictions {{and engineering controls}}, all of which are more particularly hereinafter set forth. {{A Professional Land Survey or similar high-quality map that depicts the restricted area and identifies the boundary of the area using the State Plane Coordinates System or GPS must be provided.  Such a legal description or survey must be a clearly labeled attachment to the RC and the area to be encumbered must also be clearly labeled on the drawing (e.g., “area of EC,” “capped area,” “location of slurry wall,”  “restricted area,” etc.)}}





NOW, THEREFORE, {{ if not an Interim RC: “to induce the FDEP to issue the Order”}} {{or if an Interim RC:  “in compliance with the consent order in OGC Case #”, or if not consent order, then leave blank}} and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged by each of the undersigned parties, GRANTOR agrees as follows  {{while standard in many other real property transactions, the FDEP does not require payment for the opportunity to use the conditional closure option; therefore, any discussion of payment in this document is typically inappropriate}}:





1. The foregoing recitals are true and correct and are incorporated herein by reference.





2. GRANTOR hereby imposes on {{that Portion of}} the Property the following restriction{{s}}:





{{FOR GROUNDWATER restrictions, please use the following type language:}}





a. There shall be no use of the groundwater under the Property.  There shall be no drilling for water conducted on the Property nor shall any wells be installed on the Property other than monitoring wells pre-approved in writing by FDEP’s Division of Waste Management (DWM), in addition to any authorizations required by the Division of Water Resource Management and the Water Management Districts. Additionally, there shall be no stormwater swales, stormwater detention or retention facilities, or ditches on the Property.  For any dewatering activities, a plan approved by FDEP’s DWM must be in place to address and ensure the appropriate handling, treatment, and disposal of any extracted groundwater that may be contaminated. 





{{The following is alternate language for paragraph 2.a. for a Property that has existing stormwater features, the existence of which has been determined not to adversely affect the remaining contamination.}}





{{a. i. There shall be no use of the groundwater under the Property. There shall be no drilling for water conducted on the Property, nor shall any wells be installed on the Property other than monitoring wells pre-approved in writing by FDEP’s Division of Waste Management (DWM) in addition to any authorizations required by the Division of Water Resource Management (DWRM) and the Water Management District (WMD) . 


ii. For any dewatering activities on the Property a plan approved by FDEP’s DWM must be in place to address and ensure the appropriate handling, treatment and disposal of any extracted groundwater that may be contaminated.


iii.  Attached as Exhibit C, and incorporated by reference herein, is a survey map identifying the size and location of existing stormwater swales, stormwater detention or retention facilities, and ditches on the Property. Such existing stormwater features shall not be altered, modified or expanded,  and there shall be no construction of new stormwater swales, stormwater detention or retention facilities or ditches on the Property without prior written approval from FDEP’s DWM in addition to any authorizations required by the DWRM and the WMD.  A revised Exhibit B must be recorded when any stormwater feature is altered, modified, expanded, or constructed.}}











{{ FOR SOIL restrictions, please use the following type language}}. 





{{The RC language used to address soils contamination depends in part on whether the concern is Direct Exposure, Leachability, or both [see program cleanup criteria in Chapters 62-770, 780, 782 and 785, F.A.C., and tables of cleanup target levels (CTLs) in Ch. 62-777, F.A.C., for further guidance.]  Additionally, the choice of which RC language to include for soils may depend on the intended future land use.  In general, ECs (e.g., caps, parking lots, building foundation, etc.) should be identified on a survey that is incorporated by reference as Exhibit B.  If, however, the EC is to apply to the entire property, then it must cover or cap the entire property and be maintained on the entire property.  Below are examples.}}





b.1.	{{Use this language when leachability CTLs are exceeded:}}The area of soil contamination as located on {{“That Portion of”}} the Property {{“as described in Exhibit B” – if only a portion}} shall be permanently covered and maintained with an impermeable material that prevents human exposure and prevents water infiltration.  





b.2.	{{Use this language when the problem is direct exposure of the soil and leachability is not  a concern:}}  The area of soil contamination as located on {{“That Portion of”}} the Property {{“as described in Exhibit B” – if only a portion}} shall be permanently covered and maintained with a minimum of two (2) feet of clean and uncontaminated soil that prevents human exposure {{Note: this is the minimal cap required to address direct exposure, but the owner may opt for a hard surface cap (e.g., a parking lot) depending on intended future land use}}; and 





b.3	{{Use this language whether a.1. or a.2. is used above}}  Excavation and construction deeper than two feet below land surface is not prohibited {{-if a portion—“within the areas containing contaminated soils as described in Exhibit B”}} provided any contaminated soils that are excavated are removed and properly disposed of pursuant to Chapter 62___, F.A.C. {{fill in appropriate program cleanup criteria rule number}} and any other applicable local, state, and federal requirements. Nothing herein shall limit any other legal requirements regarding construction methods and precautions that must be taken to minimize risk of exposure while conducting work in contaminated areas.  For any dewatering activities, a plan approved by FDEP’s Division of Waste Management must be in place to address and ensure the appropriate handling, treatment, and disposal of any extracted groundwater that may be contaminated.  {{If a partial encumbrance, then insert: “Nothing in this Declaration shall prevent, limit or restrict any excavation or construction at or below the surface outside the boundary of contaminated soils as described in Exhibit B.}}





{{Land-Use Restrictions:  If the above options describing ECs such as soil caps or concrete pads are not utilized to control exposure, then the following land-use restriction language should be used to address soil contamination. Typically, a soil cap EC and a Land-Use Restriction should not be both used on the same property for the same contamination.  A restriction on the use of the land must be clearly described.  Reliance ONLY on local zoning or land use classifications is insufficient to adequately restrict the use of the land or adequately describe the restriction in perpetuity.  Additionally, there is often confusion because the cleanup rule categories for land use are lumped into “residential” and “commercial/industrial.”  This is for ease of using the look-up tables for cleanup target levels.  The categories listed below provide the detail necessary to adequately protect human health based on calculations using the various land-use scenarios’ exposure duration and frequency.  The categories are consistent with the Ch. 62-777, F.A.C., cleanup target levels and governing statutes regarding acceptable risk levels under Florida’s risk-based corrective action principles. These codes come from the North American Industry Classification System, United States, 2007, because it is one of the only comprehensive and standardized systems for categorizing human activity and use of the land.  Simply using the term “residential,” for example, will create inconsistent application and interpretation of what this limitation means across the state because every local government creates its own definition for each land use category, including “residential.”  The categories selected by OGC and the DWM Director are conservative based upon an assumption that the Land-Use Restriction is the only restriction being used. In order to utilize the Land-Use Restriction option for an RMO II closure, contaminant levels in soils must not exceed the “commercial/industrial” cleanup target levels.  If using the Land-Use Restriction option for an RMO III closure, then a site-specific alternative cleanup target level may be established using appropriate risk assessment methodologies.  Lastly, if the owner wants a land-use restriction but does not want to use the default land-use restrictions listed below, then the RMO III closure option should be conducted.  It is recommended that you speak with the FDEP site or project manager before pursuing this option.}}





c.	There shall be no agricultural use of the land including forestry, fishing and mining; no hotels or lodging; no recreational uses including amusement parks, parks, camps, museums, zoos, or gardens; no residential uses, and no educational uses such as elementary and secondary schools, or day care services.  These prohibited uses are specifically defined by using the North American Industry Classification System, United States, 2007 (NAICS), Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget.  The prohibited uses by code are: Sector 11 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting; Subsector 212 Mining (except Oil and Gas); Code 512132 Drive-In Motion Picture Theaters; Code 51912 Libraries and Archives; Code 53111 Lessors of Residential Buildings and Dwellings; Subsector 6111 Elementary and Secondary Schools; Subsector 623 Nursing and Residential Care Facilities; Subsector 624 Social Assistance; Subsector 711 Performing Arts, Spectator Sports and Related Industries; Subsector 712 Museums, Historical Sites, and Similar Institutions; Subsector 713 Amusement, Gambling, and Recreation Industries; Subsector 721 Accommodation (hotels, motels, RV parks, etc.); Subsector 813 Religious, Grantmaking, Civic, Professional, and Similar Organizations; and Subsector 814 Private Households.





3.  In the remaining paragraphs, all references to “GRANTOR” and “FDEP” shall also mean and refer to their respective successors and assigns.





4. For the purpose of monitoring the restrictions contained herein, FDEP is hereby granted access to the Property at reasonable times and with reasonable notice to the GRANTOR. {{Note: even if this RC is a partial restriction, the reference to the “Property” in this paragraph cannot be changed to “That Portion of the Property” because FDEP needs ingress/egress to be able to access “That Portion of the Property.”}}





{{The remaining paragraphs 5 – 9 are based on Real Property Law and include necessary language in order to create an enforceable and durable RC.  Generally, these paragraphs should not be modified.}}





5. It is the intention of GRANTOR that this Declaration shall touch and concern the Property, run with the land and with the title to the Property, and shall apply to and be binding upon and inure to the benefit of GRANTOR and FDEP, and to any and all parties hereafter having any right, title or interest in the Property or any part thereof.  The FDEP may enforce the terms and conditions of this Declaration by injunctive relief and other appropriate available legal remedies.  Any forbearance on behalf of the FDEP to exercise its right in the event of the failure of the GRANTOR to comply with the provisions of this Declaration shall not be deemed or construed to be a waiver of the FDEP’s rights hereunder. This Declaration shall continue in perpetuity, unless otherwise modified in writing by GRANTOR and the FDEP as provided in paragraph 7 hereof.  These restrictions may also be enforced in a court of competent jurisdiction by any other person, firm, corporation, or governmental agency that is substantially benefited by these restrictions. If the GRANTOR does not or will not be able to comply with any or all of the provisions of this Declaration, the GRANTOR shall notify FDEP in writing within three (3) calendar days.  Additionally, GRANTOR shall notify FDEP thirty (30) days prior to any conveyance or sale, granting or transferring the Property or portion thereof, to any heirs, successors, assigns or grantees, including, without limitation, the conveyance of any security interest in said Property.





6. In order to ensure the perpetual nature of these restrictions, GRANTOR shall reference these restrictions in any subsequent lease or deed of conveyance, including the recording book and page of record of this Declaration.   Furthermore, prior to the entry into a landlord-tenant relationship with respect to the Property, the GRANTOR agrees to notify in writing all proposed tenants of the Property of the existence and contents of this Declaration of Restrictive Covenant.





7. This Declaration is binding until a release of covenant is executed by the FDEP Secretary (or designee) and is recorded in the county land records.  To receive prior approval from the FDEP to remove any requirement herein, cleanup target levels established pursuant to Florida Statutes and FDEP rules must have been achieved.  This Declaration may be modified in writing only.  Any subsequent amendment must be executed by both GRANTOR and the FDEP and be recorded by the real property owner as an amendment hereto.





8. If any provision of this Declaration is held to be invalid by any court of competent jurisdiction, the invalidity of that provision shall not affect the validity of any other provisions of the Declaration.  All such other provisions shall continue unimpaired in full force and effect.





9. GRANTOR covenants and represents that on the date of execution of this Declaration that GRANTOR is seized of the Property in fee simple and has good right to create, establish, and impose this restrictive covenant on the use of the Property.  GRANTOR also covenants and warrants that the Property is free and clear of any and all liens, mortgages, or encumbrances that could impair GRANTOR’S rights to impose the restrictive covenant described in this Declaration or that would be superior to the restrictive covenant described in this Declaration.  {{If this is not the case, then appropriate Subordinations or  Joinders and Consents must be executed by those having an interest in the Property, and must be attached to this Declaration.  The title to this document must be amended to include the titles of the Subordinations and Joinders and Consents.}}








	IN WITNESS WHEREOF, {{GRANTOR}} has executed this instrument, this _____ day of _______________________, 20__.








GRANTOR


{{COMPANY NAME, IF APPLICABLE}}





						By:  ____________________________


Name: {{PRINTED NAME}}


						Title: 


Full Mailing Address:








Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of:








______________________________ Date: __________________________


Witness


Print Name:  ____________________





______________________________ Date: __________________________


Witness


Print Name:  ____________________





STATE OF ______________________)





COUNTY OF ____________________)








	The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _____ day of ____, 20 __, by _____________________________________.  


	


	Personally Known _______  OR Produced Identification _________.  


	Type of Identification Produced ____________________________.





______________________________


Signature of Notary Public








Approved as to form by the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, Office of General Counsel. _____________________________________.





	IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Florida Department of Environmental Protection has executed this instrument, this _____ day of _______________________, 20__.





FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF


ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION





						By:  _______________________________


						Name: _________________________	


						Title: __________________________


Division of {{fill in appropriate Division}}; Bureau of {{fill in appropriate Bureau}}; {{fill in appropriate District}} 


District Office


{{Mailing Address}}, Mail Station {{__}}, {{City}}, Florida  {{Zip Code}}





Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of:








Witness: _______________________________ Date:  __________________


Print Name:  ____________________








Witness: _______________________________ Date: __________________


Print Name:  ____________________





STATE OF ______________________)  


COUNTY OF ____________________)





	The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _____ day of ____, 20 __, by __________________________________ as representative for the Florida Department of Environmental Protection.  


	Personally Known _______ OR Produced Identification ____________.


	Type of Identification Produced ________________________________.





______________________________


Signature of Notary Public





______________________________


Print Name of Notary Public





Commission No. _________________





Commission Expires:  _____________






ATTACHMENT 4: ACCESS EASEMENT AGREEMENT





[To be used to ensure access to a restricted area in a partial encumbrance for larger parcels when the owner does not want to encumber the entire larger parcel; or when the parcel will be subdivided.]





ACCESS EASEMENT AGREEMENT


	THIS INDENTURE, made and entered into this __________ day of ______________, 20____, by and between [insert property owner(s)] whose mailing address is [insert mailing address] (hereinafter referred to as "GRANTOR") a _________________ [insert type of entity, if applicable, i.e., a Florida Corporation, Florida Limited Partnership, etc.] and the FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION and its successors and assigns (hereinafter referred to as "DEPARTMENT").


WITNESSETH:


	WHEREAS, GRANTOR is the fee simple owner of certain real property (hereinafter "Easement Parcel") located in [insert county] County, Florida, as more particularly described in Exhibit "A", [Exhibit is the legal description & survey of the easement area which should include an area from an existing public road to the RC restricted area] attached hereto and by reference made a part hereof; and


	WHEREAS, DEPARTMENT desires to use the Easement Parcel in order to gain access to the land more particularly described in Exhibit “B” (the “Restricted Area”) for the purpose of inspecting, viewing and monitoring the [select each appropriate limitation: stormwater facility restrictions, groundwater use restrictions, land use restrictions [and] engineering control, .]]required by the [describe the institutional control – typically language for an RC would be “restrictive covenant”] entered and agreed to by the GRANTOR and the DEPARTMENT on this same date for the purpose of protecting human health and the environment (“Institutional Control”); and


	WHEREAS, the DEPARTMENT's actions on the Restricted Area are taken in an attempt to ensure compliance with the requirements contained in the Institutional Control encumbering the Restricted Area; and


	WHEREAS, GRANTOR desires to grant to DEPARTMENT an easement for the aforementioned purpose.


	NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the terms, conditions, and mutual covenants contained herein and other good and valuable consideration received by each party, the sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, GRANTOR hereby grants to DEPARTMENT, its legal successors and assigns, a non-exclusive easement for ingress and egress purposes in and upon the Easement Parcel described above.


	GRANTOR and DEPARTMENT agree that this Access Easement Agreement (hereinafter “Easement”) shall be subject to the following terms and conditions:


1.	The terms of the Easement shall commence upon the date of full execution of this Easement and shall continue in perpetuity, unless and until GRANTOR complies with the provisions in the Institutional Control for removal of the Institutional Control.


2.	GRANTOR agrees that DEPARTMENT and its employees, contractors, and agents shall have ingress and egress to and from the Restricted Area over and across the Easement Parcel to affect the purposes of this Easement.





3.	In order to ensure the perpetual nature of this Easement, the GRANTOR and its successors and assigns shall reference this Easement in any subsequent deed of conveyance, including the recording book and page of record of this Easement. 





4.	GRANTOR hereby warrants and guarantees its fee title in the Easement Parcel; and GRANTOR warrants and guarantees that it has the power and authority to grant this Easement.





5.	With respect to its use of the Easement Parcel, DEPARTMENT shall be responsible for injury or damage to persons or property for which it is found legally liable.





6.	GRANTOR reserves the right to use or authorize others to use the Easement Parcel in any manner not inconsistent with or which will not unreasonably interfere with the rights granted herein, provided, however, that GRANTOR shall not disturb or block access in any way without prior approval from the DEPARTMENT.


7.	In the event DEPARTMENT determines that the Easement Parcel is no longer needed for the purposes set forth herein, DEPARTMENT may terminate this Easement by notifying GRANTOR, in writing, at least sixty (60) days prior to the date of such termination.  In such event, DEPARTMENT agrees to execute an instrument in recordable form, releasing this Easement.


8.	This Easement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties specified herein, their legal representatives, successors and assigns.


9.	This Easement does not impact or modify any other legal authority the DEPARTMENT may have to inspect the Easement Parcel, Restricted Area, or the entire parcel for regulatory purposes pursuant to Chapters 376 and 403, Florida Statutes.


10.	[Optional - if the easement is long & would take too much time to walk the full length to gain access to the restricted area add the following:  The DEPARTMENT’s timely and efficient access to the RESTRICTED AREA is necessary to ensure compliance with the Institutional Control, the GRANTOR must maintain the Easement Parcel in a manner as to allow standard sized two-wheeled drive motorized vehicles to travel.





	IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have subscribed their names and have caused this Easement to be executed as of the day and year first above written.





[If there is a large space or gap between pages – please insert into that space:  REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK.









ATTACHMENT 5:  DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT CHECKLIST








Does site meet statutory and rule requirements that allow an SRCO with conditions? Yes ___ No ___





What restrictions are necessary to reduce or eliminate the risk of exposure?  Consider all affected media (i.e., groundwater, soil, surface water, and/or sediments), and determine which type of restrictions are required for each affected medium. 





The following technical checklist applies to RMO II sites, which most commonly have contaminated groundwater and/or soil.  For RMO III sites, please explain in the cover memo for the RC package how the rule criteria are met and what restrictions are being proposed for the source property and any other affected properties.  Decisions for RMO III contaminated sites are very site-specific and may be based on risk assessment analysis or include properties other than the source property; therefore, these sites do not lend themselves to a simple checklist for the technical aspects of site closure.  Additionally, the checklist below is a shortened summary of the details provided in Section .680(2) of Chapters 62-770, 780, 782 and 785, F.A.C.  Please refer to the rules for the specific criteria that must be met.





	(1)  If groundwater is contaminated:


	_____(a) Is the plume stable or shrinking?


	_____(b) Is the plume contained within the property boundaries?


	_____(c) Is the plume less than ¼ acre in size?  If not, then which of the following alternative scenarios applies (check one or more, as applicable):


 (___) groundwater meets low yield or poor quality designation. Please refer to guidance available at http://www.dep.state.fl.us/waste/quick_topics/publications/wc/Guidance_for_Evaluation_of_Low_Yield_Poor_Quality_Criteria.pdf;


(___) an engineering control (EC) prevents plume migration.  If an EC is used, e.g., a slurry wall, it must be in place and PE-certified, and it must be identified on an exhibit to the RC (usually Exhibit B) that is a survey map showing the size and location of the EC using State Plane Coordinates or GPS coordinates.


 (___) plume affects or may potentially affect only a marine surface water body.  


	_____(d) Does the Property currently include stormwater swales, stormwater detention or retention facilities or ditches?  If so, the PRSR must include an exhibit to the RC (usually Exhibit B) that is a survey map identifying the size and location of the existing stormwater features.  The RC must include language stating that these existing stormwater features shall not be altered, modified or expanded without prior FDEP Division of Waste Management approval in writing, followed by a recorded amendment to the RC.





	(2)  If soil is contaminated:


	_____(a)  Direct Exposure criteria have been met.  Check one or more of the following, as applicable:  


(___) The Chapter 62-777, F.A.C., commercial/industrial SCTLs are met; 


(___) An engineering control (EC) prevents direct exposure to contaminated soils (which may exceed the commercial/industrial SCTLs with an EC) [See *Note below];


(___) The soil meets alternative SCTLs using site-specific soil properties; 


(___) Soil concentrations of the site-specific fractions of TRPHs do not exceed the Chapter 62-777, F.A.C., commercial/industrial SCTLs for the TRPH fractions; 


(___) The 95% UCL approach is utilized to calculate average soil contaminant concentrations.  If the 95% UCL approach is used, please describe this in the cover memo and include the exposure unit and parcel size.


	_____(b) Leachability criteria have been met.  Check one or more of the following, as applicable:


(___) Soil contaminant concentrations do not exceed the alternative leachability-based SCTLs established pursuant to Ch. 62-777, F.A.C., Figure 8;


(___) Direct leachability testing was used to meet rule criteria (e.g., SPLP or TCLP); please refer to guidance at http://www.dep.state.fl.us/waste/quick_topics/publications/wc/GuidanceforDeterminingLeachabilitybySPLPAnalysisDraftVersion1-8.pdf;


(___) An EC that prevents water infiltration has been implemented (e.g., an impervious cap such as a concrete slab, parking lot, building foundation, etc.) [See *Note below];


(___) The soil meets alternative SCTLs using site-specific soil properties;


(___) Soil concentrations of the site-specific fractions of TRPHs do not exceed the alternative leachability-based SCTLs for the TRPH fractions;


(___) PRSR has demonstrated, based on site-specific conditions and at least a year of groundwater monitoring data that contaminants will not leach at concentrations that exceed the rule criteria.





*Note: If an EC is used to address either Direct Exposure or Leachability for soil contamination, it must be in place and PE-certified, and it must be identified on an exhibit to the RC (usually Exhibit B) that is a survey map showing the size and location of the EC using State Plane Coordinates or GPS coordinates.  





_____If soil contamination presents a Direct Exposure threat, and the PRSR is not utilizing an EC, then the Land Use Restriction language listing the prohibited uses is included in the RC.





_____If the PRSR has elected to use an EC to prevent exposure to contaminated soil, then the Land Use Restriction language has been deleted from the RC.





Restriction Location: Entire Property ____________ Portion of Property ___________





Why are these restrictions adequate? (Found in letter to owner preliminarily agreeing to use of conditional SRCO.) _______________________________________________________________





SRCO will be issued after RC recorded (Final RC).   ___, or


SRCO will not be issued after RC recorded (Interim RC).  ___





If a restrictive covenant is appropriate, the following supporting documents must be provided to the FDEP OGC:





Copy of the deed is included. Yes ___ No ___





Does the name of the owner/grantee on the deed match the name of the person who claims to be the property owner? Yes ___ No ___





Property ownership confirmed on county internet web site.  Yes ___ No ___





Legal description of the entire property (Exhibit A to covenant) is included even if only a portion of the property will be encumbered/restricted. Yes ___ No ___





If only a portion of the parcel will be restricted, then; 





a Professional Land Survey is included [using minimum technical standards (MTS), or other high-quality map showing the restricted area and identifying the boundary of the area using State Plane Coordinates (SPC) System or GPS coordinates, clearly labeling the attachment as Exhibit “X,” and labeling the encumbered area on the attachment as “restricted area” or another phrase that tracks the RC language] (Exhibit X to covenant).  


Yes ___ No ___ N/A ___





Title Search Report is included [Title search commences with instrument constituting root of title under Marketable Record Title Act (MRTA) that is at least 30 years old and includes review of all subsequently recorded instruments, and prior recorded instruments that are not eliminated by MRTA.]  Yes ___ No ___





Tax Lien information – either that lien has been removed or copy of lien—is included.


Yes ___ No ___ N/A ___





Easements are included (list of any easements & copies of recorded easements.) 


Yes ___ No ___ N/A ___ 





A Diagram of the location of the easements in relation to the restricted area is included.


 Yes ___ No ___ N/A ___








Leases – copies of all recorded leases, subleases and assigned leases are included. 


Yes ___ No ___ N/A ___








UCC Liens – copies of and releases from any liens are included. 


Yes ___ No ___ N/A ___





A completed and signed Subordination or Joinder and Consent is included for any liens, leases, easements or other encumbrances that are affected by or in conflict with the provisions of the RC.  Yes___No___N/A___





A completed and signed Subordination of Mortgage is included for each financial institution or lender of existing mortgages. Yes ___ No ___ N/A ___


	


Is 95% UCL analysis used? Yes ___ No ___  


If yes, what is the exposure unit and parcel size?  _____________, _______________





Has the PRSR published constructive notice regarding use of IC/EC based upon preliminary approval of the Conditional No Further Action Proposal? 


Yes ___ No ___  


If yes, where ____________________________________ and when? _______________  


Has the 30 day comment period elapsed? Yes ___ No___





Cover memo to Tallahassee is included. Yes ___ No ___





Site/Project Mgr. Name___________			


Address_______________					


Email_________						


Phone_____							





Prop. Owner Rep. Name________________		


Address________________					


Email_________						


Phone______							





Prop. Owner Name________________			


Address________________					


Email_________						


Phone______							





Contractor Name _________________			


Address________________					


Email_________						


Phone______							





MAIL:


District lead sites – mail directly to appropriate program attorney (or, if the site is in enforcement, to the enforcement attorney) in FDEP OGC Tallahassee. Contracted local government lead sites – mail directly to the FDEP liaison who will contact the appropriate Tallahassee technical support for review prior to OGC review.









ATTACHMENT 6:  SAMPLE SITE/PROJECT MANAGER MEMORANDUM TO OGC








			TO:


			Dan Blackwell, Paralegal, FDEP Office of General Counsel, Mail Station 35





			FROM:


			[District] [Bureau]


Mail Station/Mailing Address





			DATE:


			





			SUBJECT:


			SRCO with Conditions Package


	DEP Facility or BSRA ID# (if applicable)


	Facility or Brownfield Address, City, County


	Discharge Date ( ‘incident’ identifier) or Execution Date of BSRA














The (Division/District/ Bureau) has reviewed documentation related to a Site Rehabilitation Completion Order (SRCO) with Conditions recommendation for the above-referenced facility, which has a (petroleum, drycleaning solvent, arsenic, etc.) discharge(s) dated _____. The request for the SRCO with Conditions contains the information required in the FDEP Institutional Controls Procedures Guidance Document dated {____}.  Herein I have provided a rationale for the Division/Bureau/District concurrence with the SRCO with Conditions recommendation.[footnoteRef:17]  [17:  Petroleum Local Programs must send this memo to BPSS because the Local Program Liaison may only forward to FDEP after he/she creates a memo concurring with Petroleum Local Program.
] 






Contact Information





FDEP Site/Project/Brownfields Manager or Local Pollution Control Program:


Telephone #:


E-mail Address:





Source Property Owner(s):





Property Owner’s Representative:


Telephone #:


E-mail Address:





Consultant:





Other Responsible Party involved in the clean up (if not the property owner)





Buyer (if you are aware of sale pending the processing of this IC, please include their information)





Remaining contamination is located {only in the groundwater; only in soils; in soils and groundwater; only in surface waters, etc.}





Rationale:





The (Division/District/Local Program/Bureau) has determined that the requirements of Rule 62-7__.__{fill in appropriate program rule}}, F.A.C. have been met for the above referenced discharge/incident(s).


Specifically,


SAMPLE:


· Source contaminated soil was initially removed from the site and subsequently treated with a dual phase extraction system.  To reduce the risk of exposure to the remaining contaminated soils (above residential Soil Cleanup Target Levels) land-use restrictions are proposed in the Draft Declaration of Restrictive Covenant for the entire source property.  The property is currently being used as a {{describe current land use & proposed land use if known}}.  While it is proposed that excavation can occur on the parcel in the future, the Draft Declaration provides that the soils must be properly disposed in accordance with Chapter 62-7__, F.A.C., and that the risk of exposure be minimized to workers.





· The groundwater contaminant plume is limited to less than a quarter acre.  It has been demonstrated by more than one year of groundwater monitoring that the groundwater contamination is not migrating away from the localized source area.  The contaminant plume is actually limited to a 30-foot radius surrounding recovery well RW-#, and the remaining contaminant levels do not pose an unacceptable risk to human health if groundwater use is restricted.  In addition, the consultant prepared a fate and transport model that demonstrated that the concentrations of {{identify contaminants of concern}} in groundwater at the property boundary shall not exceed the applicable cleanup target levels specified in Chapter 62-777, F.A.C.





· The minimal groundwater contamination is being addressed through a restriction in the Draft Declaration that prohibits the use of the groundwater for the entire property.  A restriction is also proposed to prohibit the installation of any monitoring wells on the property, which are not pre-approved by FDEP.





It is the (Division/District/ Bureau) opinion that the restrictions proposed in the Draft Declaration are adequate to ensure that remaining contamination will not pose an unacceptable risk to human health.  





Attachments:  [Appropriate IC Checklist and supporting documents  – See Attachment ]









ATTACHMENT 7: SAMPLE SITE/PROJECT MANAGER LETTER TO PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR SITE REHABILITATION 





This document is to be used by the Bureau of Petroleum Storage Systems for State-funded and voluntary cleanups to concur with a recommendation for conditional closure, to notify the property owner/responsible party about the needed restrictions, and to provide information about the location of the Institutional Control Guidance.


{Date}





[Mr. or Ms. or . . .] {Property Owner’s Name}


{Property Owner’s Company (if applicable)}


{Property Owner’s Address}


{City, State  Zip Code}





Subject:	Acknowledgment of Intent to Propose Conditional Closure


{Facility Name}


{Facility Street Address}


{City, xxx} County


FDEP Facility ID# {xxxxxxxxx}


Discharge Date[s]:  {Date(s) (only list the date(s) applicable to this RAP Mod approval)} [(select one for each discharge, as applicable) (ATRP) (EDI) (IVPSSRP) (PCPP) (PLRIP) (Nonprogram)]





Dear [Mr. or Ms. or . . .] {Property Owner’s Last Name}:





The Bureau of Petroleum Storage Systems (BPSS) has reviewed the {Type of Report}, dated {Date} (received {Date}), [prepared by {Consulting Company}, submitted or prepared and submitted by {Consulting Company}] for the petroleum product discharge[s] referenced above.  The BPSS is prepared to issue a Conditional Site Rehabilitation Completion Order (SRCO) for this discharge [or these discharges] provided that a Declaration of Restrictive Covenant, with the following restrictions on the use of the property, is completed and recorded in the county land office where the property deed was recorded for the above-referenced property:





1)	{Restriction}.





2)	{Restriction}.





Enclosed for your reference is a Sample Restrictive Covenant to be used as an example when preparing a draft covenant.  You may also access the Department’s Institutional Controls Procedures Guidance manual in its entirety by going to www.dep.state.fl.us/waste/categories/pcp.  The document title ICR Procedures Guidance appears in the right margin menu and there are PDF as well as Word versions to expedite preparation of the Declaration of Restrictive Covenant.  Michael E. Ashey, BPSS Bureau Chief, will sign the Declaration of Restrictive Covenant on behalf of the BPSS for State-funded and voluntary cleanup sites.  The file for this site is located at the Bob Martinez Center at the letterhead address.  In addition to a draft covenant (please do not sign this document prior to BPSS approval), the following information must be provided:





1)	A copy of the property’s deed.





2)	A copy of the property’s legal description.





3)  If proposing a partial encumbrance, then include a Professional Land Survey, using minimum technical standards (MTS), or a similar high-quality map that depicts the restricted area and identifies the boundary of the area using State Plane Coordinates (SPC) system or GPS coordinates.  





4)	A title search report that reflects all parties having an interest in the Property, including owners, lienors or easement holders.  The search must normally commence with the instrument constituting the root of title under the Marketable Record Title Act (MRTA) (evidence of title that is at least 30 years old) and would include a review of all subsequently recorded instruments, as well as a review of prior recorded instruments that are not eliminated by MRTA.  Include copies of all encumbrances on the property and a map showing their location.





Please provide the above documentation to the BPSS along with a draft Restrictive Covenant. Should you have any questions, please contact me at (850) 245{xxxx} or at the letterhead address, Mail Station {xxxx}.





Sincerely,








{Site Manager’s Name}


{Site Manager’s Title (optional)}


Petroleum Cleanup Section {x}


Bureau of Petroleum Storage Systems


{xxx}@dep.state.fl.us





Enclosure (Sample Restrictive Covenant)





ec:	{Consultant’s Name, Consultant’s Company, Company Address, City, State  Zip Code} – {e-mail address}


File









ATTACHMENT 8: SAMPLE AFFIDAVIT OF TITLE





AFFIDAVIT


STATE OF FLORIDA


COUNTY OF DUVAL


BEFORE ME, personally appeared {name}, who after being sworn, says as follows:


1. I am older than eighteen (18) years of age.


2. I am the owner of {address of property} OR I am the {position name} of {company name}.


3. In that position, I have personal knowledge of all matters set forth in this Affidavit.


4. On or about {date} a title report was prepared by {name of title company} for that certain real estate situated in the County of {county name}, State of Florida located at {address of property}, and more particularly described in “Exhibit A” attached hereto and made a part hereof (hereinafter the “Property”).


5. On behalf of the Company, the current owner of the Property, and to the best of my knowledge, the title report accurately reflects the current state of title.





FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.     _______________________________


{Owner’s or Company’s Name}





_______________________________


{Name of person signing}


{Title of person signing}


       ______________________________


State of Florida


County of {county name}





The foregoing instrument was presented before me this ____ day of ____________, year of _____ by {name of owner or name of Company person} of {address or name and address of Company}.  He is personally known to me or has produced ________________ as identification.








____________________


Notary Signature


_______________________


Name (typed, printed, or stamped)


Notary Public, State of ___________


Commission No.: _______________


My Commission Expires: _________






ATTACHMENT 9: DICHOTOMOUS DECISION KEY FOR


SUBORDINATION AND JOINDER AND CONSENT





When must a subordination or a joinder and consent be obtained?


1. When there is a mortgage on the Property.


2. When there is an encumbrance (e.g., easement) on the Property, the location of which is the same as, or overlaps with, the location of the restricted area, and the allowed action under the easement is one that would violate the terms of the RC.





Dichotomous Decision Key





1. Is there a mortgage?  No – Go to 2.


1. Is there a mortgage?  Yes – Subordinate





2. Is there an easement, lease or other encumbrance?  No – Don’t subordinate


2. Is there an easement, lease or other encumbrance?  Yes – Go to 3.





3. Is the restriction for water use?  No – Go to 4.


3. Is the restriction for water use?  Yes – Go to 6





4. Is the restriction for the maintenance of an EC (e.g., soil cap)?  No – Go to 5.


4. Is the restriction for the maintenance of an EC (e.g., soil cap)?  Yes – Go to 8.





5. Is the restriction for land use?  No – Don’t subordinate.


5. Is the restriction for land use?  Yes – Go to 10.





6. Does the location of the easement, lease or other encumbrance coincide geographically with the location of the water use restriction?  No – Don’t subordinate as to the water use restriction, but go back to 4 regarding the other types of restrictions. 


6. Does the location of the easement, lease or other encumbrance coincide geographically with the location of the water use restriction?  Yes – Go to 7. 





7. Does the easement, lease or other encumbrance allow the encumbrance holder to use the water, create stormwater facilities, or dig wells?  No – Don’t subordinate as to the water use restriction, but go back to 4 regarding the other types of restrictions. 


7. Does the easement, lease or other encumbrance allow the encumbrance holder to use the water, create stormwater facilities, or dig wells?  Yes – Subordinate, and go back to 4 regarding the other types of restrictions.





8. Does the location of the easement, lease or other encumbrance coincide geographically with the location of the required EC?  No – Don’t subordinate as to the maintenance of an EC, but go back to 5 regarding the last type of restriction.


8. Does the location of the easement, lease or other encumbrance coincide geographically with the location of the required EC?  Yes – Go to 9.





9. Does the easement, lease or other encumbrance allow the encumbrance holder to conduct an activity contrary to the terms of the RC (e.g., enter the soil when the RC has a soil cap requirement).  No – Don’t subordinate as to the maintenance of an EC, but go back to 5 regarding the last type of restriction.


9. Does the easement, lease or other encumbrance allow the encumbrance holder to conduct an activity contrary to the terms of the RC (e.g., enter the soil when the RC has a soil cap requirement).  Yes – Subordinate, and go back to 5 regarding the last type of restriction.





10. Does the easement, lease or other encumbrance allow the encumbrance holder to conduct an activity contrary to the terms of the RC (e.g., maintain a school when the RC has a land use restriction).  No – Don’t subordinate.


10. Does the easement, lease or other encumbrance allow the encumbrance holder to conduct an activity contrary to the terms of the RC (e.g., maintain a school when the RC has a land use restriction).  Yes – Subordinate.











NOTE:  A joinder and consent can be used rather than a subordination in the case of an encumbrance other than a mortgage. 






ATTACHMENT 10: SAMPLE SUBORDINATION OF MORTGAGE TO


DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT





SUBORDINATION OF MORTGAGE TO


DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT


{{If Subordination of Mortgage is used, attach it to the Declaration of RC and change the title to read “Declaration of Restrictive Covenant and Subordination of Mortgage to Declaration of Restrictive Covenant”}}





{{MORTGAGE HOLDER, SUCH AS A BANK}}, as the holder of the following described instrument:





Mortgage from {{PROPERTY OWNER, IF CORPORATION, INDICATE TYPE}}, to {{MORTGAGE HOLDER & INDICATE TYPE OF CORPORATION}}, recorded {{DATE RECORDED}}, in Official Records Book {{BOOK NUMBER}}, at page {{NUMBER}}, {{“which mortgage was modified and restated pursuant to.....”. -- INDICATE ANY MODIFICATION OF MORTGAGE ALSO BY DATE, BOOK & PAGE}} all recorded among the Public Records of {{COUNTY}} County, Florida





(collectively, the “Mortgage”), hereby subordinates the lien of its Mortgage to the foregoing {{If attached to covenant and to be filed with covenant}} Declaration of Restrictive Covenant by and between {{PROPERTY OWNER}} and the Florida Department of Environmental Protection.





Provided, however, that the Mortgage Holder’s subordination herein shall not be deemed to subordinate any valid claim on the part of the Mortgage Holder to the proceeds of any sale, condemnation proceedings, or insurance, nor shall the leases, rents, and profits of the property described in the Mortgage be affected by the Subordination of Mortgage.  The foregoing shall not be construed as a waiver by the mortgage holder of any valid claim it may have according to its interest in the property to the proceeds of any sale, condemnation proceedings, or insurance.





	IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has executed and delivered this Subordination of Mortgage to Declaration of Restrictive Covenant this ______ day of ______________ 20__.





					{{MORTGAGE HOLDER, INDICATE 								STATE OF CORPORATION}}


WITNESSES:


_____________________________	By:  _____________________________





Print Name:____________________	Print Name:_______________________


				


						Title: ____________________________


______________________________


							(CORPORATE SEAL)


Print Name: ____________________





STATE OF FLORIDA


COUNTY OF ________________


	The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _____ day of ______________ 200__ by _____________________________, as _________________ of {{MORTGAGE HOLDER}}, a {{STATE}} corporation, on behalf of the corporation, who is personally known to me or who produced _____________________________________ as identification.


						__________________________________


						Notary Public, State of {{STATE}}


						__________________________________


						Printed Notary Name


						Commission No. _____________________


My Commission Expires: ______________









ATTACHMENT 11: SAMPLE JOINDER AND CONSENT


OF TENANTS AND LESSEES





JOINDER AND CONSENT OF TENANTS


AND LESSEES





KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:





THAT {{NAME OF TENANT OR LESSEE}}, {{DESCRIPTION OF TENANT OR LESSEE, if applicable}}, whose mailing address is {{ADDRESS}} (hereinafter “Tenant or Lessee”), hereby certifies that it is the tenant or lessee of that certain lease dated {{DATE}}, {{if recorded, AND RECORDED {{DATE}}, IN OFFICIAL RECORDS BOOK {{NUMBER}}, AT PAGE {{NUMBER}}, OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS OF {{NAME OF COUNTY}} COUNTY}} (hereinafter “Lease”) which encumbers the property described on Exhibit “A” attached hereto and incorporated herein, owned by {{OWNER NAME}} (hereinafter “Owner”).  The Tenant or Lessee hereby joins in and consents to the granting of the Declaration of Restrictive Covenant by the Owner to the Florida Department of Environmental Protection and agrees that the Tenant or Lessee of the Lease joins in and consents to the above referenced Declaration of Restrictive Covenant.





IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Joinder and Consent is executed by the undersigned this ___ day of ________, 20__.





TENANT OR LESSEE		                 		WITNESSES


                                                                                               ____________________________


  By: ___________________________


                                                                                             Print Name: __________________


  Print Name: ____________________





  Title: _________________________


                                                                                               ____________________________


                                                                                               Print Name: __________________


ATTEST:


____________________________


{{NAME}}{{POSITION}}





STATE OF FLORIDA


COUNTY OF {{NAME OF COUNTY}}


The forgoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___ day of ___________ 20__, by ___________________, as _______________________ of _________________________, {{if applicable, A FLORIDA MUNICIPAL CORPORATION, ON BEHALF OF THE CORPORATION}}, who is personally known to me or who produced ________________ as identification.


____________________________


Notary Public, State of Florida


____________________________


Printed Notary Name


Commission No. ______________


My Commission Expires: ________












ATTACHMENT 12: SAMPLE SUBORDINATION OF ENCUMBRANCE


TO DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT





SUBORDINATION OF {{TYPE OF ENCUMBRANCE, E.G., EASEMENT}} TO


DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT


{{If Subordination of Encumbrance is used, attach it to the Declaration of RC and change the title to read “Declaration of Restrictive Covenant and Subordination of {{type of encumbrance}} to Declaration of Restrictive Covenant”}}





{{ENCUMBRANCE HOLDER}}, as the holder of the following described instrument:





{{Type of encumbrance}} to deed of property owned by {{PROPERTY OWNER, IF CORPORATION INDICATE TYPE}}, to {{ENCUMBRANCE HOLDER & INDICATE TYPE OF CORPORATION, IF ANY}} recorded {{DATE RECORDED}}, in Official Records Book {{BOOK NUMBER}}, at page {{NUMBER}}, recorded among the Public Records of {{COUNTY}} County, Florida





(the “{{type of encumbrance}}”), hereby subordinates its {{type of encumbrance}} to the foregoing {{If attached to covenant and to be filed with covenant}} Declaration of Restrictive Covenant by and between {{PROPERTY OWNER}} and the Florida Department of Environmental Protection.





	IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has executed and delivered this Subordination of {{type of encumbrance}} to the Declaration of Restrictive Covenant this ______ day of ______________ 20__.


{{ENCUMBRANCE HOLDER, STATE OF CORPORATION}}


WITNESSES:


_____________________________	By:  _____________________________


Print Name:____________________	Print Name:_______________________


				


						Title: ____________________________


______________________________


							(CORPORATE SEAL, IF ANY)


Print Name: ____________________





STATE OF FLORIDA


COUNTY OF ________________


	The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _____ day of ______________ 20__ by _____________________________, as _________________ of {{ENCUMBRANCE HOLDER}}, {{if a corporation include A {{STATE}} CORPORATION, ON BEHALF OF THE CORPORATION}}, who is personally known to me or who produced _____________________________________ as identification.


						__________________________________


						Notary Public, State of {{STATE}}


						__________________________________


						Printed Notary Name


						Commission No. _____________________


My Commission Expires: ______________









 


ATTACHMENT 13: SAMPLE JOINDER AND CONSENT OF


ENCUMBRANCE HOLDER





JOINDER AND CONSENT OF {{TYPE OF ENCUMBRANCE,


E.G., EASEMENT}} HOLDER





KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:





THAT {{ENCUMBRANCE HOLDER}}, {{if applicable A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION CREATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA}}, whose mailing address is {{ADDRESS}} (hereinafter “{{TYPE OF ENCUMBRANCE}} Holder”), hereby certifies that it is the holder of a certain {{TYPE OF ENCUMBRANCE}} dated {{DATE}}, and recorded {{DATE}}, in Official Records Book {{NUMBER}}, at page {{NUMBER}}, of the Public Records of {{COUNTY NAME}} County which encumbers the property described on Exhibit “A” attached hereto and incorporated herein, owned by 
{{OWNER}} (hereinafter “Owner”).  The {{TYPE OF ENCUMBRANCE}} Holder hereby joins in and consents to the granting of the Declaration of Restrictive Covenant by the Owner to the Florida Department of Environmental Protection and agrees that the {{TYPE OF ENCUMBRANCE }} shall be subordinated to the above referenced Declaration of Restrictive Covenant.





IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Consent and Joinder is executed by the undersigned this ___ day of ______________, 20__.





            {{ENCUMRANCE HOLDER}}


       WITNESSES:


       _____________________________	By:  _____________________________


      Print Name:____________________	Print Name:_______________________


	    					            Title: ____________________________


       ______________________________


							(CORPORATE SEAL, IF ANY)


Print Name: ____________________


ATTEST:


____________________________


{{NAME}} {{POSITION}}





STATE OF FLORIDA


COUNTY OF {{COUNTY}}


The forgoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___ day of ___________ 20__, by ___________________, as _______________________ of _________________________, {{A FLORIDA MUNICIPAL CORPORATION, ON BEHALF OF THE CORPORATION if applicable}}, who is personally known to me or who produced ________________ as identification.


____________________________


Notary Public, State of Florida


____________________________


Printed Notary Name


Commission No. _____________


My Commission Expires: _________________






ATTACHMENT 14: EXAMPLE OF ENCUMBRANCE MAP 











ATTACHMENT 15:  DIVISION OF STATE LANDS/BOARD


OF TRUSTEE PROPERTIES





If the State of Florida is the property owner, you should contact the FDEP Division of State Lands (DSL) to discuss needed restrictions on the property.  As with any property owner, the DSL must first approve of the conditional closure and of the restrictions.  Both parties must agree upon the form of the IC.





The Board of Trustees (BOT or Board) of the Internal Improvement Trust Fund consists of the Governor, the Commissioner of Agriculture, the Attorney General, and the Chief Financial Officer, and their successors.  The BOT is vested with authority regarding the acquisition, administration, management, control, supervision, conservation, protection, and disposition of all state-owned lands, excluding certain transportation, port and special district lands.   Pursuant to Section 253.03, F.S., the Board is responsible for the creation of an overall and comprehensive plan of development for the acquisition, management, and disposition of state-owned lands.  Section 253.03(7)(a), F.S., directs the Board by statute to maintain a public land office in which are deposited and preserved all records, surveys, plats, maps, field notes, and patents, and all other title documents for state-owned lands.  These records are consulted and searched in the event the BOT considers the sale of the lands.





Pursuant to statute, the FDEP, primarily through the DSL, performs all staff duties and functions related to the acquisition, administration, and disposition of state lands.  All entities managing state-owned conservation lands must prepare and submit for review a management plan, which in addition to describing the property, must address:





· A description of past uses;


· A detailed description of existing and planned use(s);


· A detailed assessment of the impact of planned uses on the renewable and non-renewable resources of the property and a detailed description of the specific actions that will be taken to protect, enhance, and conserve these resources and to mitigate damage caused by such uses;


· A description of management needs and problems for the property; and


· A description of executive directives that constrain the use of such property.





Each plan for conservation lands is scheduled to be updated at least every five years.  DSL, as staff to the BOT, provides guidance and recommendations to ensure that these plans meet statutory and rule requirements. If any DSL tenant or any other entity disagrees with DSL's recommendations, DSL can place the plan before the BOT for consideration.  Pursuant to Section 259.036, F.S., DSL is responsible for coordinating the review of land management activities by a team of individuals composed of several entities, including the FDEP's regulatory district office.  If a parcel of BOT land is not being managed in accordance with the approved plan, the BOT has the power to revoke its lease of such lands to that entity.





The options for restrictions on use, and engineering control options, remain the same for DSL properties as any other property in the State of Florida.  





a.	Site/Project Manager





If a request for a conditional closure is submitted to the FDEP for state-owned lands property by a tenant (not DSL) and if such a request is approved, the Site/Project Manager must write a comprehensive letter to the tenant (copying DSL) stating why the request has been approved; what the restrictions must be; including ECs, if applicable; where the restrictions will apply and what ICs are necessary (the site/project manager may want to attach a copy of the State Lands portion of this IC Guidance Document).  It is then the tenant’s responsibility to seek authorization from DSL to move forward. Similarly, for state-owned contaminated sites at which the DEP’s Site Investigation Section (SIS) is performing site rehabilitation under the State-Owned Lands Cleanup Program (SOLCP), which is state-funded and state-managed, the SIS site/project manager should write the letter described above and seek authorization from the DSL on behalf of the tenant.





b.		Division of State Lands Institutional Controls:





DSL must prepare a memorandum to the DWM agreeing to the following combination of controls, all of which together create the IC mechanism for DSL properties (see Attachments 17).





1. The Management Plan and title files for the DSL property:





FDEP DSL will amend the management plan for the DSL property to contain the use restrictions and EC restrictions (as applicable).





FDEP DSL will place a notice in the title and lease files for the property stating that its use is restricted in perpetuity, specifically indicating how the property’s use is restricted, until such time that the contamination issues on the property have been remediated to state and federal standards that would allow other uses.  This notice will declare further that the title to the property shall be amended to include such restrictions on its future use, if the Board ever determines the property to be surplus to state needs and decides to sell it.  As required by statute, the FDEP maintains land title and lease records for all lands that the Board owns.  These records are consulted and searched prior to transfer of the property from state ownership.  Such restrictions in these files will limit the property’s future uses and these files may be utilized to provide post-closure notice, as more fully described at 40 CFR § 264.119(b) (1).  Additionally, the leases should be amended by the DSL to reflect the new restrictions.





2. Leaseholders notice:





A copy of the management plan and notices advising that use of the property is restricted will be provided to all holders of leases, subleases or assigned leases of the property until such time that the contamination issues on the property have been remediated to state and federal standards that would allow other uses.





3. Future Sale of DSL Property:





Purchasers of DSL property will have notice of the use restrictions because DSL will record the RC prior to the sale of the state land so that the restrictions will be found in a title search prior to sale.  Further, the amended land management plan will state the use prohibitions, water use restrictions and ECs imposed on the property by an RC.   The RC and amended land management plan will include the restrictions until the contamination issues have been remediated to state and federal standards that would allow other uses.  





RCs shall also include a requirement that such future owners grant site access to the FDEP for the purpose of determining compliance with the use restrictions.  The covenant will continue in perpetuity unless the FDEP determines that site contamination in all affected media no longer exceeds cleanup target levels established pursuant to Florida Statutes and FDEP rules.





4. IC Registry: 





The above use restrictions are to be included in the FDEP DWM ICs Registry.





c.	Supporting documentation:





The DWM wants to ensure that the State of Florida in fact, owns the subject property in “fee”.  Consequently, information from DSL to that effect, whether by deed or some other mechanism, must be included in the IC packet of documents submitted to OGC for review.  Additionally, DWM needs to know who the current tenant is on the subject property and include that party in the negotiations.  









ATTACHMENT 16:  SAMPLE DIVISION OF STATE LANDS PACKET





DIVISION OF STATE LANDS MEMORANDUM TO


DIVISION OF WASTE MANAGEMENT





     Florida Department of


Memorandum	               Environmental Protection





Date:                    





To:                       Appropriate District Director or Bureau Chief


                            Division of Waste Management





From: 		      Director


                            Division of State Lands





Subject:                Conditional Site Rehabilitation Completion Order


                             Facility Name


                             Facility address


                             Facility City, County


                             FDEP Facility ID# 


                             Discharge Date:  


___________________________________________________________________





In response to your Division's request for an IC on state lands currently managed by the ________________ (LESSEE), the following is provided in lieu of removal or other remediation of {{petroleum}}-impacted soils on the site.





BACKGROUND: The Board of Trustees of the Internal Improvement Trust Fund (Board) consists of the Governor, Attorney General, Chief Financial Officer, and the Commissioner of Agriculture and their successors, and is vested with the acquisition, administration, management, control, supervision, conservation, protection, and disposition of all state-owned lands, excluding certain transportation, port and special district lands. Pursuant to Section 253.03, F.S., the Board is responsible for the creation of an overall and comprehensive plan of development for the acquisition, management, and disposition of state-owned lands. Pursuant to Section 253.03(7) (a), F.S., the Board is directed by statute to maintain a public land office in which are deposited and preserved all records, surveys, plats, maps, field notes, and patents, and all other title documents for state-owned lands. These records are consulted and searched in the event the Board considers the sale of the lands as surplus.





Pursuant to statute, the Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP), primarily through the Division of State Lands (DSL), performs all staff duties and functions related to the acquisition, administration, and disposition of state lands. It is important to note, however, that the entire FDEP is staff to the Board of Trustees. All entities managing state-owned lands must prepare and submit for review a management plan, which in addition to describing the property, must address:





· A description of past uses


· A detailed description of existing and planned uses


· A detailed assessment of the impact of planned uses on the renewable and non-renewable resources of the property and a detailed description of the specific actions that will be taken to protect, enhance and conserve these resources and to mitigate damage caused by such uses.


· A description of management needs and problems for the property


· A description of executive directives that constrain the use of such property.





Each plan is scheduled to be updated at least every five years. DSL, as staff to the Board, provides guidance and recommendations to ensure that these plans meet statutory and rule requirements. If LESSEE or any other entity disagrees with DSL's recommendations, DSL can place the plan before the Board for consideration. If a parcel of Board land is not being managed in accordance with the approved plan, the Board has the power to revoke its lease of such lands to that entity.





FACILITY NAME: FACILITY ADDRESS (known by any other name?).  LESSEE leases state-owned lands for the operation of___________________, and LESSEE must prepare a land management plan for the property. This land management plan must address land use and environmental issues, including how the manager plans to address any {{soil and/or groundwater}} contamination that is allowed to remain on the property in order to prevent adverse effects to human health and the environment, and how the manager plans to address any other environmental hazards on the property.  LESSEE is required, pursuant to Section 18-2.021, F.A.C., to submit its plans to the DSL for review. Prior to the plans submittal, the Division of Waste Management must review and approve of all plans related to soil and/or groundwater contamination remediation and other environmental hazards.  If DSL has any objections to the plan, LESSEE must present the plan to the Board for final consideration.





LESSEE’S management plan for the FACILITY NAME OR DSL NAME, which includes the lands affected by the contaminated {{soils and/or groundwater}}, has been updated to reference the contamination issue and includes as an attachment an executed copy of Amendment No. ## to Lease No. ####, which amends LESSEE’s lease to include the institutional and EC restriction language requested in {{Mr. Mike Ashey's}} letter of DATE, to LESSEE.  A copy of the amended management plan is attached for your file. The management plan amendment requires that the property (OR a portion of the property)  {{be permanently covered with an impermeable material that prevents human exposure and limits water infiltration.  Excavation and construction are not prohibited provided that any contaminated soils that are excavated are removed and properly disposed of pursuant to DEP rules, AND/OR there shall be no use of the groundwater on the Property.  There shall be no drilling for water conducted on the Property nor shall any wells be installed on the Property other than monitoring wells pre-approved by the FDEP Division of Waste Management. Additionally, there shall be no stormwater swales, stormwater detention or retention facilities or ditches on the Property.  For any dewatering activities, a plan must be in place to address and ensure the appropriate handling, treatment, and disposal of any extracted ground water that may be contaminated.}}. The lease amendment implements the restrictions for the term of the lease; however, the Division of State Lands agrees that the institutional and ECs shall run with the land and with the title to the property and continue in perpetuity, unless modified in writing by DSL and DEP's Division of Waste Management.





As required by statute, DSL maintains land title and lease records for all Board lands. These records are consulted and searched prior to transfer of the property out of state ownership. DSL will place a notice in the title and lease files for this property that lists the restrictions at the contaminated site until such time as the affected site meets state and federal standards that would allow other uses. This notice will declare further that the title to the property shall be amended to include such restrictions on its future use if the Board ever determines the property to be surplus to state needs and decides to sell it. Such provisions in these files will limit its future uses.





The DSL submits that these actions will restrict use of the affected lands and provide adequate long-term control in lieu of a Declaration of Restrictive Covenant.  If you have any questions, please contact _________________with the Bureau of Public Land Administration.   ______________ may be reached at 245-____.






ATTACHMENT 17:  SAMPLE DIVISION OF STATE LANDS LEASE





DIVISION OF STATE LANDS LEASE





	WHEREAS, LESSOR, by virtue of Section 253.03, Florida Statutes, holds title to certain lands and property for the use and benefit of the State of Florida; and





WHEREAS, on the _____ day of _______, ______, LESSOR and LESSEE entered into Lease Number _____; and





WHEREAS, LESSOR and LESSEE desire to amend the lease to include institutional restrictions required as a result of a discharge from {{describe the operations or event, if known, that resulted in the discharge.}}





NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements contained herein, the parties hereto agree as follows:





1.	The DATE, survey, prepared by ___________________., identifying the area of restriction (OR “area that must be capped” OR similar language) is hereby added as Exhibit B.


2.	The following additional section is hereby added in its entirety as Section ______:


"The area  as located on the {{DATE}}, survey, prepared by ________________attached hereto as Exhibit B and by reference made a part hereof ("restricted area"), shall be permanently covered and maintained with an impermeable material that prevents human exposure and prevents water infiltration. Excavation and construction is not prohibited within the contaminated area provided that any contaminated soils that are excavated are removed and properly disposed of pursuant to applicable Florida Department of Environmental Protection ("DEP") rules.





3.	Nothing herein shall limit or conflict with any legal requirements regarding construction methods and precautions that must be taken to minimize risk of exposure while conducting work in the contaminated areas.





4.	The restrictions contained herein are for the benefit of the Florida Department of Environmental Protection ("DEP") and are binding upon LESSEE until a release of covenant is executed by LESSOR and the Secretary of DEP, or designee. To receive prior approval from DEP to remove any requirement herein, cleanup target levels established pursuant to Florida Statutes and DEP rules must have been achieved. The restrictions contained herein may be modified in writing only. Any subsequent amendment must be executed by both the LESSOR and LESSEE, or their respective successors and assigns.





5. It is understood and agreed by LESSOR AND LESSEE that in each and every respect the terms of the Lease Number ____ except as amended shall remain unchanged and in full force and effect and the same are hereby ratified, approved and confirmed by LESSOR AND LESSEE.


IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Lease Amendment to be executed on the day and year first above written.





                                                                       BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE INTERNAL


                                                                       IMPROVEMENT TRUST FUND OF THE


                                                                       STATE OF FLORIDA





______________________________		BY:_____________________________(SEAL)


Witness				            		OPERATIONS & MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT	  


Print/Type Witness Name		         	MANAGER, BUREAU OF PUBLIC


_______________________________       	LAND ADMINISTRATION, DIVISION


Witness						OF STATE LANDS, DEPARTMENT OF


________________________________		ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION


Print/Type Witness Name			





STATE OF FLORIDA          					"LESSOR"


COUNTY OF LEON





The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___ day of _____20__ , by Operations and Management Consultant Manager, Bureau of Public Land Administration, Division of State Lands, Florida Department of Environmental Protection, as agent for and on behalf of the Board of Trustees of the Internal Improvement Trust Fund of the State of Florida.  She is personally known to me.


							__________________________


Notary Public, State of Florida


___________________________


Print/Type Notary Name


Commission Number: 


Commission Expires: 





Approve as to Form and Legality


By:___________________________


Amendment No. ____ to Lease No. ______


________________________________________________________________


_____________________________			By: ______________________(SEAL)


Witness_____________________________	          _________________________________


Print/Type Witness Name 					Print/Type Name


______________________________		__________________________________


Witness					            Title: _____________________


______________________________				“LESSEE”


Print/Type Witness Name





STATE OF FLORIDA


COUNTY OF LEON


The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this __day of ____________, 20__ by 


_____________________as  ____________________________of the State of Florida Department of Environmental Protection. He/she is personally known to me.


							_______________________________


							Notary Public, State of Florida


							_______________________________


Print/Type Notary Name


							Commission number:


Commission Expires:


 



ATTACHMENT 18: 18-4.007 DIVISION OF STATE 


LANDS MANAGEMENT PLANS





Plans submitted to the Division of State Lands for committee review under


requirements of Section 253.034, F.S., should contain, where applicable to the


management of resources, the following:





1) Lease Number: {{3145 – Leon County – 23.51 acres}}





The common name of the property: {{Kirkman Building}}





2) A map showing the location and boundaries of the property plus any


structures or improvements to the property.





[x]   Attached ATTACHMENT # 1   


[  ]	To Be Obtained (not on hand at this time)





3) The legal description and acreage of the property.





[x]   Attached ATTACHMENT #2 


[  ]   To Be Obtained (not on hand at this time)





4) The degree of title interest held by the Board, including reservations and 


encumbrances such as leases. ATTACHMENT #3 





Easements {{# 29285 and 27833; Ina S. Thompson Child Care Center;


DHSMV Credit Union and Leon County Kindergarten.}} 





5) The land acquisition program (e.g. C.A.R.L., E.E.L., Save Our Coast), if any,


under which the property was acquired.





Title was acquired by the Florida Board of Trustees as a site for {{the DHSMV


General Headquarters.}}





6) The designated single use or multiple use management for the property,


Including other managing agencies.





{{Multiple use – DHSMV General Headquarters; Ina S. Thompson Child Care


Center; DHSMV Credit Union and Leon County Kindergarten.}} 





7) Proximity of property to other significant Sate, local, or federal land or water


resources.





{{Across Apalachee Parkway – 300 yards – State Division of Forestry,


Division Office: 2912 Apalachee Parkway, Tallahassee, FL 32399, Koger


Center – 100% occupied by State; and 1 ½ miles – new State Satellite Office


Complex – Capital Circle}} 





8) A statement as to whether the property is within an aquatic preserve or a


designated area of critical State concern or an area under study for such


designation.





{{No – Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings. }}





9) The location and description of known and reasonably identifiable


renewable  and non-renewable resources of the property including, but not


limited to, the following:





(a) Brief description of soil types, using U.S.D.A. maps when available;





{{Orangeburg – Urban land complex, 2 to 12 percent slopes }}





(b) Archaeological and historical resources;





{{See ATTACHMENT # 4


The Department will follow the Division of Historical Resources’ policy for


Management Procedures for Archaeological and Historic Sites and





Properties on State Owned or controlled lands 4189}} 





(c) Water resources including the water quality classification for each


water body and the identification of any such water body that is designated


as an Outstanding Florida Waters;





{{None – Urban land complex parking lot and buildings. }}





(d) Fish and Wildlife and their habitat;





{{See ATTACHMENT # 5


None – Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings. Natural Area


Inventory states the property is mostly cleared land and element


occurrence of a habitat is unlikely. }}





(e) State and federally listed endangered or threatened species and their habitat;





{{None. Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings. Natural Area Inventory 


states the property is mostly cleared land and element occurrence of a habitat is unlikely.}}


	


(f) Beaches and dunes;





{{None. Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings.  }}





(g) Swamps, marshes and other wetlands;





{{None. Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings. }}





(h) Mineral resources, such as oil, gas and phosphate;





{{None. Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings.}}





(i) Unique natural features, such as coral reefs, natural springs, caverns, large


sinkholes, virgin timber stands, scenic vistas, and natural rivers and streams; and





{{None. Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings.}}





(j) Outstanding native landscapes containing relatively unaltered flora, fauna, and


geological conditions.





{{None. Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings.}}





10) A description of actions the agency plans, to locate and identify unknown


resources such as surveys of unknown archaeological and historical


resources.





{{None. Urban land complex/parking lot and buildings.}}


      


11) The identification of resources on the property that are listed in the 


Natural Area Inventory.





{{See ATTACHMENT # 6


None. Natural Area Inventory states mostly cleared land and element 


occurrence of a habitat is unlikely}}





12) A description of past uses, including any unauthorized uses of the property.





{{Prior to DHSMV Site, this acreage was a cow pasture. The past use has been to house the Department of Hwy. Safety & Motor Vehicles, parking facilities, Ina S.


Thompson Child Care Center, Leon County Kindergarten and DHSMV Credit Union.}}





13) A detailed description of existing and planned use(s) of the property.





{{Existing: Same as 12 above. A “D” wing has been added to the Kirkman Bldg.


(1993-94). No changes are planned in the Credit Union, Child Care Center nor


the Kindergarten.}}





14) A description of alternative or multiple uses of the property considered by the 


managing agency and an explanation of why such uses were not adopted.





{{At the present time, the managing agency is not planning to add additional uses of this property.}}





15) A detailed assessment of the impact of planned uses on the renewable and 


non-renewable resources of the property and a detailed description of the specific


actions that will be taken to protect, enhance and conserve these resources and to mitigate damage caused by such uses.





{{No new construction is planned for the site in the future and a holding pond was constructed to deal with storm water to run off from the parking lot. This system is connected to the City of Tallahassee’s storm water drainage system.}} 





16) A description of management needs and problems for the property.





{{The property is an urban land complex with parking lots, building, manicured lawn


and a few trees.}}





17) Identification of adjacent land uses that conflict with the planned use of the property,


if any.





{{The adjacent land usages are urban residential, business establishments, county fire


department and forestry station.}}





18) A description of legislative or executive directives that constrain the use of such property.





{{The property was originally purchased to provide a site for the general headquarters


of the FDEP. This original constraint has been modified to allow the construction of the DHSMV Credit Union, the modification of one facility to be used as the Ina S. Thompson Child Care Center.


Herein is established an environmental constraint in accordance with ATTACHMENT # 7 and as defined in Amendment # 2 to the property lease. }}





19) A finding regarding whether each planned use complies with the State Lands


Management Plan, particularly whether such uses represent “balanced public


utilization”, specific agency statutory authority, and other legislative or executive constraints. 





{{This Department is in compliance with State Land Mgt. Plan. Chapter 319, 320, 321


and 322 Florida Statutes specify the Agency’s statutory authority.}}





20) An assessment as to whether the property, or any portion, should be declared surplus.





{{None.}}





21) Identification of other parcels of land within or immediately adjacent to the property


that should be purchased because they are essential to management of the property.





{{Not sure any land is available to be purchased in this area.}}





22) A description of the management responsibilities of each agency and how such responsibilities will be coordinated, including a provision that requires that the managing agency consult with the Division of Archives, History and Records Management before taking actions that may adversely affect archaeological or historic resources.





{{See ATTACHEMT #





The Department will follow the Division of Archives, History and Records Management’s policy as outlined in “Management Procedures for the Protection of 


Archaeological and Historical Sites and Properties.}}





23) Historical Sites and Properties: 


A statement concerning the extent of public involvement and local government participation in the development of the plan, if any, including a summary of comments and concerns expressed.





{{Rezoning hearing that preceded the Ina S. Thompson Child Center involved considerable public and local government comment related to the multiple uses of the property and possible traffic congestion. However, these concerns were satisfied and rezoning was accepted by the Leon County Commission.}}








Specific Authority 253.03 (7), 253.034 (4), (5) FS. Law Implemented 253.034 (4), FS.


History – New 4-4-84, Formerly 16Q-23.07, Transferred from 16Q-23.007.


ATTACHMENT 19: TEMPLATE FOR CONSTRUCTIVE NOTICE OF


INTENT TO APPROVE USE OF INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL





Pursuant to subsection 62-780.680(8), F.A.C., (and similar provisions in 62-770, 62-782 and 62-785), the Person Responsible for Site Rehabilitation (PRSR) is required to provide constructive notice of the Department’s intent to approve the PRSR’s No Further Action Proposal with Controls (either an institutional control or both engineering and institutional controls).  The PRSR must provide the notice prior to the Department’s approval of such proposal (but within 30 days after the Department’s conditional approval of the proposal).  Pursuant to subsection 62-110.106(5), F.A.C., the PRSR must publish the notice at its expense in the legal advertisements section of a newspaper of general circulation (i.e., meeting the requirements of ss. 50.011 and 50.031, F.S.) in the county in which the effects of the Department’s proposed action will occur.  The PRSR must provide proof of publication within seven days of the publication by furnishing the Department with a uniform affidavit in substantially the form prescribed in s. 50.051, F.S.  The following template meets this constructive notice requirement.  Replace the information inside the brackets with information specific to the site.    





STATE OF FLORIDA


DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION


NOTICE OF PROPOSED AGENCY ACTION





The Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) gives notice that it proposes to approve a No Further Action Proposal with Institutional Controls or with Engineering and Institutional Controls and issue a Site Rehabilitation Completion Order with controls for a contaminated site.  {PRSR} is seeking this order in reference to FDEP Site ID # {site id #} {facility name, address} and intends to restrict exposure to contamination in the following manner: {describe the type of controls such as land use restrictions, water use restrictions, caps over contaminated soil, etc}.





Complete copies of the No Further Action Proposal, the draft restrictive covenant, and the FDEP’s preliminary evaluation are available for public inspection during normal business hours 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, except legal holidays at FDEP {address of location of documents}.





Local governments with jurisdiction over the property subject to the Institutional Control, real property owner(s) of any property subject to the Institutional Control, and residents of any property subject to the Institutional Control have 30 days from publication of this notice to provide comments to the FDEP.  Such comments must be sent to FDEP {name  and address of person who should receive comments and person’s email address}.        









ATTACHMENT 20: TEMPLATE FOR CONSTRUCTIVE NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPROVE USE OF INTERIM INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL





The following template meets the constructive notice requirement for the use of an interim IC.  Replace the information inside the brackets with information specific to the site.    





STATE OF FLORIDA


DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION


NOTICE OF PROPOSED AGENCY ACTION





The Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) gives notice that it proposes to approve use of an interim institutional control in the form of a Declaration of Restrictive Covenant at a contaminated site while site rehabilitation is ongoing.  {PRSR} is seeking this Declaration in reference to FDEP Site ID # {site id number}, {facility name, address} and intends to restrict exposure to contamination in the following manner: {describe the type of controls such as land use restrictions, water use restrictions, caps over contaminated soil, etc}.





Complete copies of the draft Declaration of Restrictive Covenant, and FDEP’s preliminary evaluation are available for public inspection during normal business hours 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, except legal holidays at FDEP {address of location of documents}.





Local governments with jurisdiction over the property subject to the institutional control, real property owner(s) of any property subject to the institutional control, and residents of any property subject to the institutional control have 30 days from publication of this notice to provide comments to FDEP.  Such comments must be sent to FDEP {name and address of person to receive comments and person’s email address}.









ATTACHMENT 21:  FLORIDA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE


RULES REGARDING NOTICE





[62-110.106(5), (8) & (9), Florida Administrative Code]


(5) Notices: General Requirements. Each person who files an application for a Department permit or other approval may publish or be required to publish a notice of application or other notice as set forth below in this section. Except as specifically provided otherwise in this paragraph, each person publishing such a notice under this section shall do so at his own expense in the legal advertisements section of a newspaper of general circulation (i.e., one that meets the requirements of Sections 50.011 and 50.031 of the Florida Statutes) in the county or counties in which the activity will take place or the effects of the Department’s proposed action will occur, and shall provide proof of the publication to the Department within seven days of the publication. For federally enforceable general permits approved by the Department for air operations, however, notice of a draft permit shall be published in the Florida Administrative Weekly, in accordance with 40 C.F.R. sec. 70.7(h)(1). In addition to the provisions of this section, other specific requirements for notices are as follows: notices for variances and waivers are governed by Rule 62-110.104, F.A.C., notices for federally enforceable air operation permits are governed by Rule 62-210.350, F.A.C., notices for exemptions from water quality criteria are governed by paragraph 62-4.243(1)(a), F.A.C., those for exemptions for water bodies classified for navigation, utility, and industrial use are governed by paragraph 62-4.243(2)(a), F.A.C., notices for exemptions from the limitations imposed on mixing zones are governed by paragraph 62-4.244(1)(c), F.A.C., notices for general permits are generally governed by subsection 62-4.530(5), F.A.C., notices on site-specific alternative criteria are governed by subparagraph 62-302.800(4)(c)7., F.A.C., notices for “noticed general permits” in the environmental resource permitting program are governed by paragraphs 62-343.090(1)(d)-(e), (2)(c), and (2)(h)-(j), F.A.C., notices on permits for underground injection wells are governed by Rule 62-528.315, F.A.C., notices on wastewater facility permits are governed by Rule 62-620.550, F.A.C., notices for general permits for solid waste transfer stations are governed by subsection 62-701.801(7), F.A.C., and notices (including the federal requirement for such notice to be broadcast over one or more local radio stations) for hazardous waste permits are governed by subsections 62-730.220(9) and (11), F.A.C.


	(8) Notice of Proposed Agency Action (Non-permitting). On a matter other than a permit application, the Department or any applicant, petitioner for a variance or waiver, party to a consent order, or person seeking the Department’s authorization or approval of a report, plan, proposal, or other request (excluding any request for hearing) may publish or be required to publish notice of the proposed action in substantially the following format:


State of Florida Department of Environmental Protection Notice of Proposed Agency Action


The Department of Environmental Protection gives notice that it proposes [insert phrase describing the agency action proposed (e.g., to approve a consent order)] in reference to [a description and location of the subject matter or activity covered by the action, the Department’s identification number, and the name and address of any person to whom the action is directed]. Complete copies [of any document and accompanying material expressing the proposed agency action] are available for public inspection during normal business hours 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, except legal holidays, at [name and address of office].


[Insert the language setting forth the notice of rights, as provided in paragraph (12) of this rule, below, except that references in that notice to deadlines of fourteen days shall be replaced by references to twenty-one days.]


(9) Proof of Publication. Notice to substantially affected persons on applications for Department permits or other authorizations is an essential and integral part of the state environmental permitting process. Therefore, no application for a permit or other authorization for which published notice is required shall be granted until proof of publication of notice is made by furnishing a uniform affidavit in substantially the form prescribed in Section 50.051 of the Florida Statutes, to the office of the Department issuing the permit or other authorization. Applicants for hazardous waste permits must also comply with subsection 62-730.220(11), F.A.C.






ATTACHMENT 22:  STATUTES REGARDING NOTICE PUBLICATION





(ss. 50.011 and 50.031, Florida Statutes)


50.011  Where and in what language legal notices to be published.--Whenever by statute an official or legal advertisement or a publication, or notice in a newspaper has been or is directed or permitted in the nature of or in lieu of process, or for constructive service, or in initiating, assuming, reviewing, exercising or enforcing jurisdiction or power, or for any purpose, including all legal notices and advertisements of sheriffs and tax collectors, the contemporaneous and continuous intent and meaning of such legislation all and singular, existing or repealed, is and has been and is hereby declared to be and to have been, and the rule of interpretation is and has been, a publication in a newspaper printed and published periodically once a week or oftener, containing at least 25 percent of its words in the English language, entered or qualified to be admitted and entered as periodicals matter at a post office in the county where published, for sale to the public generally, available to the public generally for the publication of official or other notices and customarily containing information of a public character or of interest or of value to the residents or owners of property in the county where published, or of interest or of value to the general public. 


50.031  Newspapers in which legal notices and process may be published.--No notice or publication required to be published in a newspaper in the nature of or in lieu of process of any kind, nature, character or description provided for under any law of the state, whether heretofore or hereafter enacted, and whether pertaining to constructive service, or the initiating, assuming, reviewing, exercising or enforcing jurisdiction or power, by any court in this state, or any notice of sale of property, real or personal, for taxes, state, county or municipal, or sheriff's, guardian's or administrator's or any sale made pursuant to any judicial order, decree or statute or any other publication or notice pertaining to any affairs of the state, or any county, municipality or other political subdivision thereof, shall be deemed to have been published in accordance with the statutes providing for such publication, unless the same shall have been published for the prescribed period of time required for such publication, in a newspaper which at the time of such publication shall have been in existence for 1 year and shall have been entered as periodicals matter at a post office in the county where published, or in a newspaper which is a direct successor of a newspaper which together have been so published; provided, however, that nothing herein contained shall apply where in any county there shall be no newspaper in existence which shall have been published for the length of time above prescribed. No legal publication of any kind, nature or description, as herein defined, shall be valid or binding or held to be in compliance with the statutes providing for such publication unless the same shall have been published in accordance with the provisions of this section. Proof of such publication shall be made by uniform affidavit. 






ATTACHMENT 23: STATUTE GOVERNING FORM OF AFFIDAVIT


FOR PROOF OF PUBLICATION





Section 50.051 Proof of publication; form of uniform affidavit.--The printed form upon which all such affidavits establishing proof of publication are to be executed shall be substantially as follows: 


NAME OF NEWSPAPER





Published (Weekly or Daily)





(Town or City)  (County)  FLORIDA





STATE OF FLORIDA 


COUNTY OF _____: 


Before the undersigned authority personally appeared _____, who on oath says that he or she is _____ of the _____, a _____ newspaper published at _____ in _____ County, Florida; that the attached copy of advertisement, being a _____ in the matter of _____ in the _____ Court, was published in said newspaper in the issues of _____. 


Affiant further says that the said _____ is a newspaper published at _____, in said _____ County, Florida, and that the said newspaper has heretofore been continuously published in said _____ County, Florida, each _____ and has been entered as periodicals matter at the post office in _____, in said _____ County, Florida, for a period of 1 year next preceding the first publication of the attached copy of advertisement; and affiant further says that he or she has neither paid nor promised any person, firm or corporation any discount, rebate, commission or refund for the purpose of securing this advertisement for publication in the said newspaper. 


Sworn to and subscribed before me this _____ day of _____,  (year) , by _____, who is personally known to me or who has produced (type of identification) as identification. 

 (Signature of Notary Public)  

 (Print, Type, or Stamp Commissioned Name of Notary Public)  


 (Notary Public)  





______________________________


Print Name of Notary Public





Commission No.  ________________





						Commission Expires:  ____________












ATTACHMENT 24:  STATUTORY RECORDING REQUIREMENTS








695.26 Requirements for recording instruments affecting real property.-- 1997


(1) No instrument by which the title to real property or any interest therein is conveyed, assigned, encumbered, or otherwise disposed of shall be recorded by the clerk of the circuit court unless: 


(a) The name of each person who executed such instrument is legibly printed, typewritten, or stamped upon such instrument immediately beneath the signature of such person and the post-office address of each such person is legibly printed, typewritten, or stamped upon such instrument; 


(b) The name and post-office address of the natural person who prepared the instrument or under whose supervision it was prepared are legibly printed, typewritten, or stamped upon such instrument; 


(c) The name of each witness to the instrument is legibly printed, typewritten, or stamped upon such instrument immediately beneath the signature of such witness; 


(d) The name of any notary public or other officer authorized to take acknowledgments or proofs whose signature appears upon the instrument is legibly printed, typewritten, or stamped upon such instrument immediately beneath the signature of such notary public or other officer authorized to take acknowledgment or proofs; 


(e) A 3-inch by 3-inch space at the top right-hand corner on the first page and a 1-inch by 3-inch space at the top right-hand corner on each subsequent page are reserved for use by the clerk of the court; and 


(f) In any instrument other than a mortgage conveying or purporting to convey any interest in real property, the name and post-office address of each grantee in such instrument are legibly printed, typewritten, or stamped upon such instrument. 


(2) If a name or address is printed, typewritten, or stamped on an instrument in a position other than the position required by subsection (1), the clerk of the circuit court may, in her or his discretion, accept the instrument for recordation if she or he determines that the connection between the signature and the name or the name and the address is apparent. 






ATTACHMENT 25:  INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL REGISTRY 


DATA SHEET AND INSTRUCTIONS 


(instructions below Data Sheet)











__________________


Database (as applicable)





__________________	                       		____________________


County				 			Facility ID (as applicable)





__________________				____________________


Facility Name							Facility Address





_________       ________  ______     ________      _____     ______   ______   ________


City 	  	 Zip 	       Section      Township      Range	    Book #   Page #    Parcel ID





____________    ____________    ___________     __________    __________    _____


     LAT DD            LAT MM            LAT SS               LONG DD        LONG MM      LONG SS	     LAT/LONG ACQUISITION METHOD





____________________  ____________   ___________  _______________  _____________


Institutional Control Mech. DateRecorded  Program Area  Date Order Issued  Date IC Remove 





1._______________________   ________________    ________________    ____________


   Institutional Control Type         Engineering Control    Contaminated Media   Contamination





2._______________________   ________________    ________________    ____________


   Institutional Control Type         Engineering Control    Contaminated Media   Contamination








3._______________________   ________________    ________________    ____________


   Institutional Control Type         Engineering Control    Contaminated Media   Contamination





4._______________________   ________________    ________________    ____________


   Institutional Control Type         Engineering Control    Contaminated Media   Contamination





  _________________


  Last Inspection





  Comments:











Legal Description:  Please identify if attached








INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL


REGISTRY DATA SHEET (data sheet above)





Database:  This should identify the database in which this facility is currently tracked (e.g., STCM, COMET, etc.)





County: Select the County of the Facility from drop down menu.





DEP Facility ID Number:  List the number (or name) in which the facility is currently tracked





Facility Name:  List the name of the Facility





Facility Address:  List the actual Street Address of the Facility with the institutional control (not the headquarters office or mailing address)





City:  List the city of the Facility





Zip:  List the facility Zip Code





Section/Township/Range:  List the Section/Township and Range of the Facility





Book #/Page#/Parcel ID:  List the plat book #, page # and parcel ID of the recorded instrument





Lat/Long:  List the Latitude and Longitude in days, minutes and seconds.





Lat/Long Acquisition method:  Select the method of acquisition used to obtain the facility’s latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates (e.g. GPS or map, etc.) from drop down menu.                   





Institutional Control Mechanism:  Select the applicable Institutional Control Mechanism (e.g. Restrictive Covenant, Consent Order, Memorandum of Agreement, etc.) from drop down menu.	





Date Institutional Control Recorded:   


For Conservation Easements, Restrictive Covenants or Deed Notices:  This is the date the actual instrument was recorded by the property owner with the appropriate county land office.  A receipt (typically this is a copy of the restrictive covenant that is stamped with the book and page number in the upper right hand corner of the document) indicating when and where the covenant was recorded.  





Memorandum of Agreements, Permits or Other:  This is the date the agreement, permit or other instrument was fully executed. 





Program Area:  Select from the drop down menu the FDEP program responsible for overseeing the property remediation, determined by the type of contamination present or by the state and/or federal laws and rules that will govern the cleanup (e.g. Petroleum, Brownfields, Dry-cleaning, RCRA, Global RBCA, Solid Waste and CERCLA (i.e., Superfund).


		


Date Order Issued:  This is the date that the Site Rehabilitation Completion Order with Conditions was issued by the DEP.





Date Institutional Control was Removed:  This is the date that the institutional control was removed (unrecorded by the property owner).





Institutional Control Type:  Select the specific restriction(s) imposed by the Institutional Control Mechanism (e.g. Groundwater Use Restriction, Land Use Restriction, Digging Restriction, etc.) from drop down menu.


	


Engineering Control:  Select the engineering control(s) imposed by the Institutional Control Mechanism (e.g. Impervious Cap, Bottom Barriers, Clean Fill, etc) from the drop down menu.





Contaminated media:  Select the media(s) specifically being addressed by the Institutional Control Type (e.g. Groundwater, Soil, Sediment, etc.) that’s being recorded from the drop down menu.


	


Contamination:  Select the category of contamination being addressed by the Institutional Control Type (e.g. Petroleum [additives included], Inorganic Metallic and Non-metallic, Chlorinated Solvents, Phenols, etc.) that’s being recorded from the drop down menu. 


	


Note:  The institutional control type, engineering control, contaminated media and contamination are linked fields.   Additionally, there can be multiple institutional control types for each Institutional control mechanism.  For example, a Restrictive Covenant (institutional control mechanism) may restrict groundwater access due to groundwater contaminated with petroleum chemicals of concern.  The same mechanism may also require a concrete cap and digging restrictions due to soil contaminated with petroleum chemicals of concern.  Under this situation, the following should be entered into the datasheet:





Restrictive Covenant   ____   ___10/21/00_    _Petroleum	_11/30/00_     


Institutional Control Mechanism	         Date Recorded                Program Area 	  Date Order Issued	   Date IC Removed





1._Water Use Restriction_		NONE_	GROUNDWATER___PETROLEUM___


            Institutional Control Type		Engineering Control		Contaminated Media	Contamination





2._EC MAINTENANCE___	 _CAP___		_SOIL_____	   PETROLEUM___


            Institutional Control Type	Engineering Control		Contaminated Media     Contamination





3._DIGGING RESTRICTION_  NONE		  SOIL____       PETROLEUM


       Institutional Control Type		Engineering Control		Contaminated Media	     Contamination





4.______________________________   __________________	_________________            _________________


    Institutional Control Type		Engineering Control		Contaminated Media	      Contamination








Last Inspection:  This is the date that the facility was inspected by FDEP or its agents to verify that the institutional control was in place.





Comments:  This should include any appropriate comments pertaining to the facility.  Please note that this will be displayed on the web for public use.  So…please keep comments brief and professional.





Legal Description:  This is the legal description of the property and may be attached to this data sheet rather than transcribed in this space.





Please convert both the executed conditional SRCO and clerk stamped copy of the institutional control to .pdf and e-mail to “DWM/MIS ICR MAILBOX.”  Additionally, send any questions regarding entering data in this Data Sheet to this same e-mail address.



ATTACHMENT 26: SAMPLE TERMINATION AND RELEASE


OF DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT





This Instrument Prepared by:					3 X 3 block in


{{Name}}.								Upper right corner


{{Address}}								For use by recording


Date:{{Date}}								office.





TERMINATION AND RELEASE OF


DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANT





THIS TERMINATION AND RELEASE OF DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE


COVENANT ("Termination") is made this ___ day of __________,  by


the FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION (hereinafter "FDEP").





WHEREAS, {{pertinent information}}.





WHEREAS, Owner and FDEP entered into that certain Declaration of Restrictive Covenant dated {{date}} which was recorded in Official Records Book {{book #}}, Page {{page #}} of the Public Records of {{name of county}} County, Florida (the "Declaration") affecting that certain real property situated at {{address}} in the City of {{name of city}} in the County of {{name of county}}, State of Florida, more particularly described in Exhibit "A" attached hereto and made a part hereof (hereinafter the "Property").





WHEREAS, FDEP desires to terminate the Declaration because {{reason for termination}}, and therefore the property no longer needs to be restricted against {{type of restriction in the existing restrictive covenant}}.





NOW THEREFORE, FDEP hereby terminates the Declaration, and the Property


is hereby released from the restrictive covenants contained in the Declaration.


This Termination will be recorded in the Public Records of {{name of county}} County which will terminate the Declaration. Nothing contained in this Termination is intended nor shall be construed to terminate or release any restriction or condition affecting any other property than the property more particularly described in the Declaration.


(Signature Page to follow)





IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this instrument, this ____ day of ______________, {{year}}.


.


Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of:





Approved as to form by the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, Office of General Counsel._____________________________________





FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF


ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION





By:	___________________________________


      	{{name of person signing}}


	{{title of person signing}}


	{{name of person’s office}}








____________________________________		Date: ____________________


Witness


Print Name: __________________________











____________________________________ 		Date: ____________________


Witness


Print Name: __________________________





STATE OF FLORIDA





COUNTY OF _______________________








The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this


____ day of ______________, {{year}}, by ______________


Personally Known ____ OR Produced Identification ____


Type of Identification Produced ________________________








________________________________________


Signature of Notary Public








________________________________________


Print Name of Notary Public








Commission No. __________________________





Commission Expires: _______________________






ATTACHMENT 27: EXAMPLE SIGNATURE


BLOCKS AND CERTIFICATIONS





Often, the owner of the property who signs the RC is a business entity rather than an individual.  To assist FDEP staff in identifying the appropriate person to sign an RC on behalf of a business entity owner, this document provides example signature blocks and certifications of authority to sign/bind. 





PLEASE NOTE:   In most cases, you will not need to use a certification of authority.  The sample certifications are only for use when you are unable to verify that the person seeking to sign the RC is an officer, manager, or general partner.  If, based on the information available on SUNBIZ, you can verify that the person seeking to sign the RC is authorized to do so (see who can sign for each type of business entity in the signature blocks below), then you do not need to refer to the sample certifications or contact OGC for advice.





Information about business entities and their officers, manager, etc. is available at SUNBIZ (www.sunbiz.org/search.html).  For businesses not listed there, contact OGC for advice on naming the proper parties.   





Clicking on the following links in www.sunbiz.org will direct you to the corresponding sample:





			Example signature blocks: 





			Example certifications of authority:








			1) Corporations [this page]


2) Limited Liability Companies – LLCs [this page]


3) Partnerships 


a) General partnership - GP


b) Limited partnership - LP


c) Limited liability partnership - LLP


d) Limited liability limited partnership - LLLP


4) Multiple entities





			1) Corporations


2) Limited Liability Companies – LLCs


3) Partnerships


4) D/B/A (Doing Business As/Fictitious Name)

















EXAMPLES OF PROPER SIGNATURE BLOCKS





[bookmark: corp]CORPORATION - Only an officer OR a non-officer with written signatory authority (see certifications below) can sign.





			(Example)


GREEN EARTH, INC.,





	By: 	_______________________________


	Name:	John H. Doe


	Title:	President [or Secretary or Treasurer]





[bookmark: llc]


LLC – Only a Manager can sign.





				(Example - LLC)


BIOHAZARD DISPOSAL, LLC





By:  	________________________________


Jim Q.  Brown, Manager [or Managing Member] 








[bookmark: pship]PARTNERSHIP – Only a General Partner can sign; a Limited Partner cannot sign.


		


(Example – general partnership)





MULCH RECYCLERS, GP, a Florida general partnership,	





By:  	________________________________


	Jane Smith, General Partner 








(Example – limited partnership (LP))





ORGANIC ENTERPRISES, LP, an Alaskan limited partnership,





By:   	________________________________


Jonathan H. Smith, General Partner


	





(Example – limited liability partnership (LLP))





ORGANIC ENTERPRISES, L.L.P., a Virginia limited liability partnership, 





By:   	________________________________


John D. Doe, Partner [or Managing Partner]








(Example – limited liability limited partnership (LLLP))





						ORGANIC ENTERPRISES, L.L.L.P., 


a Florida limited liability limited partnership, 


By:   	________________________________


John D. Doe, General Partner 











[bookmark: multi]MULTIPLE ENTITIES – When one type of business entity is the Partner/Manager/etc. 





(Example)


Land Developer, L.L.C., a Florida limited liability company, 





By: 	Development Solutions, L.P., a Florida limited partnership, 


Its Manager,





By: 	Developer Company, a Florida general partnership, 


Its General Partner, 





By:	 Greenspace Corporation, a Florida corporation, 


Its Managing Partner, 





By: 		___________________________________


Name:		Jane R. Doe


Title:		President [or Secretary or Treasurer]















EXAMPLE CERTIFICATIONS OF AUTHORITY





[bookmark: corp_cert]CORPORATION – Three examples are provided.





(Corp - Example 1)





I, Jane R. Doe, the Executive Vice-President of Environmental Protection, Inc., named as Respondent in the Consent Order attached herein, hereby certify and represent to the State of Florida Department of Environmental Protection that the undersigned executed the Consent Order for and on behalf of said corporation and that in so executing said instrument. the undersigned was duly authorized to do so in her named capacity as officer and by so executing does hereby bind said corporation to the terms of said instrument as therein set forth.





____________________________


Jane R. Doe


Executive Vice-President





Dated:   ______________________





(Corp - Example 2 – Foreign Corporation)





I, Joan B. Green, Secretary of Gross Point, Inc., a Georgia corporation (the "Company"), do hereby certify that the Vice President, John Q. Brown, is authorized and empowered to negotiate, enter into and execute, in the name and on behalf of the Company, any agreements, documents, instruments, certificates and other commitments and obligations that he deems or believes to be advisable and in the best interest of the Company, including, without limitation, the Consent Order attached hereto entered into between the State of Florida Department of Environmental Protection  and the Company relating to Describe the facility or site at which the violations occurred, CITY, COUNTY, Florida , upon the effective date of the Consent Order.





IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the corporate seal of said Company, this ____ day of ____________, 200__. 


									{SEAL}








[or, if the corporation has no seal delete the paragraph above and use the following:]





IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this ___ day of _________, 20___.








________________________________Joan B. Green


Secretary, Gross Point, Inc.  











(Corp - Example 3 – Non-officer signing)





I, Jane B. Green, certify that I am the Secretary of Evergreen Properties, Inc., a Florida corporation (the “Company”) named as Respondent in the Consent Order attached herein;  that Robert Doe, in his capacity as Environmental Manager of Evergreen Properties, Inc. is authorized to enter into and execute this Consent Order in the name and on behalf of the Company; that said Consent Order was duly signed by him for and on behalf of said corporation by authority of its governing body, and is within the scope of its corporate powers.





IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the corporate seal of said Company, this ____ day of ____________, 20___. 


{SEAL}





[or, if the corporation has no seal delete the paragraph above and use the following:]





IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this ___ day of _________, 20___.





			_________________________________ 


Jane B. Green


Secretary, Evergreen Properties, Inc.


[bookmark: llc_cert]














LLC – Two examples are provided.





(LLC - Example 1)





The undersigned, Jane B. Smith, Manager and President of Biohazard Disposal LLC, a Florida limited liability company (the “Company”), does hereby certify in the name and on behalf of the Company that I am a Manager and the President of the Company.  The undersigned further certifies that:


	


(1)	John H. Doe has been duly appointed Vice-President of the Company and is currently serving in that position.





(2)	Pursuant to the Company’s Organizational Agreement, Operating Agreement and resolutions duly adopted by the Managers of the Company, Mr. Doe is authorized and empowered to  negotiate, enter into and execute, in the name and on behalf of the Company, any agreements, documents, instruments, certificates and other commitments and obligations that he deems or believes to be advisable and in the best interest of the Company, including, without limitation, the Consent Order attached hereto entered into between   the State of Florida Department of Environmental Protection  and the Company relating to Describe the facility or site at which the violations occurred, CITY, COUNTY County, Florida.





(continued on the next page)


IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand, this ____ day of ____________, 20___. 








______________________________


Jane B. Smith


Manager and President








 (LLC - Example 2)





The undersigned, being all of the Members or Managers of Biohazard Disposal LLC (the “Company”), a Florida limited liability company, do unanimously agree and certify that: 





(1) Jane R. Brown, as President and Manager of the Company, is authorized and empowered to  negotiate, enter into and execute, in the name and on behalf of the Company, any agreements, documents, instruments, certificates and other commitments and obligations that he deems or believes to be advisable and in the best interest of the Company, including, without limitation, the Consent Order attached hereto entered into between  the State of Florida Department of Environmental Protection  and the Company relating to Describe the facility or site at which the violations occurred, CITY, COUNTY, Florida.





IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have executed this consent on the dates indicated below





_____________________	__________


NAME				DATE


Member or Manager		


______________________	__________


NAME					DATE


Member or Manager


 ______________________	__________


NAME					DATE


Member or Manager








[bookmark: pship_cert]PARTNERSHIP





The undersigned, being all of the General Partners of Mulch Recyclers Partnership (the “Partnership”), a Florida general partnership, do hereby certify that:





(1) LAURIE J. ROUGHTON, as General Partner of the Partnership, is authorized and empowered to  negotiate, enter into and execute, in the name and on behalf of the Partnership, any agreements, documents, instruments, certificates and other commitments and obligations that she deems or believes to be advisable and in the best interest of the Partnership, including, without limitation, the Consent Order attached hereto entered into between the State of Florida Department of Environmental Protection  and the Partnership relating to Describe the facility or site at which the violations occurred, CITY, COUNTY County, Florida.





IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have executed this consent on the dates indicated below:





________________________________	__________


Laurie J. Roughton, General Partner	DATE





________________________________	__________


[bookmark: OLE_LINK4]NAME, General Partner			DATE





________________________________	__________


NAME, General Partner			DATE








[bookmark: dba]D/B/A (Doing Business As) 





This is to certify that the below named person, partnership, limited liability company or corporation conducts or transact business under the assumed or fictitious name in CITY, COUNTY, Florida.      





(1) The Assumed or Fictitious Name of Business is ____________________________.





(2) The business is owned by Identify entity type, e.g. sole proprietor, corporation, LLC, partnership, etc.








_______________________________	


Name						DATE











					______________________________________


WITNESS (2):						GRANTOR:							


_________________________________________________	Name :________________________________________				


Signature						[insert company/LLC etc., if applicable]		


								


________________________________________________		By:_____________________________________


Print Name & Address				[print name of signor]			


								


							As Its:__________________________________			


________________________________________________		[position in the company, CEO,


Signature						President, etc.]





__________________________________________________


Print Name & Address


STATE OF FLORIDA 


COUNTY OF ___________________________


	This foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me on this ______________ day of ______________, 20____ by __________________________ [insert  name of person who signs] as the _______________________________________ [insert Grantor’s  title]  of  ________________________________________ [insert Grantor’s name – company name] , a ____________________________________ [insert as appropriate a Florida Corporation, a Georgia limited liability company, etc.] on behalf of said __________________________________ [insert type of entity, corporation, LLC, etc.)


Personally Known______________ OR Produced Identification ____________.  Type of Identification Produced ____________________________________.


					


				____________________________________________________________


				Signature of Notary Public- State of ___________________


				_______________________________________________


				Print, Type or Stamp Commissioned Name of Notary Public


(Notary Seal)			Commission Number:______________________


				Commission Expires:________________________


WITNESSES (2):					DEPARTMENT:


							______________________________________


__________________________________________		FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF				


							ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION			


							


Print Name:____________________________								


By:_____________________________________


[print name of signor]			


As Its:__________________________________


Print Name:____________________________		


[DEP Position, District Director, Bureau Chief, etc.]





STATE OF FLORIDA 


COUNTY OF ___________________________


	This foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me on this ______________ day of ______________, 20____ by __________________________ [insert  name of person who signs] as the _______________________________________ [insert Grantor’s  title]  of  the Department of Environmental Protection, a State of Florida agency. 


Personally Known______________ OR Produced Identification ____________.  


Type of Identification Produced ____________________________________.


					


				____________________________________________________________


				Signature of Notary Public- State of ___________________


				_______________________________________________


				Print, Type or Stamp Commissioned Name of Notary Public


(Notary Seal)			Commission Number:______________________


				Commission Expires:________________________





Approved as to form andfunction:_______________________________________________________


					 Signature of Department Attorney	Date


Exhibit A: Legal Description of Easement Parcel


Exhibit B: Legal Description of Restricted Area












ATTACHMENT 28: MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 


BETWEEN THE SOUTH FLORIDA WATER 


MANAGEMENT DISTRICT AND THE 


FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF 


ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION











MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE


SOUTH FLORIDA WATER MANAGEMENT DISTRICT


AND THE


FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION








	This MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU) is entered into on this ________ day of _____________, 2000, between the “Parties,” the South Florida Water Management District, 3301 Gun Club Road, West Palm Beach, Florida 33406, a public corporation of the State of Florida (“DISTRICT”), and the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, a public agency of the State of Florida, 3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, Tallahassee, Florida 32399 (“FDEP”). 





WITNESSETH:





	THAT WHEREAS, the DISTRICT is an independent taxing authority, created by the Florida Legislature and given those powers and responsibilities enumerated in Chapter 373, Florida Statutes (F.S.); and 





	WHEREAS, the DISTRICT is empowered to enter into contractual arrangements with public agencies, private corporations or other persons, pursuant to Section 373.083, F.S.; and 





	WHEREAS, the Kissimmee River Restoration Project (the “Project”) is included in the DISTRICT Save Our Rivers (“SOR”) program established to acquire and manage lands under the statutory standards and criteria of that program pursuant to Chapter 373, F.S.; and





	WHEREAS, the DISTRICT is obligated to acquire certain lands within the Project and certify that acquisition is complete to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; and 





	WHEREAS, some of the lands which the DISTRICT is obligated to acquire contain abandoned cattle vats (“Vats”), which were installed by landowners as part of state and local tick eradication programs; and 





WHEREAS, the DISTRICT and the FDEP entered into a Memorandum of Understanding dated February 7, 1994 (“1994 MOU”), in which the parties agreed to a procedure that permitted the DISTRICT to continue the acquisition of lands required for the Project, including those which contain Vats, and which allowed for appropriate and timely remediation of contamination problems associated with Vats; and





	WHEREAS, the DISTRICT has identified two sites with Vats on lands it has acquired for the Project (“Sites”), the Sites being further identified as follows:





	A.	Continental Land and Cattle Company Site, located approximately 1000 feet east of Kissimmee River approximately six miles north of State Road 68 along Micro Bluff Road in Okeechobee County, at latitude 27°30’17”N, longitude 81°11’26”W;





	B.	Gum Slough Site, located approximately 3.5 miles southwest of the Kissimmee River and 13.5 miles north of State Road 98 along Micro Bluff Road in Okeechobee County, at latitude 27°36’26”N, longitude 81°06’06”W;





	WHEREAS, between 1996 and 1998, Dames & Moore, as consultants for the DISTRICT, presented to the FDEP Risk Assessment Closure Reports and/or Corrective Action Reports (“Reports”) for each of the Sites, as indicated by the following table:





			CDV NAME


			DAMES  & MOORE 


JOB NO.


			CORRECTIVE ACTION 


REPORT DATE


			RISK ASSESSMENT 


REPORT DATE





			CONTINENTAL LAND & CATTLE CO.


			10582-048-024


			06/10/96


			July 14, 1998





			GUM SLOUGH


			10582-051-024


			01/24/97


			July 14,1998








	


WHEREAS, the Reports described remediation conducted at the Sites by or on behalf of the DISTRICT, including removal and disposal or proper closure of the Vats, removal of contaminated soils and some remediation of contaminated groundwater; and monitoring of groundwater at the Sites; all of which were undertaken in fulfillment of the DISTRICT’S obligations under the 1994 MOU; and 





	WHEREAS, Dames & Moore also completed risk assessment and/or corrective action reports for each site which are set forth in each of the Reports; and 





	WHEREAS, the risk assessment and/or corrective action reports resulted in recommendations in the Reports that the Sites be recommended as No Further Action (“NFA”) in accordance with the methodology used by the Environmental Protection Agency; and





	WHEREAS, the DISTRICT and the FDEP have agreed to a procedure, set forth herein, which will allow the DISTRICT to continue the project, make the necessary certification to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and manage the Sites in a manner that will ensure that their NFA status will not result in any potential threat to human health or the environment;





	NOW THEREFORE, the DISTRICT and FDEP do hereby agree as follows:





	1.	The FDEP concurs with the recommendations contained in the Reports that the Sites be classified as NFA, with the understanding that the DISTRICT will manage the Sites in the manner set forth in paragraph 3 below.





	2.	Unless and until any changes are made under the provisions of paragraph 4 below, the DISTRICT shall continue to manage the Sites as Restricted I or Restricted II Sites, in order to ensure that human exposure at the Sites will be limited in a manner consistent with the recommendations in the Reports.  For the purposes of this MOU these terms have the following meaning:





	Restricted I – Involves extensive but less than full-time contact with the site.  Includes parks or recreation areas that receive heavy use (soccer and baseball fields, park and picnic areas close to residential areas); and agriculture sites where farming practices result in moderate site contact (approx. 100 days/yr.).





	Restricted II – Involves infrequent site contact.  Examples may include campgrounds in state parks, hiking trails away from populated areas, and agriculture sites where farming practices result in very limited site contact (two weeks total per year or less).





	3.	The District shall manage the sites as follows:








			CDV NAME


			SITE CLASSIFICATION


			ADDITIONAL RESTRICTIONS





			CONTINENTAL LAND & CATTLE CO.


			Restricted II


			No Groundwater Contact Allowed





			GUM SLOUGH 


			Restricted II


			No Groundwater Contact Allowed











	4.	The DISTRICT shall notify the FDEP of any changes in use of any of the Sites that would result in their being managed or otherwise used in any manner inconsistent with their current management status as described in paragraph 3 above, prior to making such changes or otherwise agreeing that those changes be made.  In addition, the DISTRICT shall notify FDEP prior to taking any agency action to sell, lease or otherwise transfer any of its interest in any of the Sites.  Some changes in land use may require that additional remediation be completed.





	5.	The DISTRICT and the FDEP understand that the DISTRICT may discover other Vats in the process of undertaking its activities under the Project.  The parties agree that the MOU may be amended from time to time to include other Sites using procedures similar to those set forth in this MOU.





	6. 	Nothing herein constitutes an admission or acknowledgement by either party that the DISTRICT, as owner or operator of any of the Sites, is liable to the State or any other person or entity for any costs, damages, or penalties associated with the discharge, evaluation, contamination, assessment, or remediation of substances that were used in the Vats at the Sites.





	7.	This MOU may be amended only with the written approval of both Parties.





	8.	All notices and other communications required or permitted under this MOU shall be in writing and shall be (as elected by the person giving such notice) 1) hand delivered, or 2) mailed (airmail if international) by registered or certified mail (postage prepaid), return receipt requested, 3) sent by any form of overnight mail, and addressed, or 4) faxed to:





	TO DISTRICT:





	Director, Land Management Division,


	Construction and Land Management Department


	P.O. Box 24680


	West Palm Beach, Florida 33416





	Overnight Mail address:


	3301 Gun Club Road


	West Palm Beach, Florida 33406





	Fax (561) 687-6436








	TO FDEP:





	Fax ___________________________





or to such other address as any party may designate by notice complying with the terms of this subparagraph.  Each such notice shall be deemed delivered on 1) the date delivered if by personal delivery, or 2) on the date upon which the return receipt is signed or delivery is refused or the notice is designated by the postal authorities as not deliverable, as the case may be, if mailed, or 3) one day after mailing by any form of overnight mail service, or 4) the date of confirmed receipt of the fax.





	9.	This MOU states the entire understanding between the parties and supersedes any written oral representations, statements, negotiations, or agreements as to the contrary.





The parties or their duly authorized representatives hereby execute this MOU on the date first written above.





					       SOUTH FLORIDA WATER MANAGEMENT


				                  DISTRICT, BY ITS GOVERNING BOARD





                                                                 


                                                       By: __________________________________								Executive Director		











					   FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL 


				               PROTECTION








				            By: ____________________________________


								Secretary



ATTACHMENT 29:  SUPERFUND RESTRICTIVE COVENANT


IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS





1. The Institutional Control approach is developed in the ROD.





2. After the ROD is approved and at the appropriate stage of the cleanup, a scoping call/meeting should be held to discuss the restrictive covenant implementation process and identify issues associated with the implementation of a restrictive covenant.  The EPA RPM, Site Attorney, IC Attorney, State PM, State Attorney, EPA IC coordinator, and PRP and/or property owner should participate in the call.





3. After the scoping call, the EPA RPM and EPA Site Attorney should develop the first draft of the restrictive covenant. (90 days)





4. Once all items in the FDEP guidance checklist have been completed, the EPA RPM should route the draft package to the FDEP PM and copy the EPA Attorneys for initial review.  The State PM should review and comment to the EPA RPM.  (60 days)





5. EPA and FDEP will discuss any proposed revisions and develop language that is acceptable for everyone. (30 days)





6. Once the language is agreed upon, the FDEP PM routes to Dan Blackwell for OGC review and comment.  The FDEP PM will include the distribution list to Dan.  Once it’s determined that the package is complete, he will send an email to the FDEP PM and EPA RPM.  Upon legal review, any revisions will be discussed between FDEP PM, Attorney, and EPA.  (60 days)





7. The draft restrictive covenant will then be sent to the PRP and/or property owner for review. (60 days)





8. If any changes are suggested by the PRP and/or property owner, then EPA and FDEP discuss the suggested revisions.  If necessary, a meeting could be held with all parties at the FDEP office to negotiate the final language. (60 days)





9. Either EPA or the PRP/property owner will publish public notice in a local newspaper to satisfy 62-780.680(8).  All comments come to the FDEP PM.  (60 days)





10. Once public comments are addressed, the EPA RPM sends to the property owner for signature. (15 days)





11. After signature by the property owner, EPA forwards to the FDEP PM to be routed through OGC for signature by the Director, Division of Waste Management.  (30 days)





12. Once signed, the FDEP PM forwards the restrictive covenant to property owner for filing in the appropriate land records office.  (30 days)





13. The property owner will then send a recorded copy to FDEP and EPA. (15 days)


















ATTACHMENT 30: SAMPLE DECLARATION OF 


RESTRICTIVE COVENANT FOR 


SUPERFUND SITES





This instrument prepared by:





COMPANY NAME


ADDRESS





DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS


 


This Declaration of Restrictive Covenants (hereinafter “Declaration”) is given this ____ day of ______________, 20___, by XXXX., a Florida corporation, ("Grantor"), having an address of XXX, XX County, Florida to the State of Florida Department of Environmental Protection (hereinafter ”FDEP” or ”Grantee”).





	RECITALS





A.	WHEREAS, Grantor is the fee simple owner of a parcel of land situated in the county of XX County, State of Florida, more particularly described in Exhibit ”A“ attached hereto and made a part hereof (hereinafter the "Property");





B.	WHEREAS, The Property subject to this restrictive covenant is a portion of the property known as the XXX Superfund Site ("Site"), which the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA"), pursuant to Section 105 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act ("CERCLA"), 42 U.S.C. § 9605, proposed for the National Priorities List, set forth at 40 C.F.R. Part 300, Appendix B, by publication in the Federal Register on May 11, 2000, at 65 Fed. Reg. 30482. 





C.	WHEREAS, in a Record of Decision dated XXX (the "ROD"), the EPA Region 4 Regional Administrator selected a "remedial action" for the Site.





D.	WHEREAS, a remedial action selected pursuant to the EPA ROD will be performed on the Site.





E. 	WHEREAS, contaminants in excess of allowable concentrations for unrestricted use will remain at the Property after completion of the remedial action.





F.	WHEREAS, it is the intent of the restrictions in this declaration to reduce or eliminate the risk of exposure of the contaminants to the environment and to users or occupants of the property and to reduce or eliminate the threat of migration of the contaminants.





G.	WHEREAS, it is the intention of all parties that EPA is a third party beneficiary of said restrictions and said restrictions shall be enforceable by the EPA, FDEP, and their successor agencies. 


H.	WHEREAS, the parties hereto have agreed 1) to impose on the Property use restrictions as covenants that will run with the land for the purpose of protecting human health and the environment; and 2) to grant an irrevocable right of access over the Property to the Grantee and its agents or representatives for purposes of implementing, facilitating and monitoring the remedial action; and





I.	WHEREAS, Grantor deems its desirable and in the best interest of all present and future owners of the Property that the Property be held subject to certain restrictions and changes, that will run with the land, for the purpose of protecting human health and the environment, all of which are more particularly hereinafter set forth. 





NOW THEREFORE, Grantor, on behalf of itself, its successors, its heirs, and assigns, in consideration of the recitals above, the terms of the Record of Decision, and other good and valuable consideration, the adequacy and receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, does hereby covenant and declare that the Property shall be subject to the restrictions on use set forth below, which shall touch and concern and run with the title of the property, and does give, grant and convey to the Grantee, and its assigns, 1) an irrevocable use restriction and site access covenant of the nature and character, and for the purposes hereinafter set forth and 2), the perpetual right to enforce said covenants and use restrictions, with respect to the Property.  Grantor further agrees as follows:	





a.  The foregoing recitals are true and correct and are incorporated herein by reference.





b.  Grantor hereby imposes on the Property the following restrictions:





1.	Restrictions on use:  The following covenants, conditions, and restrictions apply to the use of the Property:





a. Contaminated groundwater shall not be used until State groundwater standards and the groundwater cleanup standards identified in the ROD are met.





b. There shall be no drilling for water conducted on the Property nor shall any wells, including monitoring wells, be installed on the Property unless pre-approved by FDEP and EPA. [FDEP & EPA can add or delete well construction criteria on a site-specific basis at the Scoping Meeting] 





c. Attached as Exhibit B, and incorporated by reference herein, is a survey map identifying the size and location of existing stormwater swales, stormwater detention or retention facilities, and ditches on the Property. Such existing stormwater features shall not be altered, modified or expanded without prior approval from the FDEP. Additionally, there shall be no construction of new stormwater swales, stormwater detention or retention facilities or ditches on the Property without prior written approval from the FDEP.





[If there are no existing stormwater features on the Property, use the following language] There shall be no stormwater swales, stormwater detention or retention facilities, or ditches constructed on the Property unless previously approved by FDEP.  





d. For any dewatering activities, a plan must be submitted and approved by FDEP to address and ensure the appropriate handling, treatment, and disposal of any extracted groundwater that may be contaminated.





e. The Property shall only be used for industrial purposes.  There shall be no agricultural use of the land including forestry, fishing and mining; no hotels or lodging; no recreational uses including amusement parks, parks, camps, museums, zoos, or gardens; no residential uses, and no educational uses such as elementary and secondary schools, or day care services. [FDEP & EPA can add or delete restrictions on a site-specific basis at the Scoping Meeting] These restrictions may only be modified pursuant to Paragraph 3 of this Declaration.  If the Property is to be used other than for industrial purposes, FDEP may require additional response actions.  





f. On-site engineering controls, including buildings, concrete slabs, and pavement on the Property, as identified in Exhibit B, shall be maintained. This restriction may only be modified pursuant to Paragraph 3 of this Declaration.  Should future development require the disturbance of on-site engineering controls, additional response actions may be necessary.  For any construction activities, a plan must be submitted and approved by FDEP and EPA to address and ensure the appropriate management of any contaminated soil that may be encountered.  





2.	Irrevocable Covenant for Site Access:  Grantor hereby grants to the Grantee, its agents and representatives, an irrevocable, permanent and continuing right of access at all reasonable times to the Property for purposes of:





a)	Implementing the response actions in the ROD; 





b)	Verifying any data or information submitted to EPA and Grantee;





c)	Verifying that no action is being taken on the Property in violation of the terms of this instrument or of any federal or state environmental laws or regulations;





d)	Monitoring response actions on the Site and conducting investigations relating to contamination on or near the Site, including, without limitation, sampling of air, water, sediments, soils, and specifically, without limitation, obtaining split or duplicate samples; 





e)	Conducting periodic reviews of the remedial action, including but not limited to, reviews required by applicable statutes and/or regulations; and





3.	Modification: This Declaration shall not be modified, amended, or terminated without the written consent of FDEP or its successor agency.  FDEP shall not consent to any such modification, amendment or termination without the written consent of EPA.





4.	(a) Reserved rights of Grantor:  Grantor hereby reserves unto itself, its successors, its heirs, and assigns, all rights and privileges in and to the use of the Property which are not incompatible with the restrictions, rights and covenants granted herein.





(b) Reserved Rights of EPA: Nothing in this document shall limit or otherwise affect EPA’s rights of entry and access or EPA’s or authority to take response actions under CERCLA, the NCP, or other federal law.  





(c) Reserved Rights of Grantee: Nothing in this document shall limit or otherwise affect Grantee’s rights of entry and access or authority to act under state or federal law.





5.	Notice requirement:  Grantor agrees to include in any instrument conveying any interest in any portion of the Property, including but not limited to deeds, leases and mortgages, a notice which is in substantially the following form:





NOTICE:   THE INTEREST CONVEYED HEREBY IS SUBJECT TO A DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE AND AFFIRMATIVE COVENANTS, DATED_____________, 200_, RECORDED IN THE PUBLIC LAND RECORDS ON ____________, 20___, IN BOOK _______, PAGE _____, IN FAVOR OF, AND ENFORCEABLE BY, THE STATE OF FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION. 





Within thirty (30) days of the date any such instrument of conveyance is executed, Grantor must provide Grantee and EPA with a certified true copy of said instrument and, if it has been recorded in the public land records, its recording reference.





6.	Administrative Jurisdiction:   FDEP or any successor state agency having administrative jurisdiction over the interests acquired by the State of Florida by this instrument is the Grantee.  EPA is a third party beneficiary to the interests acquired by XXX





7.	Enforcement:  The Grantee shall be entitled to enforce the terms of this instrument by resort to specific performance or legal process.  These restrictions may also be enforced in a court of competent jurisdiction by any other person, firm, corporation or governmental agency that is substantially benefited by this Declaration.  All remedies available hereunder shall be in addition to any and all other remedies at law or in equity, including CERCLA.  It is expressly agreed that EPA is not the recipient of a real property interest but is a third party beneficiary of the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants, and as such, has the right of enforcement.  Enforcement of the terms of this instrument shall be at the discretion of the entities listed above, and any forbearance, delay or omission to exercise its rights under this instrument in the event of a breach of any term of this instrument shall not be deemed to be a waiver by the Grantee of such term or of any subsequent breach of the same or any other term, or of any of the rights of the Grantee under this instrument.  





8.	Damages:  Grantee shall be entitled to recover damages for violations of the terms of this instrument, or for any injury to the remedial action, to the public or to the environment protected by this instrument.





9.	Waiver of certain defenses:  Grantor hereby waives any defense of laches, estoppel, or prescription.





10.	Covenants:  Grantor hereby covenants to and with the Grantee, that the Grantor is lawfully seized in fee simple of the Property, that the Grantor has a good and lawful right and power to sell and convey it or any interest therein, that the Property is free and clear of encumbrances, except those noted on Exhibit C attached hereto.





11.	Notices:  Any notice, demand, request, consent, approval, or communication that either party desires or is required to give to the other shall be in writing and shall either be served personally or sent by first class mail, postage prepaid, referencing the Site name and Site ID number and addressed as follows:





To Grantor:					To Grantee:





						Bureau Chief, Waste Cleanup


						FDEP M.S. 4505


						2600 Blair Stone Road


						Tallahassee, FL 32399





To EPA:





U.S. EPA, Region 4				


Waste Management Division


Superfund Remedial and Technical Services Branch


Section Chief, Section D


61 Forsyth Street, SW


Atlanta, GA 30303





12.	Recording in Land Records:  Grantor shall record this Declaration of Restrictive and Affirmative Covenants in timely fashion in the Official Records of XX County, Florida, with no encumbrances other than those noted in Exhibit C, and shall rerecord it at any time Grantee may require to preserve its rights.  Grantor shall pay all recording costs and taxes necessary to record this document in the public records. 





13. 	General provisions:





a)	Controlling law:  The interpretation and performance of this instrument shall be governed by the laws of the United States or, if there are no applicable federal laws, by the law of the state where the Property is located.





b)	Liberal construction:  Any general rule of construction to the contrary notwithstanding, this instrument shall be liberally construed in favor of the grant to effect the purpose of this instrument and the policy and purpose of CERCLA.  If any provision of this instrument is found to be ambiguous, an interpretation consistent with the purpose of this instrument that would render the provision valid shall be favored over any interpretation that would render it invalid.





c)	Severability:  If any provision of this instrument, or the application of it to any person or circumstance, is found to be invalid, the remainder of the provisions of this instrument, or the application of such provisions to persons or circumstances other than those to which it is found to be invalid, as the case may be, shall not be affected thereby.





d)	Entire Agreement:  This instrument sets forth the entire agreement of the parties with respect to rights and restrictions created hereby, and supersedes all prior discussions, negotiations, understandings, or agreements relating thereto, all of which are merged herein.  





e)	No Forfeiture:  Nothing contained herein will result in a forfeiture or reversion of Grantor's title in any respect.





f)	Joint Obligation:  If there are two or more parties identified as Grantor herein, the obligations imposed by this instrument upon them shall be joint and several.





g)	Successors: The term "Grantor", wherever used herein, and any pronouns used in place thereof, shall include the persons and/or entities named at the beginning of this document, identified as "Grantor" and their personal representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns.  The term "Grantee", wherever used herein, and any pronouns used in place thereof, shall include the persons and/or entities named at the beginning of this document, identified as "Grantee" and their personal representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns.  The rights of the Grantee and Grantor under this instrument are freely assignable, subject to the notice provisions hereof.





h)	Captions:  The captions in this instrument have been inserted solely for convenience of reference and are not a part of this instrument and shall have no effect upon construction or interpretation.





i)	Counterparts:  The parties may execute this instrument in two or more counterparts, which shall, in the aggregate, be signed by both parties; each counterpart shall be deemed an original instrument as against any party who has signed it.  In the event of any disparity between the counterparts produced, the recorded counterpart shall be controlling.





TO HAVE AND TO HOLD unto the State of Florida Department of Environmental Protection and its successors and assigns forever.





IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor has caused this Agreement to be signed in its name.





Executed this ______ day of ____________, 20__. 			








GRANTOR: 	_________________________


President


XXX COMPANY.





Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of:





   ____________________________________________  


Witness:				    Print Name			                Date





_____________________________________________


Witness:				    Print Name				     Date











STATE OF FLORIDA			


COUNTY OF ___________





On this ___ day of ______, 20__, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the State of Florida, duly commissioned and sworn, personally appeared ___________________, known to be the President of XXX Company, Inc., the corporation that executed the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged the said instrument to be the free and voluntary act and deed of said corporation, for the uses and purposes therein mentioned, and on oath stated that they are authorized to execute said instrument.





Witness my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year written above.





_____________________________


Notary Public in and for the


State of Florida





My Commission Expires: __________





Approved as to form by the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, Office of General Counsel._____________________________








STATE OF FLORIDA DEPARTMENT


OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION





By:	______________________________








Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of:





___ __________________________________________  


Witness:				    Print Name			                Date





_____________________________________________


Witness:				    Print Name				     Date








STATE OF FLORIDA			


COUNTY OF ____________





On this ___ day of ______, 20_, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the State of Florida, duly commissioned and sworn, personally appeared ___________________, known to be the Secretary of the Florida Department of Environmental Protection , the State Agency that executed the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged the said instrument to be the free and voluntary act and deed of said Agency, for the uses and purposes therein mentioned, and on oath stated that they are authorized to execute said instrument.





Witness my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year written above.





_____________________________


Notary Public in and for the


State of Florida





My Commission Expires: __________.





Attachments:	Exhibit A	-	Legal Description of the Property


		Exhibit B	-	Survey Map


Exhibit C	-	Existing Liens and Encumbrances on the Property


			(to be determined through/by title examination successor agencies) 
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EASEMENTS AFFECTING RESTRICTED AREA




EASEMENT BOOK PAGE AFFECTS/DOES NOT AFFECT




UTILITY EASEMENT 3359 1786 DOES NOT AFFECT
ACCESS EASEMENT 4259 664 AFFECTS
INGRESS/EGRRESS EASEMENT 4259 672 DOES NOT AFFECT
ACCESS EASEMENT 5244 1352 AFFECTS
UTILITY EASEMENT 5568 1508 DOES NOT AFFECT
UTILITY EASEMENT 5655 907 DOES NOT AFFECT
ACCESS EASEMENT 5727 1514 DOES NOT AFFECT
ACCESS EASEMENT 5773 1143 DOES NOT AFFECT
UTILITY EASEMENT 5787 741 AFFECTS
SANITARY SEWER EASEMENT 5787 758 DOES NOT AFFECT
DRAINAGE & SANITARY EASEMENT 5877 397 AFFECTS
DRAINAGE & SANITARY EASEMENT 6004 353 AFFECTS (CORRECTIVE EASEMENT FOR 5877/397)
DRAINAGE EASEMENT 6520 1275 AFFECTS (BLANKET OVER WM PROPERTY)
EASEMENTS W/ COVENANTS 7329 401 DOES NOT AFFECT
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Top Twelve List of Errors/Problems 



with Restrictive Covenant Packages



(in no particular order…)



1.  The drafter of the Restrictive Covenant (RC) confuses terms such as “property”, “parcel”, “site”, etc.   Just as we must be specific in our Site Rehabilitation Completion Order (SRCO) language about referring to the “contaminated site”, the same is true for RC’s.  Make sure they specifically describe what is being encumbered.  In some cases, it is the entire property (e.g., groundwater use restrictions); in other cases only a portion of the property is being encumbered (e.g., a cap covering an area of contaminated soil).



2. Often the drafter will want to leave out one or more of the requirements for the groundwater contamination; i.e., that it does not extend beyond the Property, that the plume does not exceed 1/4 acre, and that it is not migrating.  The language to be included depends on which Risk Management Option (RMO) level is being used.  The above-listed conditions are required for an RMO II closure, which is the most common.  If RMO III is being used, then there may be contamination beyond the property boundaries, and this language would have to be altered.  In either case, the Person Responsible for Site Rehabilitation (PRSR) must have established that the groundwater plume is stable or shrinking (i.e., not migrating).



3. For “partial restrictions” where only a portion of the property will be subject to the restrictions (such as a cap over contaminated soil), the required Exhibit B survey drawing often does not adequately show the location of that portion of the property that is to be restricted.  A Professional Land Survey (PLS) should be provided that includes reference to permanent markers (e.g., state plane coordinates system) for the area to be restricted.  The map should also include location information such as street names and identify existing structures such as buildings, parking lots, pools, open space, etc.  The permanent marker references are necessary to confirm the cap location in the event of changes over time to other such site identifiers. 



If groundwater contamination remains and the property is subject to water use restrictions, then the survey map should identify any existing stormwater swales, detention or retention facilities or ditches.  Additionally, the wording of the RC should be modified to require that these existing stormwater structures cannot be enlarged or modified without prior DEP approval because modification of such facilities can affect groundwater gradients and cause plume migration.  



4. Sometimes the drafter changes the model language for groundwater restrictions so that no new wells are allowed, but use is NOT prohibited.  Please compare the proposed RC language with the model language in the guidance to ensure they haven’t removed these important restrictions prohibiting all groundwater use.



5. Often owners do not want to allow the enforcement of the restrictions by any person other than the DEP and they delete the sentence in Recital 4 in the Model RC that allows for this.  Be sure to check this and make sure this sentence is included:  “These restrictions may also be enforced in a court of competent jurisdiction by any other person, firm, corporation, or governmental agency that is substantially benefited by this restriction.”


6. Sometimes owners want to record the RC prior to having the engineering control in place; however, as explained in number 3 above, the attached exhibit to the RC has to indicate exactly where the engineering control is located, so it must be in place prior to execution of the RC.  Note:  The rule requires that the control be in place and certified by a P.E., so this certification should be included in the PRSR’s No Further Action (NFA) Proposal requesting the SRCO with Conditions from the DEP.  We cannot issue the SRCO until we have proof of RC recording; therefore, the engineering control should be in place before they submit the RC package and request the SRCO.



7. Very frequently the title search does not extend back far enough (we prefer a 50-year search). 



8.  The PRSR or the attorney preparing the RC fails to use the Attachment J4 RC Checklist that is included in the Institutional Controls Procedures Guidance (ICPG) found at: 



http://www.dep.state.fl.us/waste/quick_topics/publications/wc/csf/icpg.pdf


This checklist helps the PRSR avoid errors of omission in assembling its RC package.


9. Very frequently there is not a complete Title Search Report.  This report is a required component of any RC package in order for the Department to verify the ownership and review any encumbrances on the property.  Sometimes a title search report is submitted, but it expressly excludes a search for easements.  Such a report is inadequate, and the DEP cannot review a proposed RC package without a complete report including a listing of all encumbrances, easements, mortgages, etc., on the subject property.



10. Very frequently encumbrances are listed in the Title Search Report, but there is no explanation offered as to whether the encumbrance conflicts with the restriction(s) in the RC.  Also, assuming there is a conflict and the holder of the previously filed encumbrance has an interest or right in the property filed ahead of the DEP’s RC, then the appropriate “buy-in” must be obtained [e.g., a subordination from any existing mortgage holder; or a consent/joinder from easement holders (such as city utilities, rights of way, railroad easements, etc.)].  Copies of these subordinations/consents/joinders must be included in the RC package submitted to OGC and will be exhibits to the final RC. Please refer to the ICPG linked in number 8 above for samples.



11.  Often PRSRs are not aware of the noticing requirements associated with the use of controls at a contaminated site.  Please see section 62-780.680(8), F.A.C., (and similar provisions for other cleanup rules…62-770, 782, & 785), which describes the constructive notice required and the subsequent 30-day comment period that is allowed by law.  If overlooked, this requirement can delay time-sensitive business transactions that are contingent upon the recording of the RC and the subsequent issuance of the SRCO with Conditions.



12. There are often formatting errors, such as failure to leave the 3”x3” blank space in the upper-right-hand corner of the first page of the RC (required for clerking and recording).  Page numbers must be in the X of Y format, and exhibits must be properly labeled with the pages numbered.[image: image1.jpg]
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